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Politics
and Your
Portfolio
by Eric R. Glade
According to the Stock
Trader 's Almanac. ~mce 190 I the
Dow Jones industrial average has
returned an average of 6.4 percent
under Republican presidents and
9. t percent under Democrats .
Some of the stock market's darkest
day.s have been during
Republican presidency - the crashes of 1929 and 1987 - as well as
contimu:cl on par: e 5

REAL ESTATE NOTES

AT DEADLINE
SMG and Conferon
Develop Simplified
Meeting and
Exhibition
Planning
Philadelphia-based SMG, the
world's largest convention center
management firm that manages 49
convention and exhibition centers
in North America. inducting the
continued on page 13

Three Women in
FocusT
Forum
Members Honored
by NAFE
Women m FocusT FORUM. a

professional business

network,

continued on page 12
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Got Golf? With Scores of
Courses, the I.E. Is a
Veritable Golf Mecca
by Leona Chri.'ltensen

CALENDAR

For
golfers
across
the
Southland, the Inland Emptre ts a
golf mecca. With scores of lush.
picturesque courses situated in
Riverside and San Bernardino
counties. choosing where to play
can be just as difficult as the elu-

play golf anywhere they want. yet
they choose the TPC Stadium
Course because it is one of the most
thrilling. exciting courses in the
world."
When famed golf course architect Pete Dye needed a muse while
desigmng the TPC Stadium
Course. he turned to the awe-

sive "hole-in-one ...

inspiring Scottish seaside cours-

"For a golfer. you have a list of
courses you 'must play'- the PGA
West TPC Stadium Golf Course is
on that list." said Jeff Zamensky.
director of golf sales at La Quinta
Resort & Club,PGA WEST. "We

es ... and his wife, Alice. Acclaimed
as one of the most challenging golf
courses in the world, it is not surprising that Golf Maga~ine lists the
TPC Stadium Course among the
"I 00 Greatest Courses in the

create memones. Our guests can

contmued on
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First
Laparoscopic
Donor
Nephrectomy
Performed at
ARMC
b1· Georgine Lo1·e/and
A cutting edge kidney transplant procedure was recently performed at Arrowhead Regional
Medical Center m Colton, called a
laparoscopic donor nephrectomy.
"This new procedure will
offer living donor patients here at
colllinued on page II
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Got Golf? With Scores of Courses, the I.E.JtP~EMBER
Veritable Golf Mecca
continued from page I

United States."
What people may not know IS
the dauntmg greens rank seventh
out of the top 50 courses for
women. by Golf for Women magazme. Each year. the publication
queries prominent female golfers.
travel writers. top amateur players,
golf course architects and other

members of the Golf Digest ranking
panel. for public courses appealing
to players of all skill levels.
Courses are selected not only for
stunning scenery, amenities and
course quality. but also for the overall golf experience.
"Pete Dye's wife, Alice, wanted
the course to be enjoyable for
everyone, including women," said

Zamensky. "She had a strong influ·
ence in the design of the course and
location of the tees for women."
Golfers who play the TPC
Stadium Course are in good company. Among the many events this
facility has hosted are: the "Skins"
game and tl1e PGA Tour Qualifying
School Finals in 1986, 1988, 1989,
2002, and will again serve as host

If you're an SCE mdustnal or busmess
customer with a time-of-use (TOU) meter.
you can save energy and money this summer.
The SCE 20/20 Rebate Program offers you
an automatic 20% rebate when you achieve
a 20% reduction on your average on-peak
usage per day - compared to the same
billing period last summer. You can visit
EnergyManager5M at www.sce.com
for information about your peak-time
usage account history.
The program only applies to your July,
August and September 2004 electricity bills.
So start putting your business in energy-saving mode
immediately wtth these simple tips:
1\Jro off ligbting and equipment in unoccupied areas.
Raise thermostats a couple of degrees and cut lighting by 50%
during peak hours, from noon to 6 p.m.
Set computers to sleep mode when not in use.
For more energy-saving tips and jnformation
about the SCE 20/20 Rebate Program , please
call our toll-free number at 1-800-736-4777.

www.sce.com
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this .December. Even seasoned profeSSIOnal golfers consider the PGA
Tour Qualifying School Finals to
be one of the most mentally gruelmg tests a professional athlete can
undertake. Each year only 35
golfers out of 168 pass the test.
making them e ligible to compete
professionally on the PGA tour.
From the back tees the TPC
Stadium Course plays to 7266
yards with a 150 slope rating of
75.9 difficulty. Green fees range
from $50 to $235, depending on the
season. Resort guests receive substantial discounts as well as
advanced booking privileges and an
option for unlimited play golf package. Along with the TPC Stadium
Course, this package allows access
to
PGA
West's
Nicklaus
Tournament Course, Greg Norman
Course and LA Quinta's Mountains
and Dune Courses. La Quinta
Reson & Club IS located at 49-499
Eisenhower Drive in La Quinta.
For more information or a tee time.
please call (760) 56-l-4111 or toll
free (800) 598-3828 or log onto
www.laquintaresort.com.
"In my industry, golf and business are a great fit," says David
Mellentine. a health care sales and
marketing executive with North
ManageAmerican
Medical
ment!PrimeCare Medical Network
of Ontario. "I enJOY playing at
Trilogy in Corona, with its great
collection of challenging holes and
beautiful vistas. Whether it IS for
business or JUSt golfing with my
friends. there are many courses in
the rE that present challenge levels
for all handicaps."
Golfers wishing to enhance
their game by utilizing the latest
technology should look no further
than Indio's Landmark Golf Club.
The course is the flrst in California
to offer the TeePod system- touchscreen kiosks tracking golfers'
scores and statistics, as well as
allowing players to order food and
beverages from the green. Created
by
the Canadian
company,
4everSports, TeePod's unique technology can be found in the United
States only at Landmark Golf Club
and a golf course in Mesa, Arizona.
"It looks like a birdhouse from
afar, but up close it is the latest
technology to hit golf courses,"
said Matt Bell , tournament director
continued on page 12
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Pomona
Lions Roared
Through
Project to
Save Kids'
Vision

Survey: U.S.
Business
Leaders'
Hiring
Expectations
on the Rise

by Georgine Loveland

Focusing on helping
customers succeed,
dealing with margin
pressure

Through a $57,000 community
fund-rais1ng dri\-c and a Lions
Club~ InternatiOnal r:oundation ·~
matching $47.500 grant, Pomona
Host Lions Club members reali1ed
a long-time dream in September
2002. They built a 24 · x 40' ft.
modular building and provided a
clinic where 4,000 students at local
schools are tested for viSion and
hearing each year. It has become a
great success. bringing JOY to the
Lions who persevered and dealt
with building codes. design and
funding is.,ues and much more. "It
was a lot of fun and a lot of
headache~." commented Pomona
Lion Bill Conners.
The club was always active in
paying for eye exams and buying
glasses. but they saw the need in
the district was so great that they
wanted to do more. So they asked
Sharon Goodrich, R.N. and current

Pomona /lost Lion.\ Club Me mba.\ .from hft front Bill Conners, Jack Lightfoot
in back, Joe Ridley, and Steve King and jri£•11d admire the srate-of-thc·clrt equipmew ready 10 sene the children of Northll'est Pomo11a by again prO\·iding \'ision
care ami hearinr.: exams.

program assistant wllh health services for the Pomona United School
District, what more they could do.
"We need a building," Goodrich
rephed. So, past presidents - Bill
Conners, Joe Ridley and Jack
L1ghtfoot and all the members of
the club got to work on the massive
fund-raiSing project and began
coordinating the building process.
They agreed to provtde a
24'x40' modular building with
three exam rooms, a meetmg room.
two bathrooms. storage and reception areas. as well as a seating area
for waiting children and parents.

Club members worked with the
Diamond
Bar and
Pomona
Breakfast Clubs and with help from
local industries. private donations
and a Bowi-A·Thon, $105,000 was
raised.
Vision exams are provided by
~upervi~ed
optometry students
from the Southern Califorma
School of Optometry. Fullenon.
The clinic. which too~ two
years to complete, and dedicated in
September 2002, wa; located at the
Marshall
Middle School
in
Northwest
Pomona. because.
comim1ed on par.:e 6

ANew Empire

Stone & Youngberg and the City of Fontana announce the successful
sale of bonds to resolve long-standing bond default
The mayor of Fontana - "City
of Innovation" - and Stone &
Young-berg, a San Francisco-based
investment banking firm, have
announced the successful sale of
two bond issues to resolve a fiveyear-old bond default and facilitate
the development of a long-delayed
project called Empire Center. The
proceeds of the issues - approximately $50 million in total - will
completely resolve the original
bond default. including all past due
payments owed to bond owners and
will also be used to build roads and
traffic enhancements necessary to
complete the development of housing. a neighborhood shopping center. and a business park.
"The c1ty and its consultants
have worked dihgently for more
than five years to ensure that own-

ers of the Emp1re Center bonds
would receive 100 percent of
unpaid principal and interest," said
Mark Nuami, mayor. ''As an added
benefit of resolving the bond
default, new development is
expected to generate thousands of
permanent jobs and nearly 400 new
homes .
"The city's effons have at times
involved financial risks, litigation
with tax-delinquent propeny owners, and intense negotiations with
state and federal regulators to protect the Delhi Sands flower-loving
fly -the only fly on the endangered
species list," explained city manager. Ken Hunt. "We are confident
that the new set of circumstances
will ensure development of Empire
Center and reduce the likelihood of

future bond defaults on the project.
"The solution to this very complex workout required trust and
cooperation between the public and
private sectors," said Bill Huck,
managing director, Stone &
Youngberg, underwriter for the new
bond issues. "We have raised the
underlying value of the propeny,
securing the old and new bonds and
have restructured the debt burden to
keep it 10 line With the planned
development. Add1t10nally, we
stayed true to the city's original
goals of bringing high-quality
development,
commerce
and
employment to the residents of this
pan of Fontana."

More than half of U S buSIness leader~ expect to hire more
employees by the end of the year.
according to Grant Thornton S
Busine.u Optimism Index, part of
the Gram Thornton Sun·ev of U.S.
Business Leaders.
The Grant Thornton Business
Opwnism Index is an aggregate of
three measures
economiC outlook. business growth. and
employment - indexed to a scale
from 0 to 100.
The current index of 74 percent dropped from a high of 76 percent in January 2004.
Econom1c outlook was the
main factor to cause the index to
lag, but htring expectations are
strong.
During the next six months,
73 percent expect the U.S. economy to improve. compared with 83
percent who felt the same six
months ago.
Nine out of 10. however, are
optimistic about their own businesses' growth.
Growth optimism is funher
fueled by the 54 percent who
expect hiring to increase in the
next six months - an increase from
52 percent six months ago.
"Companies across the United
States. regardless of location, continue to be taking advantage of the
recovering economy." says John
Desmond, partner in charge of the
Grant Thornton Business Leaders
Council. "Although optimism is
not at an all-time high. these business leaders are building upon the
momentum they have created for
their businesses over the past year
and looking to hire new talent to
execute their strategic plans."
<·ontinued Off puge 5
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Helping customer s s ucceed
According 10 ihe Surve_\' of
U.S. Business Leaclers, enhancmg
customer success is becommg
more a coSI of enlry: Six oul of I 0
(58 percent) business leaders say il
IS expecied as part of ihe deliverable. S1eps companies are laking to
he lp clients succeed include assisting with product implementalion
(79 percenl). Delivering coS! savings by idenlifying opp011uni1ics
for innovation and customizatJOn
(66 percent) and providing conlinued !rain ing (58 percenl).
Through such initiatives, some
U.S. companies have reaped financial gain: 52 percenl have experienced increased revenue and business. Client relalions have also
1mproved for many: 80 percenl say
he lping customers be more successful strengthened 1he1r re lationships and 63 percenl became a
trusted advisor or resource partner.
Margin pressure
Managing margin pressure has
been on ihe rise for bus mcss leaders: 52 percent say it has increased
compared to one year ago. The
major drivers of marg in pressure
include pressure from clients to
keep cosiS down (61 pcrcenl) and

rismg health care and other
employmenl-related costs (59 percenl).
To keep margm pressure in
check, U.S. busmess leaders have
walked away from unprofilablc
business (73 percenl) and ellminalmg activities that dilute margins
(72 percenl). "With cosls on lhe
rise, customers demanding lower
prices, and company stakeholders
calling for higher profits. managing
margin pressure may seem near to
1mpossible at many companies,"
says Desmond. "'But. companies
today can manage the~e pressures
by establishing aconcise and executable act ion plan that best serves
ihe needs of ihe company and ils
customers."
The ninlh edition of S11n•ev of
U.S. Business Leaders, with a
focus on how U.S. bu"nesses are
building on momentum, is now
ava1lable. To order a fu ll copy of
Ihe report, visil Gran I Thonllon \
Web sile at www. Gra niThornlon.
com/BLCSurvey.
Wirthlin Worldwide, an independent marker research firm, conducts
the biannual Grallf Thornton
S11n•ey of U.S. Business Leaders
amon,(? more than 300 executires

Politics and Your
Portfolio
COIIIlllltl'cl from

page /

lhc bear markel from 1969 10 1974
while some of ihe b1ggeS1 runs
dunng ihe 1960s and 1990s
occurred with a Democrat 111 office.
However. 1he opposi1e has been
lrue for bonds. The bond markel
has historically faired much bcller
for Republican adminbtrations and
le~s so for Democrats. For example. long-term lreasury bonds hislorically returned an average of 9 5
percenl a year under a Republican
president and only 2.8 percent
under a Democrat.
While it may be m1eres11ng 10
learn that lhe Slock markel has hislorically done bener under a
Democral president and bonds have
done better. on average, under a
Republican president. il is most
important to remember that you
shouldn't make investment deC!·
sions based on which party IS 111 lhe
While House. lnSiead. you shou ld
manage your investments focused
on 1wo of the most unportanl factors, your time frame and your
desired financial goals. Consider
following ihese helpfu l lips 10 build
and manage your portfolio. desp ile
who is in office:
• Utilize Dollar-Cost-Averaging
Doll ar-cost-ave ragi ng IS a longterm investi ng ~ Lrategy in wh ich
you mvcSI regularly and may build
a sitable sum over time.
• Diversif) Your Imestments
Diversification. or spread ing your

PORTER'S
PRIME STEAK HOUSE

"Serving an extraordinary dining experience."
Porter's is proud to feature USDA Prime Midwes tern Bed, the highest
qual1ty and most flavo rful steaks available, along with exceptional Fresh
Seafood and Chops. Experience Porter's spen alty martinis and extens1ve
wine li st. After dinner enj oy yo ur fa vo nte cognac, port or a se lec tion from our
tantaliZing dessert menu. Se mi -pri va te clinmg roo m avail able. Reservati ons
required Located in the DoublcTree Hotel Ont ario. Serv mg lun ch Tuesday
through Fnd ay, Sunda y brunch, and d1nner seve n n ights a wee k. For
reservations call: (909) 41 8-4808
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money across several differen
invcstmenh and inveMment cla\s
cs, helps reduce market risk. in <
portfolio and can help to prolec
your nesl egg.
• Reba lance Your Portfolio
Rather than changing your invest
ment miX every day as in the "'day
tradmg"' world. which is very risky
or gucssmg which way the marke
will go based on whether ;
Democrat or Republican is ir
office. you should im1ead revie"
your portfolio approximately onct
a year to make sure your choser
asse1 allocallon is Slill balanced an<
nght for you r needs. RebalanClll!
may help 10 keep your portfol io or
1rack wilh your long-term goals.
• Seek Help Meeti ng wi lh a qual
1fied fi nanc ial advisor can he lp ym
build a comprehensive porl fo li <
and investmenl strategy specificall y
for your needs.
• Eric R. Glade, is a senior finan
cwl advisor 111 Glendora. CA speciali:.ing in im'estment strategies
reriremem planning, and esrau
preser\'lllion. Glade is also c
Chartered Financial Consu ltanl , c
business financial advisor and t
reRiStered
represe ntatil'e
n,
American
Express
Fina ncta
Advisors Inc., member NASD!SIPC
For more information please cal
(626) 852-0023.
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CLOSE-UP

CORPORATE

Dave Neely
Pharo by Norman Veddermeyer

by Norman Neddermever
Dave Neel y has amassed an
extensive. diverse marketing career
- working wtth people tn fund-raising. gift planning and public relations for non -profit enttties. He has
been a counselor and teacher for
secondary and post-secondary
schools and a cenified gift planner
at Californta State Universi ty.
Neely commented, ··so. working in
sales. fund-raising, public relations,
performing , and education, it all
boils down to people . In essence ,
people wind my clock, not funding
or sales goals. Working with people
all my life has been a great satisfaction while 1 helped them achieve
their goals:'
Ed Southard, community general manager of Date Palm Country
Club, has appointed Dave Neely to

continued from page 3

Goodrich explained, "Many families have no transportation and
were more than four miles in good
and bad weather to the district clinic in downtown Pomona , Many
families could not be served at all,"
she ;aid, ''because they had small
children at home and tt was a
tremendous inconvenience to walk
or change buses several times.
"We worry for the safety of the
mothers who have to walk their
families to the district downtown

the po~1t10n of director of sales,
to manage the real estate markctmg endeavors. His expertise in
dealing wrth people was the
added plus th at ensured his
appotntment. Date Palm Country
Club is a gated 55-plus adu lt
community in Cathedral City in
close pro\imity to down to\\ n
Palm Springs. The country club
is owned and operated by
Manufactured Home Communities. Inc. (MH C) hcadquanered
in Chicago, Ill. The corporation
ow ns more than 200 similar
communities throughout 26
states.
Established 111 197 1, Date Palm
Country Club features a n 18-hole
executrve golf course desig ned
by world-renowned go lf course
architect Ted Robtnson . The course
has nme lakes with sparkltng fountain s and majestic view~ of the
mountains. The community features 538 home srtes situated on and
off the go lf course. Amentties
include a full -se rvice restaurant and
lounge, a clubhouse, three pool and
spa recreation centers, lighted tennis courts and a fitness center.
Neely satd, " Sales is more than
just selling a product to a consumer.
At Date Palm Country Club we
offer an active lifestyle that allows
our residents to participate in a variety of actrvites - from ballroom
dancing, to crutses, to karaoke
nights - to bingo and bridge and
home Bible studies. Other planned
activities mclude community barbecues. square dancing and off-site

clinic;· Conners commented. "The
Lions have a tradition of serving
those in need . We just knew we had
to do this."
Exams will begin again in
October. "Health improves education," Lyons satd . "The children are
so proud when they get glasses it's a whole new world for them." It
is hoped that the Vision and
Hearing Center's servtces will soon
be expanded to accommodate
health service exams and diagnostic
care.

Because of this facility, chtldren who would not be able to
receive examinations and sometimes, referrals for serious vision
disorders, would look out upon a
dim world. However, thanks to caring people like Sheila Lyons and
the Child Health Disabiltty
Prevention Program, Sharon A.
Goodrich, coordinator of health
services for the the Pomona Unified
School District. the Pomona Host
Lions Club. and all who shared in
the raising of the needed funds and

PROF IL E

Everybody's Doing Time and Everybody
Wants to Be Paroled

Multifaceted Marketer Lends His Talents to Date
Palm Country Club
excursions and bus trips Our job in
sales is to ass 1st people in finding
that perfect home \'.-·ithin an envi
ronment that allows them to pursue
the activities. goals and dreams
they desire."
He was born and raised 111
Southern Philadelphia. His educallonal history includes a B.A.
degree in English from Grace
College (Winona La~e. Indiana). an
M.A. degree in education ""ith
emphasi~ m counseling, from St.
Francis Untverstty (Fort Wayne.
Indiana) and post-graduate work in
planned gtvtng. counselmg and
admi nistrat ion from a -.electiOn of
universities. Dave i-. married to Ius
wife, Dee. (for 39 years). and has
two daughters (De trdre and
Dereka) and three g rand so ns
(Samuel. Zachary and Ethan).
In 1985, Dave initiated his
career in fund-raising comme ncin g
with Tabor College ( Hillsboro.
Kansas) as associate director of
advancement. By 1989 , he had
moved to Caltfomta and became
the director of development and
assistant to the president of Fresno
Pacific University. He was responsible for managing the annual fund
and directed planned giving and
fund-raising programs , along with
donor public relations . Neely subsequently became the capital campaign
manager
for
Valley
Children's Hospital. a $200 million
facility in Madera, Calif. He later
was appointed to director of
advancement for the Mount
Hermon Assocration m Mount
Hermon , where he managed all the
funding operations for a large con-
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ference center and campgroum.l~ 111
the Santa Cruz mountams on prop·
e11ies encompa-.~mg a total of 400
acre-..
His motto has always been;
··Fund-raising was not just about
raising money, it \'-·as raising up
people. Mother Tcrl!sa once said,
·we are all angeb each with one
\'v·mg and can only fly when we
embrace one another' ·· Neely con~
tinued. "'Integrity has ahvays been
at the heart of both m) profcssronal
and personal
l1ve-.. Win-.ton
Churchill once said ·you can make
a li\ ing by what you can get and
you make a life by what you grve.'
My role in the process of raising
money was to assist people in meeting their personal. spiritual. ~ocia l
and philanthropic goa ls."
Man y of Da ve Neely's interests
relate to hi s enthu siasm in perfonning. He was once a radio annou ncer
of sports events. He discovered the
art of ventriloqursm 30 years ago
and has performed at parties, beauty pageants. civic clubs and a wide
array of other eve nt s. " DJ
Crackerbarrel," hi s principal venrpanner (du mmy), is routinely by
hi s s ide . He remarked, " lt was fun
usi ng ventriloquism at fund-raising
auctions." Hi s lo ve for si nging
started when he was three years old
and he has been e ntertaining ever
since. His prefe rence is now gospel
and inspirational music.
Neely concluded: "No matter
what pursuits I've undenaken , I
believe that se rvin g people is
extremely important. After all,
serving is the other side of leadership."

br Geor~inl..' l.on:land
Photo hr Georgine l.m't'lwul
Bill Degnan is a powerhouse of
purpose. He is the program administrator at Maranatha, a private
prison in the High De-.cn in the
"boonies" near Adelanto. Loosely
translated. the namt! means '"The
Lord b Coming.'"
Long dissati-.fied with the return
rate in the prison -.ystem ·no soon
er had a prisoner been paroled. than
he got into trouble and wa-. sent
right back. It is a revolving door,
and Degnan. who has beaten
demons of his own. was determined
to change this destructive cycle.
And so he has, wtth a completely
unique mindset that propels him to
devote his energies to teaching his
charges how to stay out of the system once they are released never
to be incarcerated agam l-Ie abhors
what he -.ees as the common practice of warehousing people. ''.-Jth
little or no attempt at rehabilitation.
He is creating a l.ifcstye
Institute for people who are at ris!....
before they get into trouble as well
as for tho-.e who already ha"·e bro·
ken the hl\'-. It is economically fea
sible as well. Degnan explain-..
Taxpayers will benefit. when the
prboner return rate i\ greatly
reduced. Those who take thrs practice back into soc1ety will have~~ far
greater rate of succc\s. he says.
because the) are now operating
under different rules. They have
found that tt works and they
change.
The m1ssing componenl. he real·
ized. is spirituality. a non-threatening belief system that fills the void
many former prisoners -.truggle
with. as no alcohol or drugs ever
will. And. it will end the cycle ol
destruction. making it possible for
former convicts to build productive
lives outside the prison walls. us1ng
the Lifestyle Skills program he
shares with them while at
Maranatha and other correctional
Institutions

continue to provide suppon - the
children of Northwest Pomona now
are able to look ahead to a bright
future.

Degnan has had h1s own share of
challenges. In 1959 and '60 he wa-.
a fullback with the Boston Patriots
and also played on the special team
unit. Then he was hurt, and pa111
pills, alcohol and drugs took their
toll. He left the league and tried to
find his way. Ra1scd 111 an lri-.h
Catholtc family. he had always
wanted to become a Fram:i-.can
friar He attended college at San
Louis Rey in Oceanside: ~pent one
year at San Miguel \\"here he tooJ..
his vows and finished his theology
studies in Santa Barbara.
Always invoh·ed in soc1al causes. Degnan became in\·olved with
Cesar Chavez who founded the
National
Farm
Workers
Association. Eventually. he left the
Franciscans and in 196R. he mar·
ried Anne. to whom he has been
married for 37 years. When Degnan
became involved with the prison
system in Paso Robles ("the best
years of my life") he said. he hegan
to defeat the demon that had con·
trolled him for so long. With his
wife\ love and support. He abo
found his hfe \ calling
helping
those \\·ho had also lost their wa) or
\.,.·ere at great risk. Degnan\ per~
sonal experiences had Instilled
patience, wisdom and compassion
that he now directed into service to
the disenfranchised and hurting
members of soc1ety.
He attended AA and NA meet
ings for prisoners and his progr~ss
wa-. noted by Anne who wrote a
manual of what worked. That is
when he knew that -.omething \'.-as
missing.
··The biggest part of any recovery is aftercare:· he realized. '"Once
the prisoners leave. there is nothing
out there. just a void. and the
revolving door cyc le begins." That
was when Degnan met Dr. Dale
Seacrest. who cha ired the criminal
justice department at CSUSB. They
traveled the state, finding what did
and what didn't work. He began
working with parole groups in

=

··People don't \vant to recogni1e
that you must relate to the-.e people
where they're at. or it won't work.."'
he said. lie uses a form of 'ipiritual
meditation that helps the inmate-.
get in touch with the1r inner ~elves
At Maranatha. Degnan practi(.;es
this discipline with 89-W prisoners
a da). four days a week. and also
guides the young inmates at the
youth authority facrlity in Chino.
The success rate has been astoundmg!
"The 12-Step spiritual awa,ening help-. fill the void. and with
support groups waiting to help out·
-.ide the prison, 94 percent of those
who are involved in this lifestyle
change approach stay out.
"Spirituality works. It feeds the
soul: it feeds the brain and changes
peoples attitudes. They learn to
dt::al \'- ith the whole self. You gotta
find a balance.'' he satd.
There is a huge economic com
ponent addressed b) Degnan and
hi-. team- neurosurgeon. Dr. Robert
Iacono and Dr. Allen :VIoble~. Ph.D.
They are reaching out to the human
re-.ource departments in the Inland
Empire and elsev.:here. The team is
t::ncouraging corporations and bU'il
nes-.es of all sizes to recognize the
business advantages of this spiritual program which helps people find
themselves and introduces peace
1nto their lives. It is a case of profit
and IO!)'>. Profit\ are generated by
productive employees and loss of
their expertise results in \\as ted
time and the expense of replacing
and training ne\\ employees.
"Corporate America has to step
up." Degnan noted. " It is costing
businesses all kinds of money. and
take ownership of this immen-.e.
yet very treatable, drain on their
profits. The business community in
the Inland Empire could be a model
for other areas. We will go and talk
to compa nies about prevention and
what to look for in their workforces.

Program Admini!)trator'Director of
:\1aranatha Correction~. ~delanto

Coun~ling.

.. People are trred of spending all
kmds of mone) for nothing:· he
said ... They can spend $20-$40.000
for a 28-day program or they can
hnd themselves with nowhere to
turn \vhen their in~urance runs out. ..
Following
the
three-day
Ltfestyles retreat at the Mtssion
Santa Barbara. where attendees are
in\olved in a holistic program
irl\ohing nutrition. neura-.ystem
healing. e\en.:i-.e and 'ipiritualit), a
blend that nourishes and re-.tnres
mind, bod} and soul. the) are gurd
ed to the appropriate aftercare program-.. ,\dditional retreat-. are
offered as well. .No one is e\·er
alone agam \\ 1thout anywhere to
turn.
The retreat is not for just drug
and alcohol problems, but also for
d1sorders such as bulim1a and many
other modem day disfunctrons. The
program is geared to both men and
women to help us all cope with and
recover from our personal challenges in this hectic and stressful
\.,_Orid.
As Bill Degnan \\ell knO\\S.

.. E,·en-hody\ domg rune and
erer_ybO(l\" wam.\· 10 get paro!t..'d
Tht' spiriwal component l.\ tin•
UllS\\"l'f

llw first retreat will be held 011 Jan .
7-<.J. 2005. For more informmion,
ph•a.~t· call 95!-737-6805. Cost of
t'ach retreat is $425, ~~·hich
includes e\·erwhin[? for three day.\
except rran\poration.

--- . ·' -=-=-

"Time Out"

I...plus~.,;yr!Wi
I•J1•Jr!1•'• I
guest interviews v.ith award \'>inning

They review gourmet foods,
travel and world famous restaurateurs...

chefs, renowned \\ine connoisseurs and leaders
in the hosnitality industl)' each &1hmlm· on
"Time Out" at 2 p.m.

W ith Bill A nthony & Jo e L yons
j

River~ ide
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INVESTMENTS &

Businesses Beware:

DUFF & PHELPS/INLAND EMPIRE BUSINESS

Copyright Infringement on Your Internet Can Be Costly
In Patricia S. Eyres. A.ttornn· at U1w,
Prt.'.\idt•m. Litigation \fanat:t'IIU.'nt &
Traimnr: St•n"ict•s. Inc.
Employe" hase reasons well
beyond inflammatory content to
keep tabs on e-mail messages. A
recent case highlights hO\\ even
exchange of resources through the
company\ Internet can lead to a
courtroom battle and end with devastating costs.
Legg Mason. Inc .. a Maryland
financial services firm. learned that
even seemingly innocent internal
exchanges can result in huge liabilities. In October, 2003, a jury in
Baltimore federal court found that
Legg Mason had willfully infringed
the copyrights of "Lowry's
Report~. Inc .:· a newsletter covering stock market conditions. The
verdict? A whopping S20 million.
Legg Mason purchased three

S70 subscnptlons to the highl)
regarded newsleuer. Through a
standard license. the subscriber was
prohibited from making reproductions. Legg Mason employees then
systematically distributed it to over
I .000 cO-\\.:orkers in violation of the
tem1s of the subscnption agreement.

When It learned of the infringement, the publisher sent a
cease-and-desist letter and the finn
agreed to stop distributing the
newsletter internally_ When the
infringement continued. the publisher sued and the result sent shock
waves through the business world.
Why so mucho The damages
were so high for two reasons. Every
e-mail transmission was a new
'"infringing copy.'' and there were
thousands for every issue. Second.
the jul) considered the mfringement .. willful."' which led to

MANNERINO
LAW

OFFICES

"Laws were made to be broken"
Christopher North, May, 1830
"Had laws not been, we never had been blam 'd; for
not to know we sinn 'dis mnocence "
Str William Davenant
1606-1668

enhanced penalties as specified
under the Copyright Act
How e-mail increases the risk
The ease of using electronic
exchange makes this type of
mfringement such a widespread
risk. Before e-mail. finns that wanted their employees to benefit from
educational resources typically purchased enough subscriptions for
everyone. or they distributed limited subscription originals with a
routing list. The cost of making
multiple photocopies was deemed
prohibitive, and more importantly
the act of copying triggered the
realization that reproduction was
prohibited. Today, people have
become accustomed to exchanging
mountains of documents electronically.
Defenses Reflecting Common
Misconceptions: Legg Mason made
several arguments at £rial that
reflect commonly held misconceptions. First. the financial services
giant claimed that the infringement
was a good faith mistake by lowlevel employees who were accustomed to using inlemal e-mail as a
lightening fast tool to exchange
information with colleagues. The
publisher proved that the legal
responsibility lay with corporate
decisions that gave employees the
technological means to infringe
copyrights so easily without first
training them to use it legally.
Second, Legg Mason relied on
a widespread myth about copyright
law by asserting that the e-mailed
and paper copies constituted a "fair
use" under the copyright act. The
court rejected this defense, noting
that (I) the purpose and character
of the use was for the commercial
benefit of Legg Mason; (2) Legg
Mason employees copied the entire
newsletter rather than discrete passages or limited excerpts; (3) the
copying resulted in Lowry's losing
subscription fees.

he a\ lly on the fact that it had posted company polictes agamst such
copying and distribution. and therefore shouldn't be legally responsi ble for the legal and policy violations by its employees. The court
rejected th1s noting that "intent to
infringe or knowing mfnngement is
not necessary in determining liability."'
Lessons for subscribers. Read
your subscription agreements carefully and fully understand the tenns
and limitations of your license.
Don't assume that the doctrine of
·'fatr use" permits you to distribute
newly created copies (every forwarded e-mail hi a new copy). even
internally to your own staff. Most
importantly. adopt appropriate policies to assure that your organization
complies with the lmv and its agreements.
Lessons for Employers: Good
intentions aren't good enough.
Written policies alone are insufficient to shield your organization
from legal exposure if your
employees violate those policies
and if you fail to tram them on both
your policies and the law.
Lessons for Publishers: If you
publish a subscription newsletter or
e-zine, be sure to perfect and then
protect your copyright. To perfect
the copyright, register the work. To
protect your copyright from
infringement, include language in
your subscription agreement specifying that subscribers are prohibited from distributing the newsletter.
in electronic or print format.

Patricia S. Eyres is an experienced
attorney, with more than 18 years
defending businesses in the courtroom. She is a full-time professional speaker and awhor. Her most
popular presentation ts "Leading
Within Legal Limits(tm)." She can
be reached at wwlt'.Prel·entLitigation.com or at 1-800-L/T-MMT.

Finally, Legg Mason relied

93 3 3 BASELINE ROAD. SUIH I I 0 RANCHO CUC AMONGA CA 91 730
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THE GAINERS
Top five, by percentage
Current

Compan)

Close
Watson Pharmareuticals Inc 28.01
Prov1dcnt hnancial Hldgs
24.00
Amencan States Water Co
2391
CVB Financ1al Corp
21.38
HOTTop1c Inc
16.24

THE LOSERS
Top five, by percentage

Beg. of Point C/cChangc
Month Change Clo\0
25 21
2.80
II !l'k23DJ
0.99
4.3</c
23.05
0.86
3 .7'7c
20.66
072
:. .sc·c
15.92
2.0\:(
032
Ticker

8/20/2~
Clo~e Price

Com pan)
National R\ Holdmg Inc
Keystone Automouve lndustne~
Fleetwood l.:.ntcrpnses Inc
Modtech Holdmgs Inc
Channell Commercial Corp
713012004

Open Price

Current
Close
12.23
Inc 22.25
12.DI
7.34
3.27

'< Chg.
Month_

Beg. of
Month
16.25
28.34
13.4-l
8 II
3.61

Point '7cChange
Change Close
-4.02 -24.Yc
-5.99 -21.2'k
-1.43 -10.6'7<
0.77
-9 5'if
-0.34
-9.4"<

52 Week
High

52 Week
Loy,

American States Water Co

AWR

23.910

23.050

3.7

26.80

20.82

Channell Commcrc1al Corp

CHNL
CVBF

3.270

3.611

-9.4

21.380

20.660

3.5
-10.6

5.95
21.99

17.05

CVB Financial Corp

2.10

Fleetwood Enterprises Inc

FLE

12.010

13.440

Foothlll Independent Bancorp

FOOT

23 ..J.J

HOTT

21.070
15.920

-0.9

HOTTop1c Inc (1.)

20.890
16.240

2.0

22.250

28.240

-21.2

32.30
29.95

13.85

KEYS
MODT
NVH

7.340

8.110

9.51

6.45

12.230

16.250

-9.5
-24.7

18.85

PPBJ

11110

11.010

6.55
6.71

Key~tone

Automotl\e

lndu~tnes

Inc

Modtech Holdings Inc
National RV Holdmgs Inc
Pacific Premier Bancorp Inc
PFF Bancorp Inc

PFB

0.9
-0.7

8.72
18.91

16.14

19.20

15.25

40 .95
36.450
36.720
PROV
24.000
23.010
4.3
26.00
Watson Pharmaceuticals Inc (L)
WPI
:!8.()10
25.210
II. I
50.12
Notes: (H)- Stock hit fifty two week high during the month, (L)- Stock hit fifty two week low during the month, NMProvident Financial Hldgs

Duff & Phelps, LLC
One of the nation\ leading mvestmcnt banking

and financial advisor) organitations. All stock.
data on thJS page is provided b) Duff & Phelps.

LLC from sources deemed reliable No recommendation is Intended or implied. (310) 284-8008.

Five Most Active Stocks
Month Volume
Stock
Watson Pharmaceuticals Inc
23.181,000
HOT Top1c Inc
15.796.103
9.078,000
Fleetwood Enterprises Inc
I A 16,280
Keystone Automotive Industries
I ,378.551
CVB Financial Corp
D&P/lEBJ Total Volume Month

EXECUTIVE
D. Linn Wiley. president and ch1ef
e.xccutJvc offa:cr of Citizens
Business Bank. has announced the
appomtment of Da" n Serbus to
the position of \icc president and
manager for the bank ·s High
Desert Business Financial Center
located in Victorville Serbus' pro
fessional career incorporates more
than 23 years of bankmg expencnce
with extensive background in management. commerc1al lending and
business development. Serbus
attended Wonhmgton Communit)
College and Southwest State
University in Minnesota. She IS
involved in numerous community
activities. such as a board member
of the Hesperia Chamber of
Commerce and Kiwanis ... D. Lmn
Wiley, president and chief executive officer of Citizens Business

Bank . has announced the appointment of Gregory Erikson to the
position of vice president and manager of the ban~ 's Chino Business
Financial Center Erikson's professiOnal career mcorporates more
than 14 years of ban~ing C\pericncc. with an extensi\ c background
in commercial lending management
and business development. Erikson
was a U.S. Army National Guard
and a I st I ieutenant scout platoon
leader-Armored Cavalr) DiviSIOn ... Rancho Santa Ana Botanic
Garden announces interim leader'hlp. Patrick S. Larkin has been
appomted acting executive director
of Rancho Santa Ana Botanic
Garden. Larkin was previously
chief executive officer of Descanso
Gardens 111 La Canada Flintridge
and pnor to that. served as execu-

53,483,798

28.:!9
19.87
24.50
ot Meaningful

Monthly Summary
8/20/04
Advances
Declines
Unchanged
New Htghs
New Lows

6

7
0
0

2

NOTES

tive director ol Green Ba~
Botanical Garden in 'h'isconsin.
He holds a masters of science in the
Longwood Graduate Program
and ohtamed a bachelor of ~ciencc
in horticulture from \"irginia
Pol~tcchnic Institute & State
l·nivcrsit.) Larkin,s experience
also mcludcs work as a hortu.:ulturJSt for the Sm ithso ni an Institution
in Washington. D.C., and with the
American Horticultural Societ)
111
Alexandria. Va ... D. Linn
Wile). president and ch1ef executive officer of Citizens Business
Bank , has announced the appomtment of Alden Macabales to the
posit1on of vice president and credit officer of the bank's Small
Business Administration department
Macabales professional
career incorporates more than 20

)Cap, of bankmg experience v.. ith
extcnstvc background 111 commercwl lending and portfolio mo.magc·
mcnt. Prior to his appointment \\ ith
Citizens
Business
Bank ,
\1acabales wa~ \ice pre~idcnt and
cred1t officer for Citibank in
Fullerton where he was responsible
for the structure and apprO\ al or
SBA loans. Macabales rccci\cd a
bachelor of science degree in bu:-.tncss admm1stration from the
University of the Philippines in
Manila. He abo received a degree
from the John E. Anderso n
Graduate School of Management
from the University of California,
Los Angeles. Macabales also holds
a California real estate license
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EDITORIAL

The Good: Assistance League
Provides for Children
J;~r pcop~e \\ho are tired of hcann,g the cliche. "Somdxxh ought to DO -.omcthing,' there 1' good nc\\ "· The A..,,j..,tam:e League of San Bc.mardino® j.., helping
4.000 children \\ho need dental \l.ork and clothing. The) do it on their 0\\ll and

they ha' c been doing it for 0\ cr 40 year....
The.} do not expect ~orne gowmment agcnq. to take care of it for them. The)

are not

jU\1 Shlppmg their money to '\Ome group fund back Ea\t. They han~ idcnllficd a nct!'d here Ill the lnla.nd E1~1pire. an~ they are taking care ol it thcm..,clves
''\'t\Ualue that one special child .. .the hule g1rl wtth the beautiful ,mik-''
Bashmg the well-to-do ha' become casual \port in thi' countl) while the federal go,~mment ,.., too of~cn seen as the charily of ftr-.. t choice for eve!) problem.
The AsSl\tancc League of San Bernardino® and their association \\ uh the Dr. Earl
Crane Children's Dental Health Center® deserves our applau.'\c.

COMMENTARY

Avoid letting theoretical
dangers overshadow
practical dangers
by S. Eric Anderson, PhD .. MBA
Many allow theoretical dangers
to overshadow practical dangers
resulting in irrational decision making. The terrorist acL~ of Sept.
II. 200 I. followed closely by the
anthrax scare. turned bio-terrorism
preparedness into the overwhelming focus of many public health
departments. Federal grant programs for this purpose expanded
dramatically and as a result. the
largest share of federal funding is
dedicated to bio-terrorism while

other needs are presently being
ignored . 'The real tragedy here is
that the things that kill people every
day - heart disease. lung di sease
- are sti ll not getting the kind of
attention they need." says Georges
Benjamin . executive director of the
American
Public
Health
ASSOCiation.
"We're fundmg preparedness
and cutting everything else." Some
organizations. it seems. are taking
advantage of consumer fears.
continued on pa1:e 55
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So be sure you read this as
completely non -political or otherWISe you will miss the point.
Our country is now facing the
most serious threat to its existence,
as we know it, that we have faced
in your lifetime and mme (which
includes WWII).

First. let's examine a few
basics:

"""""""""""'

I. When did the threat to us start?

STAFF
Eduor. GeeraJ• IAwelud
Trawel Edttor· C••llle . . . . .
Art llirocb: Moly -

Dear Tom, Kevm. Kirby and Ted,
A; your father, I believe I owe
It to you to share ;ome thoughts on
the present world situation. We
have O\-'er the years discu~scd a lot
of important things, like going to
college, jobs and so forth. But thiS
really takes precedence over any of
those discussions.
I hope this might give you a
longer term perspective that fewer
and fewer of my generation are left
to speak to. To be sure you understand that this is not politically navored, I will tell you that s ince
Franklin D. Roosevelt , who led us
through pre-war and WWII
( 1933 - 1945) up to and including
our present president. I have without exception, supported our presidents on all matters of international
connict. This would mclude JUS(
naming a few 10 addition to
Preside nt
Roo sevelt- WWII :
President Truman- Korean War
1950: President Kennedy-Bay of
Pigs (1961): President KennedyVietnam (1961 ): eight presideniS
(five
Republicans
&
four
Democrals) during the cold war
( 1945 - 1991): President Clinton's
strikes on Bosnia ( 1995) and on
Iraq ( 1998).

S . .tncAndmoo
Norman Neddermcyer
M.-:hael I J-lemma

Accoun( Eucuti"VC'" Paul Crouwhlte
Adm1nistntor Asst. Jeulc• Miller
Admini lralor Aut : So•dr• Olnra

continued fmm page I

This was written by a retired attorney, to his sons

The deadly seriousness is
greatly compounded by the facl
that there are very few of us who
think we can possibly lose this war
and even fewer who realize what
losing really means.

CORRESPOND£ TS AND COLUMNISTS

First Laparoscopic Donor Nephrectomy Performed
atARMC

The World Situation
a Letter to My Sons
May /9, 200-1

Many will say September
lith, 200 I. The answer as far as the
United States is concerned is 1979 ,
22 years prior to September 2001 ,
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with the following attacb on us:
Iran Embassy Hostages, 1979·
Beirut. Lebanon Embassy 1983;
Beirut. Lebanon Marine Barracks
1983: Lockerb1e. Scotland Pan-Am
tlight to New York 1988: First New
York World Trade Center attack
1993: Dhahran, Saudi Arabia
Khobar Towers Military complex
1996:
Nairobi,
Kenya
u.S
Embassy 1998: Dar es Salaam,
Tanzania U.S. Embassy 1998:
Aden, Yemen USS Cole 2000: New
York World Trade Center 200 1,
Pentagon 200 I. (Note that during
the period from 1981 to 200 I there
were 7,581 terrorist attacks worldwide.)
2. Why were we attacked?
Envy of our position, our success, and our freedoms.
The attacks happened during
the administrations of Presidents
Carter. Reagan, Bush I, Clinton
and Bush 2. We can not fault either
the Republican s or Democrats as
th ere were no provocations by any
of the presidents or their immediate
predecessors. Presidents Ford or
Carter.
3. Who were the attackers?
In each case, the attacks on the
U.S. were carried out by Musl1ms.
4. What is the Muslim population
of the World ? 25 percent.
5. Isn't the Muslim religion peaceful?
Hopefull y. but that " really
not material. There is no doubt that
the predominately Christian population of Germany was peaceful,
but under the dictatorial leadership
of Hitler (who was also ChnSiian).
that made no difference. You either
went along with the admjnistration
or you were eliminated. There
were five to six million Christians
killed by the Nazis for political reasons (including 7,000 Polish
priests), (h ttp://www.nazis.testimony.co.uk/7-a.htm). Thus, almost the
same number of Christians were
killed by the Nazis, as the six million holocaust Jews who were
killed by them , and we seldom
~Ill

ARMC bt:nclih

that\\~

hadn't \cen
previous!)." commcnteLl
Dr
Waldo Concepcion \\ho, v.11h D1
Duane Baldwin and other special
ish on the organ har.csting and
transplant team:-., operate both at
Regional Medical
1\rrowhead
Center anti Lorna Lmda Lm\er:-..ity
Medical Center
"It significantly reduces rt::CO\ery time bccaw. . e a smaller im:ision
is made. Because there is a \maller
incision. there is less po..,t-operatne
pam." stated Concepcion, a transplant specialist "On the a\-'cragc,
patients undergoing th1s procedure
Iypically will leave the hosp1tal in
one to three days and resume nor·
mal activities m two to four weeks.
With a traditional surgery of this
nature, the ho:-.pitalization period
might be four to seven da)s and
return to nom1al <H.:ti\itie:-. 111 c1ght
to 1:! weeks."
The use of a small camera and

\j)t:<.:talllcli tcchnt4ucs cnahlc ... ur
gcons to make a much \mallcr int.:l ·
sion sc\en em abm c the n~n cl.
\\ ith a fcv.. tin) slih that allo'" the
hancsting surgeon. in this case , Dr
Baldwin. to place a hand inside ami
wuh the help of the camera. spread
the opening large enough to. perform a rap1d dissection and remove
the diseased I..idney yuid'l)
Amazingly, no muscles arc cut. In
the past. v.. ith "open" surgery. a
patient\ rib sometimes had to be
broken and muscles cut. Baldl!.in
sa1d. resulting in a much larger
lnctston, more trauma and pain.
and a longer recovery t1me
The surgeons also use a new
techniyue for separatmg the kidneys from Ihe blood vessel.
Previously. they stapled the vessel
111 two places. and rhcn cut between
the staples. Then. the surgeon had
to cut the vessel between the sta·
pies and kidney as 1t \\.as being
transplanted into the recipient
pattent. This shortened the blood
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\t: S ~cl

,\ ne"l) lh~\clopcd tct:hniquc
s;nc:-.. the ongmallcngth of the \C..,
sci and m\ohc:-.. using a clip to seal
the \ C\\CI m the donor patient and
the cut 1s made on the kidney :-.ide
of the dtp
Li\Cripancrcas procedures uti
h11ng the:-.c advances arc bcmg
developed.
explained
Dr.
ConcepCIOn . He is excited by thc
cooperation between the t\\O mcd·
Jcal center" which have formed a
''\\'c are \Ve" identjt) and "pirit of
cooperation. ''What this means," he
said, "is this is new for the Inland
Empire and pro\ ides more for the
community. It is a very safe procedure:· Concepcion noted ... We
have not had one failure" (out of all
the procedures completed at Lorna
Linda and now ARMC). He
believes that communit) support 1s
essential. because. "Viable in ... tJtU·
tions survive and progress w 1th
energy from the communHJe" the)
sene

· \rnm head h~1.., a :-.trong com
mitmcnt from ih .tdmini ... tratlon
.111d mcdit:<.~l teams to bring cutt.ng
cd~c tct.:hnolng) to the fac!lit), in
order to impn)\c the health can:
level
of
our
communlt)
Encouraging ,\rrov.hcad and Loma
Linda to worJ.. together and :-.han!
resources maJ..cs our area better''
the surgeon added.
Lookmg to the future he
expressed a hope that other medical
tnstitutions will foliO\\ suit and
work together ··Technology like
this becomes a bridge between different institutions," he said. It pro·
mote" togetherness when we get
scientific minds to get together. In
the future. I :-.ee more sharing of
resoun.:cs and mteract10n to
Improve the health of our commu·
mty.
··Patients will henefit the most"

Sub1cribe ~'tm! Call Toda~
Inland Empire Business Journal
(909) 989-4733

Keck Foundation Grant
Benefits CSUSB
A $600.000 challenge grant from the W.M Keck Foundation. a worldrenowned supporter of SCientific research and education. will help erect a
modern astronomy observatory at Califorma State University, San
Bernadino, announced university President Albert Karnig. The Los
Angeles-based foundat10n is known for funding the two largest optical telescopes m the world, Keck I and Kecr.. II on Mauna Kea in Hawaii.
This i; the first time the Keck Foundat1on has provided funding for an
observatory to the 23-campus California State Universit) system The $1.4
million. state-of-the-art observatory will be built on Little Badger Hill,
north of the campus. and will feature two observatory towers. facilitie; for
astronomy equipment and an array of instrumentation for laboratories, as
well as research to complement both telescopes. One tower will house a
research-grade. 20-inch Ritchie Chretien telescope for nighttime observation and the other will accommodate the umversity's 12-inch SchmidtCassegram telescope and a new solar telescope.
The observatory will help meet nel!. California science requirements
by providing laboratory space for future teachers at all levels and for faculty and student research projects. lt will also benefit the wider educational
commun ity in the Inland Empire and the public at large.
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Got Golf? With Scores of Courses, the I.E. Is a
Veritable Golf Mecca
contimu:d from pagt' 2
for Landmark Golf Club. ··11 can

electronicall} keep score while
golfers pia}. track their hamhcaps
and order up beers and sandwiches
m the middle of a round.ln addition
to keeping score. the solar-powered. weatherproof Tee Pod also
keeps statistics from the round.
which golfers can later access via
the Internet. Even better, the leader
board feature lets golfers know
where they stand agamst everyone
else on the course. Golfers who
don't want their name included can
enter a.s 'anonymous."'
Planned as a challenging and
eye-pleasing venue for professional
golf tournaments. Landmark Golf
Club's two 18-hole Par 72 courses
were the brainchild of Landmark's
PGA Tour Professionals and
designed by Landmark Golf
CompanyiSchmidt!Curle} Design.
Playing the L<mdmark Golf Club's
course~

gi,cs

golfer~

just the right

blend of a traditional golf experience \\ith the prc,ailing power of
the desert\ rustic terrain and \Cgetation. unforgi,·ing slopes and sand
dunes. as \\.ell as three lakes. From
the tournament tees on the North

Course pia} to 7060 yards wllh a
slope rating of 137 dimculty wuh
the South Course play to 7229
yards w1th a slope rating of 140 difficulty. Open seven days a week.
green fees range from $50-$140
depending on the sea~on, including
a cart and full use of the practice
facility.
The taxing golf courses and
breathtaking scenery have earned
Landmark Golf Club 4 112 stars out
of 5 b) Golf Digest:< "Best Places
to Play 2004." The award is the
highest rating awarded m the
Coachella Valley. Each year. the
magazine and more than 20,000 of
its readers evaluate and rank more
than 3,500 golf courses across
North America and nearby islands
for: condition of the course, typical
pace of play for 18 holes. value for
the money. ~tandard of service, and
overall golf experience.
Player~ \\ ishing to fine-tune
their game can benefit from
Landmark Golf Cour~e \ range of
in~truction. mduding full -..""ing to
short game lessons available for
indi,·iduab. groups. families and
younger players. Golf education
mcludes a full spectrum of instruc-

tion. including !he mechamcs of
golf. how 10 lo\vcr your handicap
with on-course instrucllon. course
management. playmg strateg} and
club selection. Realizing that golf
commands not only physical but
mental toughness, on-staff PGA
professionals help players hone the
mental side of golf.
Landmark Golf Club is located
at 84-000 Landmark Parkway in
Indio. For more infommtion or to
schedule a tee time. please call
(760) 775-2000 or log onto
www.landmarkgc.com.
Consistently ranked by Golf
Digest as a "prem1er place to play"
in the Western Unlled States.
Soboba Spnngs Golf Club has a
well deserved reputation for pristine greens. includmg all gras;
practice areas with a short game
practice facility, driving range,
chipping and putting greens. Even
better for Los Angeles and Orange
counties area golfers. the course i~
45-mmutes clo~cr to them than
Palm Springs.
A semi-private. I 8 hole. par 72
course Situated at the base of the
San Jacinto Mountains, Desmond
Muirhead designed the champi-

onsh1p layout to cater to golfers of
all skill levels. From the whuc tees
at Soboba Springs Golf Club. play
to 6366 yards with a slope rating of
125 difficulty. Open 365 days a
year since 1967. green fees range
from $35-$55. including a can and
can be as IO\\ as $25 during twilight. PGA golf pro Brian
Garlington offers private and group
lessons. The golf course is open to
the public with private memberships available for swimmmg and
tennis facilities.
Well-known as a tournament
destination, the facilities mclude a
restaurant, banquet services and
competitive rates for golf tournaments. Each year, Soboba Springs
Golf Club hosts a multitude of golf
tournaments.
including
the
Southern
Cahfornia
Indian
Casinos· three-day tournament.
Cops for Kids and DARE charity
events.
"The
San
Jacmto
Mountains prolcct the golf cnur. . c
from winds and hear:· satt.J Karl
Reul. general manager of Soboba
Springs Golf Club. "During the
summer, temperatures on the golf
course are usually 15 degrees coolcontinued on pa~:e 14

Three Women in FocusT Forum Members Honored
byNAFE
contmued from page I
recently announced a record-breaking accomplishment of three members. This month, three of its members - Michele Broad. Millie
LePearl McGhee and Dr. Letitia
Wright. are featured in the National

Assodation for Female £tecuti~·es
(NAFE) magazme. These women
were nominated by Women in
FocusT FORUM for the Annual
Awards given by NAFE. headquartered 111 New York, NY. Only one
recipient is selected for each of the
five categories offered: Woman of
Achievement.
Outstanding
Entrepreneur. Mentorship Award.
Community Service and Rising
Star. All of Women in FocusT
FORUM's submitted women were
selected - sweeping 60 percent of
the national awards.
To commemorate ~uch an
honor. these women will be showcased on Sept. 18, 2004 at4 p.m. at

The Royal Cut in Ontario. "We are
a small group of about 30 women,
youth and a few good men on the
move." says Women in FocusT
FORUM
president,
Jonnetta
Chambers. "I am not surprised at
these women being recogmzed. We
only submit packages of people
who qualify. More important, we
challenge our members to excel in
whatever they are working towards.
so the award is simply a by-product
of all they have done to propel
themselves and other people forward for many years. They have
been conSistent in their efforts. and
I am proud to know these women,"
Chambers said.
A bout the Award Recipien ts
• Michele Broad (Nurse practitioner operating an office out of
Murrieta. resides 111 Hemet.) Web
site:
http://www.healthandwell-

ness4women .com/about .htm
Rising Star Category: An up-andcoming entrepreneur in business
for less than five years.
• Millie LePearl McGhee- (Multipreneur educating. mentoring and
advocating for adult/youth literacy
and learning. A national speaker.
author and genealogist. residing in
Rancho Cucamonga.) Web Site:
http://www.inlandempireservices.c
om/ytahome.html.
Mentorship
Category:
An individual who
serves as an example of hard work
and effective management and provides assistance to help advance
other women.
• Dr. Letitia Wright - (A television producer and host. operatmg a
Pasadena-based productiOn reaching more than five million viewers
in California and Arizona. Resides
in Rancho Cucamonga.) Web site:
http://www.wrightplacetv.com/abo

ut.html. Outstanding Entrepreneur
Category: A woman entrepreneur
who not only strives to build a great
company. but also contributes to
the success of other entrepreneurs.

About the NAFE Women of
Excellence
National
Awards
Program (More info arailable at:
http://~vww.nafe .comlh·omen_of_ex
cellence shun/.)
Women in FocusT FORUM is solely a men taring business network for
women, college students and teens
- men and young men are lvelcome
tool So. get on board.lmpro~·e your
life. Enhance the life of someone
else.lt~'i all about success lrith support.' Join us today. Our general
meetings are held primarilv in
Ontario. "Come to Our Place.
Where You Will Be Embraced and
Experience a WiF of Success!"
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Life on the Fastrack
(Don't It Make You Lose Your Mind?)
b.v J. Allen Lemberger
Much of the miracle technology that we enjoy today came out of development, or at least advancement, during World War II. Television. for
example, was little more than a curiosity at the 1939 World's Fair. A nineinch-wide, fuzzy, black and white curiosity. Airborne navigational radar
was essentially a theory.
One development of this was the transponder. At that time it was a onefoot square box that transmitted a signal, causing another box to respond,
hence the name. By sending out numerical codes you could determine if a
particular aircraft. so equipped. was a friend or a foe.
Thus, the name IFF. Identification, Friend or Foe.
Such "black boxes" are still m use today, letting air tramc controllers
know if that dot on their screen is a Cessna, a B-52 or Air Force One.
(By the way, any plane that the president is on is Air Force One and the
IFF code is adjusted to indicate that.)
The technology has expanded, however, and you probably have a
transponder in you own home or garage and don't even know it.
Fastrak, for example is little more than a transponder. That little box
that sticks to the windshield and lets you thumb your nose at gridlock as you
breeze through the diamond lane is actually a transponder. A signal goes out
and your box responds. Once the system knows you're there, it bills an
established account for the cost of the toll. This payment system works like
the Electoral College. You establish a prepaid fund and when the fund
depletes. it draws from your account through your credit card.
Back East, these same Fastrak devices are finding other uses already.
Fast food drive through. The system works Ill JUSt the same way. Order your
"Happy Meal" and the Signal triggers your device so it can deduct the cost
of a burger. fries and a drink from that prepaid fund.

Conceivably, other drive through ideas may be rev1ved here in
Southern California. We got credit for most of them but they eventually
died out. With a nifty new electronic payment plan, can you see them coming back?
Other transponders in your life include Lo-Jack and OnStar. Lo-Jack is
designed for people whose car has been stolen. If that happens, the police
are equipped to ask. electronically, where your car is. Your car electronically says, "Here I am." The police finds your car and you live happily ever
after. OnStar is the same only more so. It adds the sophistication of real time
phone communication. But it still has to find you first.
The transponder technology has expanded to pets as well. Most
humane societies will adv1se you to get a "chip" for Rover. That way. if he
runs off, you can find him in much the same way that Lo-Jack can find your
car and Rover's chip can carry v1tal information as well. Has he had his
shots? What is his name? Where does he live? Does he have any particular
dietary restrictions?
And if we look into your wallet we may find a chip on a medical card
or a "smart" credit card. All of your financial or medical info can be stored
there without all of those vital papers that you lost anyway.
The technology exists for human beings to have built-in transponders
- subdermal chips that would work like electronic IDs. This could be a
blessing for Amber alert situations. It could be the end of wandering husbands or philandering wives. But human rights and big brother fears will
not allow such things. although debates rage as to such devices for convicted felons or serial rapists.
Those are issues for the courts to decide.
As we have pointed out here before. the technology exists to do almost anythmg. Before WW II. it was all the stuff that little boys dreamed about m
Populllr Science. Today ... it\ old ne\vs.

SMG and Conferon Develop Simplified Meeting and
Exhibition Planning
cominued from page 1
Ontario Convention and Yis1tors Bureau. and Conferon. the nation\ largest
independent meeting plnnning company, has developed a national agreement design m order to simplify booking for Conferon clients.
The companies have finalized a <o,tandardized national license agreement
addendum. which spells out agreed-upon contract tenns, including force
majeure (an unexpected eventuality). cancellations. the duties of both partie~ if constmction occur~. a policy for connicting bookings. a policy for
food and beverage service ratios (when SMG handles food ser•ice). and
unavailabillly of major hotels 111 the room block. among other issues.
"The agreement between SMG and Conferon sets a standard for all contract negotiations at the Ontario Convention Center." said Amita Patel,
OCVB's director of sales and marketing. "As a means to exped1ting the
contracting process. this agreement will be a value-added service for our
clients as well as the Convention Center itself."
The agreement addendum docs not involve pricing discounts. but spells
out certain items and conditions that arc common to facility's licensing
agreements, and is designed to streamline the negotiating process.
SMG also has partnered with Microsoft and media company YNU to
develop standardized contracts: however. each relationship differs according to set goals and regulations. Conferon has also standardized contracts
with a number of hotel chains and several individual convention centers.
but this is the first convention center agreement of this magnitude.

Gregg Caren. SMG's vice president of operations and business development smd. ·This agreement i!-1 mmed at forging a relationship that \\ill
encourage more bookings by Confcron client~ at all of our facilitie-.. b) sim~
plifying the process of contracting with our convention centers.··
"Our sales team w1ll better able to focu' on the busine" pomh of a deal
rather than weedmg though the legal]'lrgon and lengthy detailed contracts."
Conferon President Dave LutL said in cxplaming the addendum ·s ad\ anrages.

Conferon. of suburban Clel·elmul. prone/e.\· managemem sernces to more
than 575 associations and corporations combined. The company negotimcs
for nearly $2,000.000 hotel room nights anmw/lv 011 behalf of clients.
Both the Omario Cmn•enrion and ~'isitors Bureau and the Ontario
Cmn·ention Center are mwu1ged hy SMG. Headquartered in Philadelphia.
SA-1G is the largest pri1·ate facility management company in the world. With
168 renues, SMG manages conl'elllion cemers such as The Moscone
Com·emion Center in San Francisco, Hah·aii Conl'efllion Cemer in
Honolulu and the Miami Beach Com·ention Cemer. For more information
about the Ontario Convention Cemer. go to \nnLontariocc.com
<http://wwu·.onrarion·b.coml> or ca/1909-937-3002.
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The World Situation - a Letter to My Sons

lVIANAGING

This was written by a retired attorney, to his sons
comimu·d (rom pagt· /0
heard
311) thing other than the

\\e can definite!) lose thi~
\\ ar. and a:-. anomalou~ as it may
All hough Hitler
sound. thl! major reason \\C can lose
~ept the world focu~cd on the Je\\ s.
b that so man) of us simp!) do not
he had no hesitancy about killing
fathom the answer to the second
anyone \\.:ho got in h1.., ''a) of e.\terquest1on \V'hat docs losing mean·?
mimHing the k'"'" or of taking O\'t!r
It would appear that a great many
the \\'Orld German. Christian or
of u~ think that losing the.! \Var
any others. Same with the Mll'.,lml
mean~ hanging our heads. bringmg
terrorist:-.. The) focus the world on
the troops home and going on about
the U.S .. but !..ill all 111 the way
our busines\, like po ... t V1etnam.
their 0\\ n people or the Spamsh.
This is as far from the tmth as one
French or anyone else.
can get \Vhilt lo~1ng really means
The point here is that JUst like
is:
the peaceful Germans were of no
\Ve would no longer be the
protection to an)one from the
premier country 111 the world. The
Nazis. no matter hO\\ many peaceanacks will not sub.'-lide, but rather
ful Muslims there may be. they are
will steadtly mcrea~e. Remember.
no protection. for us from the terthey want us dead. not JUSt quiet. If
rorist Muslim leaders and what they
they had just wanted us quiet, they
are fanatically bent on doing - by
would not have produced an
their own pronouncements- killing
increasing series of attacks against
all of us infidels. I don't blame the
us over the past 18 years. The plan
peaceful Muslims. What would you
was clearly to terrorist attack us
do if the choice was shut up or die?
umil we were neutered and submisSo who are we at war with?
sive to them.
There is no way we can honWe would of course have no
estly respond that 11 is anyone other
future suppon from other nation'
than the Muslim terrori,ts. Trymg
for fear of repn.sals and for the reato be politically correct and aYoid
son that they would sec we are
,·erbalizing thi~ conclu!-tion can \\:ell
1mpotent and cannot help them.
be fatal. There i~ no \\·ay to win if
They will p1cl.. off the other
you don't clearly rccogn11e and
non-Mu\lim nations. one at a time.
articulate \\hom you are fight mg.
It will be increa~ingl) ca\JCr for
So with that background. now
them. They already hold Spam
to the two major question~:
hostage. It doesn't matter whether it
I Can we lose this war?
was right or wrong for Spain to
2 What does lo,ing really
withdraw 1ts troops from Iraq.
mean'1
Spam did 11 because the Muslim
If we arc to win. we must
terrorists bombed their train and
clearly answer these two piYotal
told them to withdraw the troops.
questions.

or

JC\\ i~h atr<.X:itic~.
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Anything else the) \\ant Spatn to
do." ill be done. Spain is II!Hshed.
The ne.st '"II probably be
France. Our one hope on !:ranee 1s
that they might ~cc the light and
realit.c that if we don't wm. the) arc
finished too, in that they can't resist
the Muslim terrorists without us.
Hmve\er. it may already be too late
for France. France is already 20
percent Muslim and fading fast.
If we lose the war. our production. mcomc, expons and wa) of
life will all vamsh as we kilO\\-. it.
After losing, who would trade or
deal with
if they were threatened
by the Muslims. If we can't qop the
Muslims. how could anyone else?
The Muslims fully know what is
riding on this war and therefore are
completely committed to winning
at any cost. We'd better know it too
and be likewise committed to winning at any cost.
Why do I go on at such lengths
about the results of losing? Simple.
Until we recognize the costs of losing. we cannot unite and really put
100 percent of our thoughts and
efforts into wmmng. And it is going
to take that 100 percent effon to

u;

wm

So. ho\\ can we lose the \var')
Again. the answer is simple. We
can lose the war by 1111ploding. That
is, defeating oursclvc\ by refusing
to recognize the enemy and their
purpose and really diggmg in and
lending full suppon to the war
effon. If we are unned. there is no
way that we can lose. If we contmue to be divided. there is no way

that we can win .
Let me g1ve )OU a fe\\ examples of how \\.e !-!Imply don't cofll.
prehend the life and death seriousness of this situation
Bush
selects
Norman Mineta as Secretary of
Transponation. Although all of the
terrorist attacks were committed b;
Muslim men between 17 and 40
years of age. Sccrctar} Mineta
refuses to allowc profiling. Does that
sound like we are takmg this thing
seriously? This is war. For the
duration \Ve are gomg to have to
give up some of the civil right\ we
have become accustomed to. We
had better be prepared to lose some
of our civil rights temporarily or we
will most cenainly lose all of them
permanently.
President

And don't worry that it is a
slippery slope. We gave up plenty
of civil rights during WWIJ and
immediately restored them after the
victory and in fact added many
more since then. Do I blame
President Bush or President Clinton
before h1m? No, I blame us for
blithely assuming we can mamtain
all of our political correctness and
all of our Cl\ tl rights during this
conflict and have a clean. Ia\\ ful.
honorable war. None of those
words apply to war. Get them out or
your head.
Some have gone so far in their
criticism of the war and/or the
administration that it almost seems
they would literally like to see us
lose. I hasten to add that thiS ISn't
cofltmued

011
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Got Golf? With Scores of
Courses, the I.E. Is a
Veritable Golf Mecca
continued from page I 2
er than Palm Springs."
Aside from the majestic mountain range, the greens' breathtaking
scenery features an abundance of
mature trees with four lakes and
water features coming to play on II
of the 18 holes. In the very capable
hands of go lf course superintendent, Enrique Zavala, it's no wonder
Soboba Springs Golf Club has the
reputation for setting the standard
for immaculately manicured greens
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amongst Inland Empire golf courses. As a bonus for the avid golfer.
Soboba Springs re-seeds its turf in
September, allowing the club to
stay open in October when most
other local golf courses are closed.
Soboba Springs Golf Club is
located at I 020 Soboba Road in
San Jacinto. For more information
or a tee time. please call (909) 6549354 ext. 225 or log on to
www.sobobasprings.net.

Is a Culture of Entitlement Killing Your Company?
by Dm·c ,\ndcrson
Docs your workplace rellect a
culture of entitlement or a culture ol
merit? The answt::r to thb yucstion
is vital to your organl/UIIon\ success
For decades, busmt::ss ha'
allowed society's 'all are equal' and
·subsidi.tc tho~e who can't make it
on their own· entitlement mode h. to
encroach on the culture of ment
needed to optimi.tc performance
\\-ithin an enterprise. lntitlemcnt as
described by Jud1th Bardw1cl.. m her
book. "Danger 111 the Comfort
Zone." is an attitude whcrt:: people
believe they do not have to earn
what they get. They believe they
deserve what they get because they
are owed it and because of who
they are- not because of what they
do.
In thiS culture. people take for
granted what they have and keep
asking for more then what'' done
for them j, never enough. The)
focus more on what they arc owed
than what they owe In a culture of
entitlement. peer pressure to perform is supplanted by peer pressure
to conform: lool..ing good is more
imponant than doing well.
While society has moved
Increasingly toward entitlement
over the years and bred gencrauons
of underachievers everywhere from
public schools to mner cities. corporate America is not blameless. In
fact. the culture of entitlement in
bu"ness hit full stride in the years
followmg World War II when there
were too few workers to fill JObs in
a booming economy. Because of
this shortage. it was nearly impossible to get fired and droves of people
doing mediocre work were rewarded w1th promises of lifetime job
security. When managers no longer
required results and wealthy corporations stopped demanding performance as a condition for keepmg
a job or getting a raise, the culture
of entitlement spread like a plague.
Here is an e1ght-point checklist to
determine if you have a culture of
enti tl ement in your workp lace:

1. Promotions are gl\·cn and people remain in JObs based on tenure.
not because they arc be~t for the
JOb.
2. Chnstma\ bonusc.., arc g1vcn
bccau~e It i~ Chri~tmas time. not
hecau~e people earned them.
3 lnd-of-the-year rai ... cs arc
dished out because it\ the cntl ol
the year, not because people went
the second mile
4 Countless dollars arc dumped
mto monthly mcentivc programs
anti contests that enrich everyone
without regard to whether they
deserve to participate based on past
performance.

5. Manage" hold politically correct employee reviews and evaluations rather than tell people they are
failing.
6. Managers set no-braincr performance standards designed to
make people feel comfortable
rather than stretch them with a
higher bar.
7 Managers spend equal amounts
of tune. energy and resources on
employees instead of pounng more
into the top performers who have
earned it.
8. Manage" would rather be well
liked and popular than confront
poor performance and hold othe"
accountable for results.
To create a culture of merit in
your workplace it's imperatiVe that
soc1ety's ·politically correct' tendencies not be allowed to seep into
your business psyche. For example.
society's entitlement model says.
weaken the strong to strengthen the
weak. This is ev1nccd in tax rates
that increase as you earn more and
in the public schools where teachers
are admonished to spend more time
with the weak students to get them
up to speed.
Society's entitlement model
says everyone should be g1ven the
same opportunities and have equal
access to resources. Society's entitlement model says that if you can't
make it on your own, government
programs will subsidize tough
times and if you can't afford a
lawyer. one will be provided. This

i~ not to condemn or judge the
worth of society\ model, but to
point out how its values influence
business thinking. What we read in
the paper and hear on television
take~ root in our business psyche.
diluting and perverting the performance-based philosophy requir-ed to
creatt:: a cuhure of merit in an enter·
prise .
To create a culture of merit. run
your bus1ne\:-. more like a team than
like a family. \Vhile having ·one big
family' sounds warm and fuuy. as
with soc1ety\ entitlement model.
there are senous flaws with a family model when compared to a culture of merit needed in businc~s.
Moving from a culture of entitlement to a culture of merit takes
time and courage. Entitled people
resist stretching and accountabilit}
During the transition from entitle-

c y

mcnt to merit-based performance.
the morale of entitled employees
will dimini'-lh. Thus new expec.:ta
tions must be set, accountabilit)
C\tablishcd and pressure to perform
sustained long enough to let people
knO\\ you mean business and 'the
good old tlay\' are over
Howe,·er. people must also be
shown how the\ can earn their \\a)
mto meru Th~y must be gi' en the
toob. coaching and support to make
the transition. because you can't
manage or administer your people
from entitlement to merit: you must
lead them there.

Dare Anderson is the author of
"No-Nonsense Leadership: Real
World Strategies to A-faxhm:e
Corporate
Penonal
and
Poremial." For more informatiml
go to: ll"\1w.l.RarnTcJLead.com. or
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GETTING

ORGANIZED

44 Smart Tips for Cost-effective Event Planning
br Dr. Pam Brill
What does it mean to be " In
The Zone·'" Athletes refer to it as
the state of mmd and body where
they generdte personal and team
bests. 'The Zone" isn't about competmg. h isn't about wmning that\ just a great side effect.
Getting "[n The Zone" is a
mauer of connecting with the challenges that life can thro" at us.
And it extends to the workplace.
According to research from the
Gallup organization. 70 percent of
the workforce is unengaged. That
hru. serious consequences on bottom-line results as well as safety in
the workplace.
You can learn to systematically
get "In The Zone" for work. By
enlisting your heart, mind, and
physical energy, you can build
meaning. momemum, and engagement for work and for the people

you manage. Whether you're a top
level CEO or an entry-level newcomer, getting "In The Zone" can
help you focus. re-energtze and
increase productivity and success.
It's as s1mple as trying these winning strategies to access the right
amount of energy to experience the
full force of engagement at work.
Get a Mantra!
Tune in to your activation and
the activation of others. \Vhen it is
riding too low. use energizing
power words that tell people what
to do and paint energized images:
"Let's ramp 11 up!" "Let's get it
going!" "Let's move forward'" are
activating mantras for increasing
energy. "Nice and steady" and

"Slow it down" are proactive
mantras that tell you what to do to
cool it down.
Get the Beat!
Whether you play it in your
car. at work, or in the virtual music
player that accompanies us every-

GLOBAL

CTI GROUP

Welcome to true Communications Solutions
-

tht5 1s where you go for all of your busmess communtcattons needs

GJobal en Group provides the
complete array of communications
~utions

Through June 30, Global CTI Group
is offering

to help your business save

and make money.

How? Call or log-on to find out.
You11 be amazed at what you can do
ror your business.

Global CT1 Group provides:
~solutlons-PBX.H)'brd.&IPT~

o.tJ netwoc1dng -

I..AN.. WAA. & Wwwllu

VPN •nd Secunty soluttons

c-.-

25%offofa
Ba.seline Netwolil: Auessment
OR

a free personal wireless
access point with a
Baseline Wireless Site Survey.
log on to

www.gcti.com/assess
to register and leam more about

these services
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The brain may not even process the
word 'don't' but instead we picture
the words that follow. To lead yourself and others mto "The Zone··
replace every "don
with 'a
"do" -tell yourself and others what
to do and watch the results soar.
Get the beat, look forward
choose your language and tell your~
self and others what to do. Usc
these field-tested strategies from
top level athletes to get "In The
Zone... By engagmg your heart.
mind. and energy-your own and

\\·here. you can also ramp it up or

turn it down with music. Use moderate rock to crank it up, smooth
jazz or classical to tone it down,
and steady classic rock or
Broadway soundtracks to keep your
pace moderate.
Change the Lens!
When you notice that you and
your staff are zooming in with
·monovision' to barrel along
toward a goal or sale; strategy, take
a step back A different point of
view enables you to make sure that
you are heading towards the right
goal or focusmg on your customer's needs.
Exchange Your Language.
What we say and how we say
it. to others and to ourselves in the
privacy of our minds. is one key to
reading and changi ng attitude. To
get a new attitude, trade the language of oppression ("1/we have to.
must, should, should have. can't,"
"if only," and "if 1/we do ... ") for the
language of opportunity " 1/we
want to, will. can:· "this is the real
deal." and "when 1/we do."

·c·

others-you can bring yourself to
work today and every day.
may you run!

Dr. Pam Brill is a licensed psvclwlogist who puts psychology to work
through her finn, In The Zone. Inc.
Peak Performance Consulting provides organi:ational de\•elopmem
consulting and coaching. For more
information,
please
\'isit.
wHw.inthez.oneinc .com.
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Budgeting
I . Calculate your fixed. variable
and break-even expenses and break
Lhem into two categories:
a. 'Soft' costs (fleXIble) expenses.
b. 'Hard' costs (mflexible) expenses
This allows you to look at all

2. Keep in mind what is important to the delegates. An association
of mostly male engineers may not
notice the expensive centerpiece.
but they will notice if they do not
have their cu5tomary free drink at
the reception.
3. Find out if you are tax exempt.
If you're informed on the gutdelines for charities and non-profit
organitations, you can take advantage of special pricing and discounts that may be available.
Provide proof to your suppliers that
your organ ization is designated as a
nonprofit. This not on ly saves you
money but also time in the event of
an audit.
4. Communicate your budget
information with the hotel's convention services manager. The role
of this individual is to assist you
with accomp lishing your object tves
within the budget you have out-

lined
5. Seck ~ponsorship~ in all areas
po'5ible . Consider the nature of
your organit.ation - be creative!
6. Consider sponsor\hips for inkind products and
services
Sponsors like this because it is
often less costly than c"'h for them
to offer a product or sen ice. Look
for food and beverage sponsoi"'.
pursue office supplies companies to
provide registration badges and
pens. use PR departments of industry members to pro\ ide creati·ve
VISIOn to promotional materials.
7. Seek meeting co-sponsors.
Jom forces with an organizallon
that complements yours. This can
increase attendance, improve buying power, and lower per-person
costs. To pull this off, make sure
that the two organizations have
compatible bylaws. values. interests and objectives
8. Barter goods and services exchange booth space for advertiSing space.
9. Look for new revenue opportunities. Add an early-bird regtstration discount. Charge for cancellations. Offer shipping services
and/or photocopying servtces.
10. Use on-line credit card pro-

C(!\~ing to expedite and 1mprov(!
event attendance.
Site Selection
I
Use the local convention and
vi~itors bureau to complete the legwork in setting up the site visit.
They often have insider resources
and connections to negotiate a better deal than you probably could get
on your own.
2. Ask the local bureau to a.ssist
you m collecting RFPs from the
hotel community. Instead of receiVing 10 different packets at varytng
times. you will receive one packet
containing all the information you
need.
In add1tion. never sign a contract unless you agree with it I 00
percent. Cross out or edit clauses
you do not agree with, initial it and
get the suppliers to either initial
their agreement with it or forward a
revised agreement.
Remember. a contract is not
binding unless both parties are m
mutual agreement with all the
terms.
Get every detail in writing. In
today's litigious society, never
depend upon a verbal agreement.
The more details that are provided
111 writing the better.

MARK YOUR CALENDER

THE IMAGE OF ACHIEVEMENT

g
w

There are many ways to execute on a cost-effective event if the
planning process is 'smart.' Smart
planning is not just about increasing revenues or decreasing ex pens
es: it's also about savmg t1me.
reducing liabilit1es and bnnging a
greater perceived value to your
event. It's about changing the way
you do things.
Your best bet is to apply the
four Rs of cost saving: "reduce.
recycle. replace, and re-thmk" for
all the cost centers in your budget.
To help you. we've come up with
44 cost-saving. event-enhancing
tips for budgeting, site selection,
contracts and negotiating and food
and beverage.

the elements of your meeting and
identify those areas where you can
spend less. Can you cut back on the
meal portions served at dinner or
eliminate the soup at \unch'J Can
invitations be sent by fax or e-mail''
Can you remove an expense completely or find a sponsor to assist
with it?
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EXECUTIVE

Mayor Mary T. Roche
Opportunity to Serve
\1a) or T Rorhe. ma) or of
lnd~an Wells, "a.s recent!} elected
preSident of the Riverside Count)

D1vision of the League of
Califorma Citie:-, and will serve a

hr

Monumcrll Advisory Board, and

e:xecutJ\'C committee meetings and
general asscmbiJ meetings.
Regional di' isiom, hm e been an

the Desert Scnror Inspiration
Awards. She is a member of the
city\ golf course committee and
community activities comrmtree,

integral pan of the League of
California Citie.s .>ince 1933. They
are the conduit through which city

one-year tenn.
"The League of California
Cities plays a very important role in
promoting governmental efficiencies, reducmg lhe cost of govern-

training. acquire informatiOn. and

ment, and encouraging more ch·ic

join

awarcne."is of the importance of

public involvement," Mayor Roche

achieving the s1rateg1c goals of the
league.

noted. "It's an honor to represent

In addition to her ne\\ pos1tion.

the ciues of R1verside County in

Mayor Roche serves as lndian

such important endeavors.''

Wells' representative to the
Coachella Valley Animal Campus,
Desen Town Hall of Indian Wells,
Indian Wells Youth Town Hall,
Santa Rosa San Jacinto National

As president, she will serve as
the official spokesperson for the
Riverside County division, and is

responsible for directing its activi-

Indian Wells Historic Preservation

the public. build coalitions, rece1ve

Foundation of wh1ch she is a board
member.
When asked ho" she stays so
active. Mayor Roche replied, "II
has always been important to me 10
give back 10 the community. Each
and every one of us has a responsibility to contribute 10 the beuer-

in

Bringing

an

e.\tcnsivc career in

sales leadership and lrammg thai
spans more than 16 years.
HernandeL is responsible for over-

ment of our communities. That is

the democratic way.
"I feel that I am blessed with

seeing the sales and marketing for
Cap1tal Pacific flomes · new home
developments in the Southern
California region.
Capital Paci fie Homes has

colllinued Oil pafie 54

ily tradition of hard work and
re.sponsibility. II is simply pan of

my nature, and to serve at this level
at this point in my life is the greatest honor that could be bestowed on
me. I most sincerely thank all of the
people of Indian Wells and
Coachella Valley for their confidence in me.''

When Enexes CEO/Founder
Dileone Palmer was I 0-years-old
and growing up in the ghetto in
Toledo, Ohio. he decided he had no
choice but 10 become a billionaire.
"What can I do to find a way?" he
wondered. Even at that tender age,
Palmer realized that time waits for
no one, and his family was hungry.
The answers to the question. "Why
does life have to be like this?"
became a passion. "I was afraid of

not being able 10 eat," Palmer
remembers. Enduring such hardships led him 10 discover his spintual self - fallh emanating from
both sides. The spiritual side of him
believed, "You cannot do il by
yourself' and lhe self-side said,
"You can do it."
Following the death of his
beloved grandfather, Dileone was
left without a mentor and the streets
were mean, cold, and dangerous.
He had to find a way out, for survival's sake. Inspired by his grand-

OUT

Patricia Morton

Professor Morton 1s an architect

her B.A. in architecture from Yale

cominued Oil pafie 55

father's example. Palmer wanted 10 honor his memory and he
turned negative energy into pos-

Nevada dtd. Today, as we have
111 Palm

Barona Coffee Company. II is very
much like thai other coffee place
you fmd on every block. only <lif

There is also a food coun

already reported from out

singer known as "The Gambler"
would have you believe thai the

easily

machine a~ I can in the one dcdu.;at-

advances, as has the atmosphere
Sarona has several levels

fcrcnt.

Sarona Casino is just like Las
Vegas. Having been to Sarona. I

ed to "The Munsters."

of d1n1ng to chose from.

exhilarallng indoor spa called Am

in the "Austin

Powers"

Spnngs, the food ha.s seen great

Sarona also features an

can tell you thai Vegas
only wishes thai it had
what this San Diego valley

so that

get-a-way has.

husbands are ~pending out on

True.

if

Bicncc. It appears to be there

introvert

Conversations that
overheard

won't find them here. but

mcluded the follos\lng:

at

Am

Bicncc

if you want a cas1no resort

"Remember g1rb. a good

where you can find your,

husband never leh h1s w1fc go

self, here is \vhcrc you

grocery shopping

>hould be.
The best pan of

mond shopping." And, "We

ing roads to the site lake
you through the undeveloped
lands
east
of
Interstate 15 at Escondido.
There IS no fancy shop·
ping. There are no Jewelry
stores, just rollmg hills.
The facility itself sits in a
valley with no distractions to wan-

der over lo when (or if) your place
gels boring.
Chcckmg in is clearly not

Vegas-like. because the front desk
is not located 111 the heart of the
noisy casino. like il would be in
Vegas.
VIP check-m IS even better

only Ow·

have to -,pend more money

here ioda) than we did yester
da} or daddy "'ill think we
didn't have any fun."
Fortunately for me. I spent
that time outside with a no\ cl
and a good Montccristo
Plat mum cigar.

The Sarona Valley tribe
uself really does exiSI. and
since the opening of the casi-

Sarona Valley Rancho Casino Resort Hotel

no il has experienced I00 percent employment. The tribe

(Do I hear a voice calling. "Hey
Moe' Here comes Joe?")
So what else IS there to do

The Ranch House Buffet
can handle up 10 850 people al a
time and lil\c many of its contcm

came to

at Sarona?

porarics. 1t is a better meal than you

Golf for one.
I don ·1 golf. I JUS I take a
box of balls out 10 the lake and toss
them in. They would Y.ind up there
eventually, anyway. Unlike Las
Vegas.l can see the course from my

m1gh1 expect if you are used 10 Las
Vegas huffets. The Branding Iron
Cafe IS also much more than you
might expect. But the jewel of the
resort is the Sarona Oaks
Steakhouse. This is a truly fine din-

has profited well from the sovereign gambling laws. The only other

4

but in fact. is in a private room with

window. I know there are courses in

mg experience. They even serve an

cordial amenities. OK, the gueslrooms are just rooms. but they
look out over the golf course and
the hills, not a parking lot, a giant

Vegas but I can't see them. even
when I fly over the stnp 1n the Star
Sh1p Emerprise. (See IEBJ. July
'04.)
The Sarona course stretches over the valley floor behind the
hotel and casino facility and adds a
peaceful green v1ew even if you
don't intend 10 go out in the noonday sun.
Then there is the dining.

artichoke appetizer with a special
cream cheese stuffing. Not many
people know how 10 cal an arllchoke, but 1 can tell you thai, along

project under dusty construction.
Down the hall, attached 10
the hotel, there is a very good casino, with all of the games you could
want. Strangely, in the very center
is an enclosed fire. significant of

COiltinued on page 46

\\ere

Elvis impersonators, you

diamond vision screen or some new

Dileone Palmer

women don't

that golf course

looking for white ugcrs or

Palmer put hiS plans into
fast-forward
and
became
involved tn a tanning salon,

and inspiration. "Stick to it until
you make it," Palmer advises.
"Give up what people give you and
gel your own." which is just what
he did.

the

notice how much time their

you're

became an extrovert.

lived day-by-day and found his
calling: to inspire and become a
voice for equality, and work
through God's word and become a
source of energy, tenacity, peace

JUSt ofT the casmo area featuring the

Stooges" or "Belly Boop" slot
machines. I can lose my money as

since it is not just the nex.t line over,

restaurants and other ventures. He

utatton for food a.\ even State Lmc,

is surrounded by miles of

and historian. as well as chair of the
an history department She received

An

to lhnc m cutoff\ and showt.:r clog .....

nothingness. Long. v. ind-

Center of the Arts. an mtcractive

action.

Indian gammg sites JUst a decade
ago tlld not have as much of a rcp-

sister. Harrah's Rincon. 1t

Hall and lhe UCR/Californw
Museum of Photography.

itive

111

my research. I have not figured out
why so many gaming facilities
advertise that they have "'Three

th1s resort i!-. that like its

"School of Hard Knocks" Drives
Entrepreneur to Early Success
by Georgine Lore/and

somcthmg that l could not find

In h1s TV commcrcwls, the

UC Riverside an hiStorian.
Patricia Morton, IS the new faculty
director of the Barbara & An Culver
ans center thai will be located in the
historic Rouse building, strategically located between Riverside Cit)

Lyom

right.

education, experience and the fam-

Patricia
Morton
Brings
In-depth
Knowledge of
the Arts to
New Position

}Ol'

Kenny Rogers ditln 't get It

and founded both the Homeowners
Association of Indian Wells and the

officials mfluence issues. 1nform

Ric
Hernandez
Brings Upbeat
Attitude to
Capital
Pacific Homes
Ric HemandeL has joined the
Southern California divisiOn of
Capital Pacific Home>. Inc. as vice
president of sales and marketing.

TIME

Barona Valley Rancho Casino Resort and Golf Course

tie!-. She \\ill prc~·>~tle at all di\ ision

other California cities
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with the live piano entertainment, it

makes for a remarkable evemng
It must also be noted that
the Sarona Oaks IS only open for
dinner. so there are none of lhe disappointments that 1 fell out in the
low desen when people showed up

the

valley

in

a land

exchange back in 1932 and. like
many Southern California tribes.

noticeable Indian structure in the

area " the Catholic church that they
built decades ago across the streel.
In the past. I have gone to
Laughlin. Nevada to gel away from
it all. I was disappointed. While
their food ISn't bad. there is much
about Laughlin that makes me think
agam of the Stale Line casinos
Sarona
Valley
Ranch
Reson and Casino has benefited
from the latest laws, but that only
serves 10 make it a modern and
comfonable get-a-way.
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SBA

SBA Programs and Services
Tho L.S. Small Bu"noss
Administration (SBA) is an mdependent agency of the executive
branch of the federal governme nt.
It is charged with the re>ponsibility
of provtding four pnmary areas of
assistance to American small busi-

nesses. These are: advocacy, management, procurement. and finan-

cial assistance.
SBA administer., three separate
loan programs. They are the 7(a),
504 and microloan programs. SBA
sets the guidelines for the loans
while SBA's partners (lenders,
community development organizations. and micro-lending institutions) make the loans to small businesses. SBA back!; those loans with
a guaranty that will eliminate some
of the risk to the lending partners.
To learn more about SBA financing
programs and other resources,

please

go

to:

'" ww.sba.go'

<http://" W\\.sba.go'/>
The SBA also offers programs

through three resource partners:
the \Vomen 's Business Centers,
SCORE and the Small Busine"
Development Centers. The Inland
Empire \Vomcn \ Busincy~ Center
(IE WBC) ts located at 202 E.
Atrport Dr.. Suite 155, San
Bernardino. The IE WBC promotes
the growth of women-owned businesses through mentoring, business
training and long-term advisory
services. In addition, the program
provides targeted services to Latina
business owners by providjng services in English and Spanish. The
IEWBC also places special empha-

sis on assisting women-owned
firms in the construction rrades,
general contracting. transportation.
and high-technology fields. For
more information on the Inland
Emptre WBC. please call (909)
890-1242. or go to: www.iewbc.org
<hllp:/ 1ww\\.iev.·bc.;.org/>
SCORE
"Counselor;
to
America's Small Bu"incss" is a

nonprofit assOciation dedicated

to

pro\'lding entrepreneurs with free.

confidential face-to-face and e-mail
bus1ness counseling. Business
counseling and workshops are
offered at the Inland Empire
SCORE chapter located at 1700
East Florida Avenue, Hemet.
SCORE is comprised of retired and
active business owners and professionals who volunteer to provide
training and one-on-one counseling
at no charge. For more information
on the Inland Empire SCORE
chapter, please call (909) 652-4390,
or go to: http:l/www. iescore503.org/
<http:l/www.iescore503.org/>
The Inland Empire Small
Business Development Center
(SBDC) is located at 1201
Research Park Drive, Suite I 00,
Riverside, and provides small businesses in Riverside and San
Bernardino countie~ with one-onone consulting. traming, and technical ass1stance 111 all aspects of

small business management. SBDC
ser\ices include ass1stmg small
businesse" \vith financial, marketing, production, organization, engineering and technical problems and
feasibility studtes. Special SBDC
programs and economic development activities include international trade assistance. technical assistance, procurement assistance, venture capital formation and rural
development. Most services are
free of charge and are always confidential. For more information on
the IE SBDC programs please call
(909) 781-2345 or go to:
http :1/w w w. ies bdc .org/
<http:l/www.iesbdc.org/>

To learn more abow SBA programs
and other resources offered through
the Santa Ana District Office,
which sen•es the counties of
Orange,
Rin'rside awl San
Bernardino.
please
~o
ro:
http:I!H·hw.sha.gmlca/wnta/

KCAA1050AM
Inland Empire
Balanced Talk Radio!
Start your morning with /MUS in the Morning

G. Gordon Liddy "The G-Man"

"A Tireless Campaigner"

Chuck Harder
"For the People"

Call ScoN Miller, Regio11al Vice Preside11t

Lat:ey Kendall -Ray Peyton
Local News Up-Dates
Weekdays 8 AM- Noon - 5 PM

(909) 983-4600

-..Netvvork

.IIIIIIIIIBankuSA
.\"'"ltPrl)l•/qu.lfltu.ing'~

845 N. Euclid Avenue· Ontario. CA 91762

KCAA 1050 AM Talk Radio
... the station that leaves no listener behind!
909-885-8502 • info@KCAARADIO.COM
Call Daren Lane for sales

LENDING

How the Winners Do It: Small Business Leaders and
Equipment Leasing
by Michael J. Flenung
Equipment Leasing Association
2004- Reprimed H·ith permission
According to a recently conducted annual survey of U.S . Small
Business AdminJ\tratJon (SBA)
state small business winners, eqtllpment leasmg 1s up approximately
:!0 percent over the prcv10us two
years. Considering the recent low
intcre\t rates that can make other
forms of t::t{Ulpment financing more
attractive. it is \VOrth lookmg at the
experience of these small business
leader\ to under..,tand what motivates their decision to lease equipment. Their example" can pro\·ide
valuable guidance and insight for
other <.mall business O\\Oers to fol ~
IO\\ as the) auempt to grow thctr
compamcs.
Leaslllg equipment is one feature that go percent of thi" year\
SBA state small business Wlllncrs
who were surveyed by the
Equipment LeaSJng Association
(ELA) shared. The high percentage
bears out the conventional industry
wisdom that leasing tS an equipment financmg method of choice or
small businesses. The top reasons
to lease given by the winners surveyed likely apply to your small
business as well:
I. Consistent expenses in budget
planning
2. Increased cash flow
3. Ability to have the latest equipment

Rev. Barry Lynn

Discover how a locally owned business bank can
give you the competitive advantage.
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4. No down payment
Other reasons for leasing cited
by the winners this year are asset
management, convenience. equipment maintenance options and
helping to manage company
growth. It is interesting to note that
consistent expenses in budget planning was among the top reasons
cited over the past three years.
(ELA surveys the SBA winners
annually.)
The top reasons for leasing coincide with the issues many new .
entrepreneurial firms share: they
are cash-conscious, and at the same
time in need of new equipment
innovations to operate efficiently

and competitively. Lea~mg offers
nexible terms and CU~l01111!.Cd
options that take mto account your
needs regarding cash now. budget,
transaction structure and \Casonal
nuctuations. Ca\h conservation is a
traditional benefit of leasing !>lflCC
no down payment and no collateral
arc required.
Also. with leasing. you pay only
for the value of the equ1pmcnt used
during the lease term. rather than
the equipment\ entire lifetune. as
is the case when you buy it outright.
Additionally. for seasonal businesse..,, ce11ain leases allow you to miss
a payment "'ithout penalty during
your low season.
"The main reason we looked at
leasing was the lower month!)
payment and mterest rate,'' sau..l
Tammy Guttc. prcstdent of Elite
Carners LLC. nov. a S I0 million
over-the-road carrier that pro,ides
trucking services for approximately
40 local companies, as well as more
than 700 national
brokered
accounts. She and her husband.
Greg. were selected as the SBA
Small Business Persons of the Year
from Wisconsm. "Leasing allowed
us to acquire equipment, mainly
tractors, with a lower monthly payment. In addition, we were at a
point financially that no longer
required us to use the depreciation
from purchasing."
Leasing gives the ability to have
the latest equipment for business
that may not otherwise have been
affordable through a capital mvestment. but that becomes more
affordable through a set period of
lease payments.
Through options, such as
upgrades and short-term leases, you
transfer the risk of being caught
with obsolete equipment to the
leasing company. Guite said her
firm has had good experiences with
"lease to purchase" options. "The
best advice I could give someone
on this type of purchase option is to
use leasing that offers a dollar buyout at the end of the lease," she
said. "You can take advantage of
the lower monthly payment and
lower interest rate but also own the

equipment at the end of the lease."
What kmds of equtpment make
the mo\t sense for a small business
to lease'! Of SBA state small buSIness winners surveyed, the top
equipment types they lease arc
office equ1pment (38 percent).
computers (33 percent). and tmcks
and vehicles (29 percent). Fortythree percent reported that their
need for technology equtpment
mcreased di..,proportionately to
other equipment need" Since technology equipment has a high tendency to become outdated faster
than other types of equipment, it
makes ... ense to look uno leasing it.
Although two-thirds responded
that the) lease 15 percent or less of
the1r equipment a~\Ch. it is v.·orth
rcmcmhcring that these busmcs~e~.
hy v·irtuc of the1r award-winning
status. have alread) gotten O\er the
wor"t hurdle\ of gro\\ mg a ~mall
bus1ne:-.s. For small businesses
starting out. capttal is usually
scarce \0 the option to lease is especially beneficial. In fact, 81 percent
of small business winners agree
that leasing equipment is a good
business strategy for meeting the
demands of small busmesses.
When evaluating financing
options for equipment procurement. cash is still the first consideration of small business winners (95
percent), followed by almost half
considering a bank loan (48 percent). In spite of bank loans· attractiveness from recent record-low
interest rates. more than a th1rd of
winners (38 percent) evaluate leasing for new acquisitions of equipment. due to the benefits cited
above.
Guite satd that her finn always
considers leasing when looking at
the financial options that are available. "When evaluating our financing options. we look at our current
cash flow as it relates to the size of
the down payment and monthly
payment amount. the economy, the
equipment being purchased. how
the equipment will be used and various other factors,'' she said.
"Leasing is just as easy as conventional financing, and work.ing v. ith

a reputable company is always a
plus ..
The experience SBA small buSI·
ness winner" have ~hared about
the1r equipment acquisition financ111£ can serve as proven examples
for other small businesses to follow. Economic condition\, market
uncertamt1e\. company financial
health, mtere~t rates. ami any number of other factor<-. can impact your
decision and prevent you from getting the nev. ~quipment that can
make your bus~ness run more efficiently and more profitably .
Succes\ful small businc..,..,es have
shown that Jea~ing is an attractive.
sensible financing option for getting the equipment you need to
make you a small bu..,inc"" v. inner
Additional information i~ available to help small businesses ma"c
equipment leasing deci\ions. Vi\it
\\\\ \\.Choo..,cLea~ing.org for the 10
quesl!ons to a\k before signing a
lease. a glossary of leasing terms.
help tn finding a leasmg company.
and much more.

Michael J. Fleming, CAE, presidem
of The
EquipmenT
Leasinli
AssociaTion ( ELA), has served as
the organi:,ation 's president since
1979. For more information on
equipment leasiug, an estimatetl
$218 billion indusTry in 2004. visiT
wwlv.ChooseLeasing .org.

BOOK OF LISTS
Get a jump on your competition
by securing your space in
Inland Empire's premier
reference tool

TODAY.
Sponsorship Packages ... $6.000
Full Page ... $3,700
Half Page ... $2,750
For details, contact your
account
manager at (909) 989-4733

~
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MORTG

The U.S. hou~mg market

Predatory lending focus of mortgage industry consumer campaign

good fit for you
j..,

soaring \\Jth continued mcrca:-.e:-.

111

apph

cation ... for n~\\ mortgage.., and refinancing. accordmg to the Mortgage
Banker.., As..,(x~iation. A.... a result. there are now man) lfl!ll)\lliiVC mortgage .... product.., aimed to entice con ... umcrs to enter or mcrea..,e their stake ...
in the real e..,tatc market.
Fixed and Adjustable Rate Mortgages
Fixed mortgages gn e you the 'ecurity of a 'teady mnnthl} bill O\er
the life of the loan Th~> 'ecunty typically translates tnto a higher price tag
than other loan .... HO\\C\Cf. 1f you intend to remain 111 your home for at least
..,e,en )Car.. thi ... may be )our best option
Adjustable rate mortgages l) pically offer) ou a lov. interest rate for a
relati,el) shon period of lime and once that period is O\CL the rate floats.
If you intend to remain in your home for just a fC\\ years. \'OU can ta!...e
ad\antage of thi\ IO\\ initial rate Beware. that while inl~rc\t m;e\ have been
\Cry lov.. the) arc on the rise
Interest Only l\lortgages
An interest only loan. \\hich allows the buyer to make rclati\'ely lower
monthly payments at first. applies payments only to the interest After a
certam time. the prinl·1pal payment is added and the monthly payments rise.
Intere:-,t only mortgage\ are a hot product for homcbuycr:-, in markch \.\'here
prices ha\ e ,J...yrock.cted bccau . . e the) lov,:er your monthly payment:-,, at
lea\1 in the beginning of the loan. If your income is low but you expet:t your
income to rise in time to make the higher payment schedule. thi\ may be a

Two Credit Union
Branches Share Award
The Hemet and San Jacinto
branches of Rtverstde County ·s
Credit Union (RCCU) recenllj
were recognized by the Hemet/San
Jacinto Valley Chamber of
Commerce with its Hennes Award
for Customer Sernce.
··our employees v.ere truly
honored to recei\e this a\.\ard,"
said Cynthia Thomas. branch
manager for both the Hemet and
San Jacinto RCCU bmnches. "We
strive to gi\·C the personal touch.
v.hich is v.hat I believe earned us
this a"ard. RCCU is strongly
committed to CU\tomcr \Crvicc and
this award is evidence of that
focus."
RCCI.; has had a branch m San
Jacinto for more than a decade.
and opened the Hemet branch two
years ago.
The chamber's
maugural
Olympus Awards recogni1ed local
businesses and mdtvtduals m I 0
categories, such as businesses with
10 or more employees; businesses
with fewer than 10 employees;

customer sernce; non-profit;
restaurant; entrepreneur; educator
and volunteer. Nominees in each
of the categories were submitted
by chamber members and voted on
by the entire chamber member'hip.
The awards were presented to
the wmners at a black-tie gala in
late June at the Ramona Bowl.

Riverside County·, Credit Union is
open to an_rom· who !il·es. u·or/\\·,
mrends school or H·onhips in
Ril/crside and San Diet.:o counties.
plus the residents of selected cities
in Orange and San Bernardino
coumies. RCC[ 1 u·as recently recOf.?ni::.ed with iH second prntigiou.\

Cah/(Jrnia Bulridfie Award for
Performam·t• Excellenn·. Today.
Riverside County:,- Credit Union
.\en·es more than 9-1,000 ml'lnhers
and boa'\H more than$()(}() million
in total a'\SeH. For more information, l'isit w\nr.rccu.org or call
/.888.883RCCU
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Mortgage Association Defines Predatory Lending

Assessing Mortgage Options
bY Eric G/adl'

SEPTEMBER 2004

II may also be a good choice if you Jon 't plan on li\ ing

in your home for a very long time
Other people ma) prefer an intcrc~t only loan becau~c it frees up ca.\h
that can be put to other uses. ~uch a., saving or im:e:-.ting This strategy can
pa) off, provided you'rt! able to earn a higher rctum on that money than the
rate on your mortgage With mortgage rate~ currently in the five to s 1x percent range. that may seem easy. llowever. \vhile the return you cam by
repaying principal on your mortgage is ... ready. the return on )Our invest
ments will vary.
Also, keep in mimi that "ith an mterest only loan. you del a) buildmg
equtty 111 your home. Thts could become a problem tf you are forced to veil
your home in a declining market and owe more on your home than it is
worth. A common issue right nO\\ is that consumers are misusing this loan
b) buying more houve than the) can afford.
Piggyback Mortgages
Piggyback. mortgage:-, are designed to get ) ou out of paying mortgage
insurance every month. Mortgage insurance, which i\ not tax deducriblc. is
required when borrower~ take out a loan that exceeds 80 percent of their
home's purchase price.
Piggyback loans combine a standard fir.'it mortgage with a home equity
lllle of credit. They arc two separate loans, the interest you arc charged 011
the second loan will be at a slightly higher rate than the fir.\t Joan, but it 1s
tax deducuble.
A piggy back. mortgage can also help you avoid the higher rate~ aS\OCJ
ated "ith jumbo mortgages (anything above $333.700). Jumbo loan mter·
est rates are typically an eighth 10 a quarter of a percentage point higher
than other mortgage~ However. on the downside. piggyback. mortgages can
limit your other borro\\ ing capabilitie~ and your ability to u:-,e your home a~
equity for other loam
Fixer-Uppers Mortgages
If you arc buymg an older home or one that needs remodeling. financ·
ing for fixer-upper mortgages are a good option because they mclude the
purcha'e price of the home plus the cost of repairs. The'e loans are either
based on the F'mme Mae Homestyle Program or are Federal Housing
Administration Loans (FHA).
The interest rates for these loans arc typtcally about an eighth of a percent higher than other loans. Also. the lender must approve your renovation plans and the contractors you choose to do the work.
Miss-a-Payment Loans
This loan l) ptcally appeals to people "'hose cash now may be erratic
because it allows you to skip up to 10 payments over the ltfe of the loan or
two mortgage pa}ments annually. However. this Oexibiltty does not come
free of charge. Borrowers are charged a few hundred dollars for each
missed payment Also. your missed payments are added to your original
loan amount and after each sktpped month, a new monthly payment is calculated based on the remaining mortgage term and the original mterest rate,
raismg your remaining monthly payments.
Seek Help
With all of these new mortgage options to choose from. consult a qualilled financial planner to help you determine which type of mortgage" best
for your needs and !its into your long-term financial plan.

Eric R. Glade. i.\ a senior jinandal adrisor in Glendora, Cal1j. special·
i::.ing in im·e.wme/11 strategies. rt·Jiremenr planning, and estate pre.\erwaion.
Glade is al.w a Chartered Financial Con.sulranr. a businessfinancialaclrisor and a registered represematire of American Express Financial Ath·i.wrs
Inc.. member NASDiSJPC For more injimnation. please call (626) 852-0023.

Subscribe Now! Call Today
Inland Empire Business .Journal
(909) 989-4733

At it~ 2004 annual com·cnllon.
the California Associauon of
Mortgage Brokers (CAMB) recently released its official defimuon of
predatory lending, in concert with
an ongoing campaign to educate
consumers and help them avoid
falling victim to predatory lending
practices. Predatory lendmg has
been an issue facing the mortgage
mdustr) for years and the debate
has even found its way mto the
200.J
prestdenlial
campatgn
Industr) leaders arc working to
combat predator) lending practices
by clearly outlining defining these
practices so that con,umers can be
infom1ed. educated and alert
The definition is as follows:
·'Predatory lending is defined as
intentionally placing consumers in
loan products with significantly
worse terms and/or higher costs
than loans offered to Similarly qualified consumers in the region for
the primary purpose of enrichmg
the originator and with little or no
regard for the costs to the consumer
"'Getting a loan can be the most
important financial transaction in a
person's life, and we want to be
sure that efforts to deliver the
·American Dream· do not become a
nightmare due to ctishone't predatory lending practices:· CAMB
President Jon Eberhardt satd.
"With this clear and concise definition of predatory lending. people
can protect them,else' and the
industry can continue to help con·
sumcrs become homeowners."
In addition to the predatory
lendmg definition. CAMB also provides "Consumer Protection Tips"
designed to help prospective hornebuyers to recognize unscrupulous
behavior among mortgage lenders.
To champion the highest standards
of
industry
professionalism.
CAMB also provides mortgage
originator Best Practices manual
that provides brokers with guide·
lines on how to educate com.umers
as well as how to report predatory
practices.
"Our mission is s1mplc, but crucial for the people of California:·
Eberhardt said. "'We expect mem
bers of our industry to conduct

themselves With the highest levelv
of mtegrity and to educate consumers about the lending process
and how it should be wisely to help
people achieve their financial
goals."
CAMB offers free referrals to
help consumers identify, mtervicw
and select the right mortgage profe~sional.:. Referrals arc available
online at www.cambwcb.org or by
calling 800-253-2262. Established
in 1990. CAMB has more than
3.000 members. mcluding liccn\ed
real estate brokers. salespersons.
affiliated lenders and title companies whose primary business i~
ass1stmg consumers in obtaining
personal and commercial real estate
financing and brokering ··conventiOnal" loans. CAMB members
adhere to the Association's Code of
Ethics
and
Standards
of
Profes~ional Practice, which prescribe the highest level of ethical
and professional guidelines.
California
Association
of
Mortgage Brokers
Where n·e stand on pretlatory lend·
ing: Equal access, full disclosure
and objective e\"llluarion
Ethical mortgage brokers utili1e
recognized standards including
work history. credit worthiness.
down payment capacity and debtto-income rmios to evaluate and
process loan applications.
They
strive to provide consumers wllh a
variety of options based on the consumer\ individual financial situation
and
long-term
goals.
Originators explain all information
and give consumers the time necessary to make a thoughtful and thorough decision.
· By contrast, predatory lending
practices are based on fraud, coercion and greed. The California
Association of Mortgage Brokers
supports consumers and denounces
predatory lending practices. To
educate and protect consumers, the
association wants everyone to
J...now where we stand on the issue
of predatory lending.
Predatory Lending Defined
"Predatory lending IS defined as
mtcntionally placing consumers 111

loan products with stgmficantly
worse terms and/or higher costs
than loans offered to Stmtlarly qualified consumers in the region for
the pnmary purpose of ennchmg
the originator and with little or no
regard for the costs to the consumer
Predatory Lending Practices
Include:
I Purposeful actions taken by a
lender or originator to coerce con
... umers into a loan without givmg
them the information and time to
ma"-e a knowledgeable deci,ion.

Tips to protect con.\tuners ji·om

being

\'iuimi~ed:

Never sign a blank document.
Read all documents carefully
and ask questions. Do not be hurried into signing anything you do
not clearly understand. Stop the
entire transaction if you feel you
are not getting clear answers.
Be wary of telephone or mail
soliCitations. especially prom1ses
that seem "too good to be true ··
Do not be pressured into applymg for more money than you need;
even a small increase in the total
loan amount can result in big mtcrest payments over time.
Get copies of all loan docu·
ments. especially anything you
have signed.
2 Violatmg the
law to better the
financ1al situation of the lender
at the expense of
the consumer.

Examples of illegal
acudties
include:
Fraud- forged loan documents. incomplete or missing
disclosures.

*

Di~crimma

tion-charging
htgher intere't
rate~ to borro\vcrs based on
their race or

national ongm and not on traditional factors mcluding employment
hiStory. credit hiStory. debt-tomcome rat1os.
Misrepresentation -the cost or
loan terms at closing are substantially dtffercnt than what you
agreed to.
Bait and Swttch- qualified borrowers are steered away from
affordable options.
Consumers who suspect the)
arc bemg VICtimized by predatol)
lending pract1ccs should immediately call the California Department
of Real Estate at 916-227-086-l,
Califorma
Department
of
CorporatiOns at 1-866-ASK-CORP
I I ·866· 275-2677) or contact the
California A\sociation of Mortgage
Brokers at 800-253-2262.
Consumer Protection Tips
I Never sign a contract without
knowmg and understanding all
terms of the loan.
Originator~
should explain all loan terms and
conditions
ever allov. you"elf to be presvured mto a loan. Reputable mortgage ongmator~ ~lri ve to make consumers aware of and comfortable

continued
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For total protection,
rely on the first name
in security.
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We're ill leading national
security company with a
strong; loa1 commitment to
protect you through ...., of:

• Skilled installation ilnd

• Cost-effective security

C.ll us today for • FREE

t<chnology
• A full fill\ge of system
capabilities

(800) 238-4636
ADT-INFO

oervk•
• Our own UL-listed central
stations

professional appraisal of
your security needs.
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In a New Age of Credit- Spend Wisely
~strategic interventions

br £ric R. Glade

aC01151lltinggroup

• Stressed out by bookkeeping problems?
·Get more out of QuickBooks• with
expert QuickBooks "training

Call Linda Russell
the QuickBooks· Queen

909.949.4930
877.553.4422
E-mail Linda qbq@uia.net

Assisting Organizations to Manage Growth and
Transformation Strategically with :
Organizational and Employee Attitude Surveys
Management Coaching and Development Programs
Selection _ Retention _ Succession Planning _
Leadership Development Tools
Financial and Business Information Evaluations
For More Information Contact: info@Predictsuccess.com

(800) 530-3231 - (760) 416-3447 - (866) 404-5044

BUSINESS TO BUSINESS
coURIER SERVICE

Business Professionals Wanted
TEAM BUILT PROFIT USING
NAME BRAND SERVICES

•

• Im.mediate Income •Residual Income
• Unlunit.ed lnoom.e Potential
REFERRAL BASED BUSINESS

••
TWO WEEKS

'

ONE WEEK

~
?

.

._,{.

SAME DAY

Yrur lntra-Colnty business mail w;n be picked L4> by ro..r1er
1WICE a day arx:J hard delivered on cu rext route.
• Same Day Delivery

·Couriers

• Tailored Deirvery Systems

• Speaai Messenger
• Bag Exchanges
• Overnight letter SeNICe

• Parcel Delivery

INCORPORATING A FRANCHISE MODEL

~

Clngular

Timing is Everything
Free Business Overview
Schedule your Appointment Nowf

951 285-9825

For Service in the Inland Empire call:

1 • 800 • GO • 4 • ICBM
Serving all of Southern California

Forty years ago. debt was
Your parents
most likely paid ca.sh for their first
homes and cars with family and
friends a<.; their financial backers
That was then. debt IS now. Today.
debt and instant credit arc parr of
our everyday vocabulary. Amcri
cans are carrying a total of $683 bil
lion 111 credit card debt alone
according to a recent MSN Money
report. That is not the amount
charged every month but rather the
outstanding unpaid balances on
which people pay interest.
almost unheard of.

The Case for Credit
In today's modern economy,
consumers are using credit cards as
a form of payment for just about
everything. from paying your rent
to purchasing gas. groceries and
fast food. There are many reasons
for this trend. first and foremost.
convenience.
ot having to carry
cash \\ith you v.·hercver you go is
often an easier and safer wa) tn
make purchases
Using cards can al ... o be re\vard
ing if you have aligned your card
spending with an attractive rewards
program that pays you back (perhaps with a cash rebate or with dou
ble rewards points) for your purchases. Credit cards also help to
establish a history of financial
responsibility and arc often mandatory for certain situations. such as
booking a hotel room or renting a
car - they are a modem necessity.
Those who don't have any credit

cards at all can be demed a loan or
credit when they really need 11.
But knowing that credit cards
are now an integral part of our
modem financial lives also begs the
question - how many credit card..,
should you have? A good Mart
would be to have far less then the
"Gumness Book of World Records"
holder, Walter Cavanagh. who has
1.397 individual valid crcd1t cards.
Typically. you should conSider
holding approx1mately three to six
cred1t cards. but unfortunate!) there
IS no magic number. Every person
has his/her unique financial situation and individual credit card
needs. depending on their spcndmg
habits and lifestyle. business needs
and more.

Spending Wisely-Factors to
Consider
•Simplicity- Make sure you
can keep track of the credit
cards you have and pay them on
time. 0\\ ning fewer cards may
make it easier to have control
over your total debt load. You
\ohould think twice about ha\ ing
numerous credit card~ for individual retail store\ and ga\ stations. These stores often accept
the credit cards you already
own. Plus, retail and gas station
cards tend to charge a higher
interest rate than other cards.
•Better Credit Rating The
common misconception is that
in order to build a good credit
rating you need to have more
cards with higher credit limits,
but haviog too many cards with

high credit limits or having high
unpaid balances can limit your
acce\os to car or mortgage loans.
•Reduce Temptation- The
more credit cards you have the
easier it is to over spend and get
mto debt problems.
•Rewards - Building rewards
through loyalty programs with a
few choice cards. such as
Membership Rewards from
American Express. can build
more
valuable redemption
opportunities if collected on
fewer cards. You can redeem
points for airline miles. hotels
rooms. and gifts.
Managing Your Credit Cards and
Debt
Regardless of how many credit
cards you have, it is important to
use them responsibly. To help. here
are \Otne strategic steps for opemng
and managing credit card accounts:
Step I : Know Your Cards
Before you sign up for a card.
ask )'Our.-;clf some key question,,
such as. Does your credit Glrd have
an annual fee'? Are there grace
periods'' What are the penalties if
you are late or miss a payment''
How valuable is the rewards program for the things that are most
Important to you? Then lind out
exactly what your credit limit and
interest rates arc for your credit
cards.
Step 2: Pay In Full
A good strategy is to have credit cards for convenience and pay the
balance each month in fulL If you
are unable to pay in full each

month. make sure to pay more than
the mimmum each month. Another
option is to usc a charge card.
"-hich is payable 111 full each
month. ThiS can help you stay on
budget and because It's payable m
full each month. there's no interest
charge".
S tep 3:
Keep Your Credit
Spending in Check
\ good rule of thumb. to keep
}OUr "pending tn check. is to make
sure your credit card payments \\-ill
not total more than 15 to 20 percent
of your current income, after hous
ing costs
Step 4: Ca nceling a Card
If you need to cancel a card. do
not simply cut it up. You must nOtify your credit card company that
you want to cancel. otherwise the
card will remain on your credit
report
Step 5: Seek Help
A qualified financial ad' isor
can help )OU create and manage a
comprehenSIVe financial plan to
help )OU rcduc.:c )OUr debt. U\C
credit card" re,ponsibl) and reach
your long tenn goals.

Eric R Glade. is a senior financwl
adrisor in Glendora, speciali:ing in
inl'estmcnt strategies. retirement
planning, and estate preservation.
Glade is also a Chartered
Fimmcial Consultant, a business
finandal alhdsor and a registered
representative of American £rpress
Financial Ad,·isors Inc., member
NASDIS!PC. For more mformarum
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Banks in the Inland Empire
Htm/..c•tl b\ lt~tal '"'/\ m of \lcud1 !IJII.J
Rank "'.anle
~~ (Hmdquartersl
Cit). State. Lip

l.S.BanL..

I.

\1illPC:If'l)JS.

\I'

-KOCahh'l'lUa

San

St

Franc•~u.CA

Rt'lum on \unq;:e
hquit) (R.O.E.)

l.'i~)

"

Lnion H.anJ.. of California •

'

\..o;sc-t.sSize$(1\1illions)
\....wl., "\ Chillt!.>e
( ll \1oothl

~lll:?.J

45.46-l

CoreCnpitaJ
\.sa~

of\.ssets

J'lrionpcrfonnin~ lo.'\1\.~
~\Debt Sec!.. a.<. a '1

Lncome Before
I· \trnordinal)

Top Local het:uth cflitlc

of Core Capital &
Loans Lo&. Rescno

Items {$0001

Cit), State./Jp

],4l6,fl04

UN

\dd~ { I.E .l

Da~niJuthcrBr.u'K:hM g•

772XO Jdkr.cm Ave .• Ste lCXJ
TCOll'\.-ula, C \ 1)2."100
(I.Kl9) 296--(l..'i lOi::!%-65)"

IS.7.'i

14

l.'i2~'i:!J

8J6

Greg R. \~m~on/RC'f! VP,(twnm Banl111g

3403 lOth S1.. St..:. 605
R1\-ersidc. CA Q2..'i01
.l2J-.'R~

321-3H.'iX

~reg.adaJn.,.;)(Jt~

uto: .l'lJm

(909)

J.

I Front Sln."d
San Frnn..:l ....'O,CA94111
C"d~

"ationaJ Bank •
RllXhur) Dr.

4001\

29_W'!
12

811

13009

16.74

846

50.405

1441

6.18

:t'iD39

9'111'11

9.SR

California Bank & 1h1St •
11621 fJ Camino Real
San O,..O.CA 92130

10

Q.559

"

Citizens B\6iness Bank •
701 ~- HaYenA~ .. S1e. 350
Ontario. CA 91764

4001
18

11.9S

829

PFF Bank and 1hJst
350 S Garey Ave.
l\"mona.CA91766

Jbn

7,

l.l.6

7.64

\'aDey lndrpmdent Bank •

2278

5.70

8.56

1498 MamSt
El Centro. CA 9"'-243

16

I·UI

8.97

O.UnnWlk'y
President! CEO
(909) 980-l010i481-2130

4.41

4().949

Larry M. Rinehart
President/(1:::0
(exl9) 6:!3--2.l13/620-fl196
larT)rinchan• pfib.rom

10

4275

Jack BriU.ain/Executive V.P
74--199 E. Pa.<.CO Dr.. Ste. 102
Palm Desc!rt. CA 92260
(760} TI6-4100(674--2516

17

lb70

Lorie Scltulenberg!Brnnchl.ianagcr

10,951

Coma:aunih- Bank •
IOOE.C~St
-.CA91103

II

Vioryard 1\.atiooal Bank •
9590 Foodull Blvd
Rancho C\ooamanga. CA 917:10

1.102
138

15~

10.

Welh FUJO Bank •
420 Moo<pne<) St
San Franci-.co. CA 94163

911
IS

18.10

II.

Foothill lndq)endent Bank •
510S.GrandA.,.-e
Gk:ndora. ('A 91741

728

14.42

9.74

lL

2.451

-ol~
I.SO S. AmlYo·head
Ave

t.62
6

10.72

753

J.735

9.

Brian Constable/BranchMoma~
34&-*CemralAvc.
River-1dc, CA 9"'..506
(951)276-88001276-887

41615 Wioche,ter Rd.
Ten1e\."Uia, CA 925exl
(m)719-124221296--2412
st:hulenbcrgl(tt-cal.lx.com

6.

8.

Stocy 1'rippfflr:mchf\.1an;~l'f

12..5-':'iCcnlnl.l.\ve.
Cllino.CA91710
(WC}J 627-7Nll/627..ffl::!fl

BeH:rl~ Htii~.CA1Xl210

5.

ifdif!ertn.J

Phone/Fa\
..:...\tail \dd~

94104

Ban}..o(tht\\est*
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Ontario's Coastal Joins the National Community of Credit Unions
CO-OP Network Signs North Carolina's Coastal FCU to Full Processing Agreement
CO-OP Ne1work inked one of
the largest credit unions in the
Southeast today with the addition
of $1.4 billion Coaslal Federal
Credit Union from Raleigh , N.C.
Under lhe agreement, CO-OP
Ne1work will provide full ATM.
PfN POS and signature debit processing for Coastal FCU, providing
its membership with surcharge-free
access to 375 CO-OP Ne1work
ATMs throughoul the Tar Heel stale
and more !han 19,000 naiionwide.
"CO-OP Nelwork's abilily to
provide our membership with a
statewide and national surchargefree ATM nelwork is what inilially
drew our interest,'' said Coastal
FCU PreSident/CEO Larry Wilson.

W. E. Scott Burgo-/Sr. VP.
Redl:mc.b, CA 92373
(909) J07-814(l/79l-365J
hurgcrs@pa.rtncNUpbanking.etml

10.56

3.517

Norman Morales
PresidentJC'EO
(909)581 1660/945-2975
nmorale:s@'vineyardbank.com

11Jl6

4,1RO

16

Jonathan (._~ 'r\--tarket PresKient
t(XX) Lako Drive . Suite "305
WestCovma,CA91730
(626) 919-3221

The un11.<u:II and highlyde:~lrab~ :lhUil) 10 lu"' lle.<ible b11.<lness b:utld"8 rebllonsltip!'. 11~ jll!t another way or s:qing FoolluU ba> ihe best employees, smi<e •nd prod""' In 10...
<ltlno • Claremolll • Qlrona • Ql~na • Gl('fldale • Glenoo111 • lrwindak! • Monrovl:l • Onl:lrlo~ ltulcbo OlrarnoO!i" • Temc<:ul:i • opl:ind • f.qu:II Opponunl~ F.mploycr • foothillb:mk.rom • Ollli-llJO.IOO.!l.<\K

G...-ge E. Langley
President/CEO
(626)963-R551191+-5373

Banks in the Inland Empire

Alan J, Lane
Pre_,idcovCEO
(909) !!S&-2265/885-6173

cml/IIHied from

a1an@buM~bank.corn

14.

l.lJ W f-allbrool S1.

502
18

15.97

10.87

21159

16.

DeoBt CommWlity Bank •
12530 Hc;peria Rood. Suite 101
Vrtrvilk. CA 92392

Palla Desrn Natioaal Bank •
17, 13-145 FJ Pueo
Palm Des.trt, CA 922(()

Sun Country Bank •
18.

123 .Ea.!.t9lh St., Ste 101
Upland, CA 91786
11lr . . . f'll'-tt •

19.

if~~

-166
:10

4:14
18

"like Perdue/Pres ./CEO

25.67

12.33

9.62

17

9~

JJI
45

14.47

330
82

9.36

720

323
II

)l.U4

8.00

2.691

1218

732

828

26

Ra11ked by

Tutal .-ts\ets as of March lOfJ.J
1\on~rforming loans

t

mmmted 011 page 32

11~t~~lif~}J!~

A.~ts Size$ (Millions)
Asscl~ o/c Change
(12!\-lonth)

Retun1 on \\cr.tge
Equity tR.O.E.)

Core Capital
As a% of \."iSCts

First Rank & Trust
7710 Limon1te A'e
Ri\.cl"iidc CA 92509

285
·19

822

9.60

2J66

20.

Diana ~ja
Rr.mch Manager
(909) 161-64SO

:!84
JO

9.19

745

Timoth} P. \\al.bridgC'

21.

1st CC'ntennial Bank •
218 E. State St
Redlands. CA 92171

IOJ5

14800 La Paz Dnve. Vtetorville.CA 92392
(760) 2·B-2140124J.{).li.O
rlwilson@ck:bk.org

Ke"in McGuire

Network Bank USA •
845 N. Euclid Aw.
Ontario.CA91762

255
88

II 02

11.25

677

22.

Scott \tiller
Regional V1cc President
(909) 983--4600 292-2871
.. millerc~ netv.orkbankusa .com

DaH Fisher·'PrestdentiCEO
73.{)0() Highwa)" Ill
Palm De~en. CA 9:.1260
(760) :WI-70<l0
John Giambi'PresidenliCE.O
:!009 W Foothill Blvd.
Upland. CA 91786
(909) 599-12131394-0031

Stephen H. Wacknitz
PresidenUCEO
(909) 694 9'J.l016'l4-9194
swackniu((t tcmvalbank.com
RonaldW~.O

Chairman/CEO
(760)341)-11451340-1 387
kmcguireCWpJnb.com
12

JUt~c~

Bank!'liame
Address (llco1dquarte:r·-;J
City,State, Zip

27541 Ynez Rd
Temecula, CA 92591
(951) 69:1-5253169>.5265

Follbrook. CA 92028
Temeaala \ 'alley Bank. N.A. •
15. 2n10 Jeffenon Ave .A-100
Temecula. CA 92590

CO-OP Network (www.co-opnetwork.org), established in 1981 and
located in Ontario, Calif., is wholly-owned by its credit union share-

holders and provides volume discounts on products and services
that include risk management as
well as debit and deposit access.
With more than I ,725 credit union
members, more tharz 19,000 surcharge-free ATMs , 80 million
monthly transactions and 185 mil·
lion cardholders, CO-OP Network
is the No. 1 credit union EFT net\~·ork Ill the U.S.financial services
industry. CO-OP Network, ><-hose
membership has access to 800,000
ATMs worldwide through links to
NYC£ , STAR, Cirrus, Pulse and
Plus, also offers national shared
branch services via its subsidiary.
Service Centers Corporation.
based in Southfield, Mich.

200 E. Cill'US A~e.

Sanlkmowdmo.CA9240ll

Commun.it)' 1\'atiooa.l Bank •

Coastal selecl CO-OP Ne1work for
processing really speaks volumes
about what we have to offer,'' said
CO-OP
e1work CEO Robert
Rose.
"The opportunity to utilize a
credit union-owned, competitivelypriced source for all of a credit
union's processing needs is an
attractive prospect to most executives. I thmk the inherent efficienctes we can provide are gaimng a
lot of attention throughout our
mdustry."

ul traflexah izable

glangley@fOOlhillbank.a.lOl

13

"However, when we discovered we
could use CO-OP Ne1work for all
our processing, ATM driving and
debil card needs. It became really
appealing."
Founded in 1967 10 meet the
needs of IBM employees, Coastal
FCU expanded Its eligibilily
requirements in 1991 to accept
select employer groups throughoul
North Carolina. Now boaslmg 15
branches to serve ils 135,000 members, the credit union is the second
largesl in North Carolina and
among Ihe 60 largest credtl unions
in the country. Coastal brings an
addilional 44 ATMs 10 CO-OP
Network.
"To have a credil union like

& Ikbt Sees. a<; a "'r
of Core Capiml &
Loam Loss Resenes

Income Before
F_~trao~

ltcnt.'i. ($000)

Pre~ident.:CEO

1909) 798-1611n98·1872

759

2:\5
18

28.08

1,070

2.1.

Fir-stBank •
11747 W Ken Caryl Ave
Lntleton. CO 801.27

5.98

Don Church
Branch Manager
(909)982-8.165!985/5368

159

24,

225
11

7.20

Knin •.an<nkopf
"""-dent
(009)71W-5TII,c-xt. 102

Rancho Bank •
530 W. Bomta Ave ,
San D1mru.. CA 91771

9_1()

2.:!63

kfarrenktJPf~'bankofhentet.com
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Spotting Bogus Mutual Fund Web Sites:
PAX World Funds'"Phishing Tips"

can usc to spot anti avoid fake
mutual fund Web sites. inducting
those that arc promoted by what

Mutual Fund Family Hit by Fake Web Site Spells Out Six Key Action
Steps; Tips Available Online for Investors at www.paxworld.com

e-mail messages.

H1gh-pressure e-mail' and
phon) Internet addrc"es that tout
bogu' mutual fund Web "te' are a
problem that Jn\estor.-. mu~t learn

@

ho" to deal with 111 ad,ance if they
are to a\Oid being 'tung by such a
scam. accordmg to Pa\ World
Fund'. the home of America\ fiN

~oclally
and
ennronmentally
rc,ponstble mutual fund. Today,
Pax World Funds issued six "phlshing tips" that mutual fund investors

Mellon
Mellon

1st

Business Bank
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may at first appeaf to be legitimate
In June. Pax World Fund,
cooperated wllh the U.S. Securities
and Exchange Commission (SEC)
to shut down an unauthoriLcd ver-

'ion of the Pax World Fund' Web
http:. 1WW\\.Sec.gm 'litigation/! itre leases/1 r I 8761 .htm.)
The look-alike Pax World Fund
Web site offered outlandish prom is
site. (See

BUSINESS JOURNAL • PAGE 29

contimu'd from pag£' 2H

your mutual fund account will be

II.

today is sharing what we learned

shut down unless you reconfirm

2.

about phishing swmdles in the

your tnformatton related to the

Web-based

mutual fund context and whar peo-

account, do not reply or click on the

··secure" page.

ple can do to protect themselves. It

link

mistake is replying via e-mail with

is our hope that this information

A typical ph1Sh111g 'cheme will

the mutual fund company by phone
or by going directly to it' main Web
slle address, which most likely
already" known to you. Chec~ out

use a seemingly legitimate e-mail

the substance of the e-mai I first

company is going to ask you to do
thaL Instead. they will send you to
a Web page that has been made

to deceive the recipient into think-

111'tead of JUSt automatically replymg or clicking on the Web lin~s in

an

will be of real value to all mutual

fund investors."

1

ing it is a message from a trusted

also charged cxcessl\-e and impermissible fees.
Pax World Fund' Pres1dent
Thomas W. Grant sa1d: "Our eye·

The purpose of a phi,hing scheme

opening experience led us to con·

card

elude that mutual fund

111\IC:-:;tors

Security number. passwords, and

and investment companies need to

other sensitive financtal mforma-

know more about the dangers po,ed
by phi,hing. What we are doing

uon.

is simple:

account

numbers.

Social

In the ca~e of mutual funds

phishing scam~. an investor may

actually be lured mto mak111g

company.
In addition to mutual
funds and credit card companies,
recent phishing schemes have
involved

''cloned'

e-mails

and

ward in the name of government

An SBA 504 Lender
H!:.\DQLA RTE RS (213) 489-1000
OIU ' GE CO L '

n

!949) 474-1133

Cf'\ TL RV C IT\ (310) 7M8-9500
SA " FERN. \,00 \ ALLEY !818) 783-1211
n111 u1 onfme at www.mfbb.com

I" LA'<O D 1PIRE (909) 972-2100
SOUT H 8 \V (310) 538-4433
Mc:mber FlJ/(

who

remembers. or even

secure for e-commercc purposes. If
e-mail

urges

you

to

click

your browser frame.

While it is a

good thing to check for such secunty. keep 111 mind that thts is not a
foolproof way to keep phishers at
continued on page 30

Real People
Real Relationships

that looks somethmg or exactly like

agencies, including the Federal
Deposit Insurance Corporation, the
Office of the Comptroller of the
Currency and the Securities

but

or

the home of a legitimate investment

Call me anal, call me elitist. I
know what l like and I don't like
political campaigns.
I knew four years ago how I
would vote this fall. Actually I
knew eight years ago. So why the
harangue? Why the constant real
time TV coverage?

hearts and gay marriages and stem

financial

it is a

mation. wire transfer details. credit

bogus Web pages falsely put for-

cell research and any number of
things that the office of the presi·
dent cannot decide umlaterally.
Four years ago It was nag burning.

confidential

account infonnation. No legitimate

look for evidence that

"secure" page. Among the positive
signs that you may see is a URL
starting with "https:" (in,tead of
just "http:") or a padlock icon on

get the potential victim

by Joe Lyons

l don't see anything in the news

your

a

to disclose his or her account infor-

phony transactions on a Web site

about real issues. I see purple

the e-mail. Instead, contact

on

The most common

rather than the con artist who is
actually behind the communication

"If I Were
King of the
Forest ..."

111

transactions

through to what is supposedly a
Web page for your mutual fund,

compan) or government agency -

es of returns on mvcstmems and

contwued on page 29

Make sure you only conduct

Investor Protection Corporation.

PAX World Fund 's Six " Phishing
T ips" for M utua l F und In vesto rs
Based on what was learned in
combating a phishing scheme. Pax
World Funds issued the following
~ix tips for mutual fund mvestors:

I. Keep a sharp eye out for highpressure e-mails urging you to

divulge personal financial information or to ~tart making transactions

cares?

at a new Web slle page.

Do we really need Ill 'pend
over two years and millions of dol·
Iars to get people to make up their
own mmds'' Or do people reall)
mean 11 when they tell the pollster
that they are "undecided?"
For myself, I try to always be
"decided."
I know what dnnk I want
before dinner and what dnnk I
colllimu·d on page 40

rely on urgent- and even upsetting
~tatements

Phi,he"

in their e-mail\ in

order to goad people into taking
unmediate action

You may be

asked to provide or ·•verify" username~,

passwords, credit card num-

bers, checking account withdrawal

code,s, Social Security numbers,
etc. If you get an e-mail that warns
you, with little or no notice, that

Vermeer- Calrtornia. Bark Beetles and forest fires
destroy thousands of trees each year. Vermeer-California
is one of the state's largest suppliers of brush chippers,
stump cutters, root cutters, tub grinders and horizontal
grinders to help clean up the environment.
Frank Lambert, President, and Steve Sage, Vice
President, are proud that their service area has recently
expanded statewide. They credit their dynamic growth to
their Real Relationship with Citizens Business Bank.
"They look out for our best interest." Frank and Steve

·=

CITIZENS
BUSINESS BANK
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ACME Communications
Announces Second
Quarter 2004 Results
Net Revenues Grow 6 Percent; Posts Positive EBITDA of
$203,000; Completes Share Repurchases
ACME Communications. Inc.
(Nasdaq:ACME). the nation 's
fourth largest affiliate group of the
WB Television Network, has
announced financial results for the
second quarter ended June 30,
2004.
ACME's net revenues for the
second quarter increa~ed 6 percent
to $12.2 million compared to net
revenues of $11.5 million in the
second quarter of 2003. As
defined herein, broadcast cash
flow for the quarter was
$1,146.000 compared to $434,000
for the second quarter of 2003.
The company posted its first ever
quarterly positive EBITDA of
$203,000 compared to a negative
EBITDA of $535,000 for the second quarter of 2003.
ACME's programming and

total station operating expenses.
net of the co-production minority
interest credit related to its morning news show, "The Daily Buzz.''
grew 6 percent and 1 percent,
respectively. during the second
quarter of 2004 compared to the
second quarter of 2003.
The improvement in broadcast cash flow and EB ITDA
results for the second quarter
reflects continued better than market revenue growth combined
with moderating station operating
expenses.
The company's loss from continuing operations for the second
quarter of 2004 was $2.8 million
compared to a $14.4 million loss
from continuing operations in the
second quarter of 2003.

Spotting Bogus Mutual
Fund Web Sites:
PAX World
Funds'"Phishing Tips"
Mutual Fund Family Hit by Fake Web Site Spells
Out Six Key Action Steps; Tips Available Online for
Investors at www.paxworld.com
coll/inued from page 29

bay. Some con artists who are
phishers
have
legitimately
acquired or forged such security.
If you are uncertain about the actual level of security associated with
a mutual fund transacuon Web
page. the best bet is 10 close your
existing browser window. open a
new browser window and then go
through the main mutual fund company Web site page that is already
known to you.
3. Be on guard for suspicious
Web site addresses. Is the mutual
fund Web site address that you are
sent to different from the one that
you have used before for your
mutual fund account? Does the

URL contain the mutual fund's
name (or some variation of il) along with other words or numbers? These are possible signs of a
"cloned" or bogus mutual fund
Web site page. (Another common
situation in a phishing scheme is a
Web page that includes some. but
not all. of the art, icons and navigation system of the Web site that has
been "cloned.") Play it safe: Only
use mutual fund Web site addresses that you have used before. If
you are uncertain about the authenticity of a Web page, contact the
company directly by phone or by
closing your browser, opening a
new browser window and then
continued on page 55
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Mag
Instrument,
Inc. Plans
World-Class
Manufacturing
Facility
Will Employ 2,400,
Generate $1 Billion in
Economic Stimulus
Mag Instrument, Inc .. maker of
Maglite® flashlights. the world's
leading premium flashlights. has
announced plans to build a
700,000-square-foot manufacturing facility on a 30-acre parcel in
Ontario that wi II consolidate more
than 800 jobs. create I ,600 new
jobs and generate more than $1
billion per year in economic stimulus.
The new facility will bring
Mag Instrument's total employment in Ontario to approximately
2.400. The new facility will allow
for continued company growth.
introduction of new product lines
and establishment of new manufacturing
processes.
Mag
Instrument expects to be able to
control its manufactunng process-

colllinued 011 page 40
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Toastmasters
Honored at
Convention

Riverside Community Health Foundation'•

Riviera Rendezvous
as Gala Goes Global
to benefit the completion of
The Arlanza Family Health Center

Full Service Commercial Printing

FREE Pickup & Delivery
Proudly Serving The Business Community
in Southern California Since 1988

Saturday October 2. 2004

5:30 to 8:30 pm

AI Rivers1de Community Hospital's
Physician Park1ng Lot • Magnolia Avenue

and 14th Street 1n Riverside

Riverside Community Health Foundation

4445-A Magnolia Avenue • River.1de. CA 92501
For more m(omzation

(951) 788-J'471 • www.rchf.org
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District
12
Toastmasters
received a multitude of honors at
their
recent
Toastmasters
International Convention held
recently at the Reno Hilton Hotel
in Reno, Nevada.
Outgoing District 12 governor,
Ruth Koepp of Riverside, was recognized during the Golden Gavel
Luncheon for her past year of district leadership. Darrell Zeller of
Corona, who served as co-chair for
the recent District 12 Regional
Conference, was awarded a
Presidential Citation for h1s conference work. and his past performance as a district governor.

continued 011 page 54

Mark l..Lmdon. immetbme p(w pn•sidrm. IEAC. ~md currem d1s
trict.\DDY <·hair ami Sandy KinR . current preHdent. IEAC and
Di.Hnct 15 ;:owrnor. present the first ner perpe11~a/ anmwl
award w the Inland Empire Ad Club members. Du.mct 15 cluh
member.{ total apprnttmately /,500 located 1n Somhem
Representing the ne ....-e..,l member of the IEAC. ENEXES.COM and ilS
marketing component. Ma1n Thang Productions, are: from left, Jacqueline California and Southern Ne\'lld(t, and the numbers are cltmbmR
Harris. marketing manager: K-Lynn. diret:tor of marketing; Tusi Jackel.
CFO. and Heidi Paddock. assi..,tant product1on manager
Photos hy Ct•or.~int' LtJ\'t•lalld

AAF President Speaks to
the Inland Empire Ad Club
by Georgme

Lo~·eland

Members of the Inland Empire
Ad Club were pleased to welcome
Wallace S. Snyder of Washington.
D.C. recently as their special guest
speaker. Snyder is the president and
CEO of the American Advertising
Federation (AAF).
Focusing on the Importance of
professional advertising campaigns
to the success of businesses large
and small across the nallon and the
effect on the nation's economy,
Snyder emphasized the Importance
of "truth in advertising" and the
responsibility of those involved to
conduct their creative efforts with
ethics and professionalism. In a
passionate presattation. Snyder
extolled the virtues and examined
the challenges inherent m this highly competitive field and the highest
of standards adhered to by the AAF
and its members nationwide .
"Advertising
spending
is
increasing dramatically since 200 I
in all media." Snyder emphasized.
"The Olympics and the November
election have provided a boost. but
due to world events, some hold
onto their dollars and others see it
as a good time to advertise. As Ted
Turner once said. 'Early to bed;
early to rise; work like hell; and
advertise.' The changmg market IS
due to the fast response of the
media," Snyder commented. "We
have to evolve to meet the demands

of this New World."
"The core values of the AAF in
ns I 00 years of existence are
described in five words: Hungry.
Honest. Humble , InclusiVe and
Member Driven. Consumers want
new ways of communicating," he
said. ··we serve the client with
every advertising need they have small agencies as well as large
agencies. We are there to help
members at all levels."
Prior to joining the AAF. Snyder
was associate director for advertising practices at the Federal Trade
Commission's (FTC) Bureau of
Consumer Protection, where he
served as principal adviser to the
FTC on advertising issues. Snyder
also served as the FTC's liaison
officer to the Food and Drug
Admmistration and worked on a
number of congressional proceedings involving the FTC. A 16-year
veteran of the FTC. Snyder joined
the commission as a trial attorney
and was involved in litigation for a
variety of cases. Before signing on
at the FTC. he spent two years as an
officer in the U.S. Army.
Wally Snyder joined the
American Advertising Federation
(AAF) in October 1985 as semor
vice president-government relations. He was promoted to executive vice president-government
relations in June 1990 and became
president and CEO on Jan . I, 1992.
As president and CEO. Snyder

"£tllace S. Snvder, president and CEO of the
1\merican Adw•rtiJing Federation. speaks w
the Inland Empire Ad Club or the Ontario
Airport Ma"iolf

serve> as the AAF's chief
spokesman. Representing 50.000
members - Including 130 corporate
members. 210 local ad federations
and 210 college chapters - Snyder
often testifies before federal and
state lawmakers on issues of importance to the advertising industry.
Snyder also serves the industry
as a board member of several
national organizations, including:
The Ad Council. The AAF
Foundation and the National
Advertising Review
Council,
which oversees advertising selfregulation. During his career.
Snyder has written several articles
for
publications,
including:
Advertising Age. Business &

Professional
Ethics
Journal ,
Marketing and Media Decisio11s.
The Journal of Advertising
Research.
Marketing
and
Communications,
American
Advertising Maga~ine and Food
and Drug Reports. Considered an
industry

expert,

he

has

also

continued 011 JWge 40
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~8Nib~t4hi&4- . .
Riverside County's Credit
L'nion has launched a full line of
products and services specifically
designed to meet the needs of small
business. RCCL!\ Smart Business
Services now offers three checking

accounh. a

savmg~

account. a

money market account. business
credit cards and a line of lending
products for small business.
··we know there\ a market for
our services in the business community ... said Suzie Kisslan. senior

vice president, lending. RCCU.
"The smaller businesses have told
us that they are often overlooked by
the btg. commercial financial mstltutions, and that they don't get the
level of service they need. in particular \\ aiting weeks for loan
appron1ls :·
RCCU's
Small
Business
Services has created its program
with service in mmd. Pam
Compton. who has 20 years finan-

cial services mdustry experience.

most of it m commercial lending
and small business in the Inland
Empire. has been named RCCU's
small business officer. Her sole
responsibility is meeting the needs
of area businesses, Kisslan said.
Launched in mid-July. Kisslan
reponed that response to the new
services has been very enthusiastic.
"We approved nearly $1 million in
new loans in the first three weeks.
Our rates arc competitive and our
turnaround for approval; is very
fast. only about three days. And. we
can draw up loan documents in five

business days." she sa1d. In addition to small business and equipment loans. RCCU also is offenng
commerctal real estate loans from
$500.000 to $50 million.
A wide range of businesses
have taken advantage of Smart
Business Serv1ces, including physi·
cians. an msurance firm. as well as
commercial and retail busmesses 111
both Riverside and Orange counties. "About 30 percent of the business owners arc existing RCCU
members, who were waiting for us
colllinued 011 page 43

PVHMC Implements American Heart Association's Program
Pomona Valley Hospital Med1cal Center announced it has received
recogmtlon from the American Hean Association a.s a Get With the
GuidelinesSM -Coronary Anery D1sease hospital. The recognition signifies that PVHMC IS participating in the American Hean Association Get
With the GuidelinesSM program. The quality improvement initiative is
designed to reduce the risk of recurrent heart attacks by helping hospital
staff follow proven standards and procedures while coronary patients are in
their care.
Under the program. coronary patients are started on aggressive nsk

1 (ll/flll/11
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25.

continued on page 45
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reports recommend that mcreascd
objectivity
and
transparency
regarding new technologies are crucial changes needed for the restructuring of the American health care
delivery system.
The California Healthcare
AssociatiOn and Health Technology
Center offer complimentary s~ill
sets and capabtlitJes to aid 111
CTAF\ llllSSIOil
··HcalthTech's m1ssion is to
speed the adoption of beneficial
technologies We "iew our partici
pation in CTAF as an important part
of our work with health delivery
systems, health plans, policy mak
crs and the under-served.'" says
Molly Coye, M.D .. chief executive
officer of the Health Technology
Center.
"Through effective leadership
and member panicipation, CHA

To,, LocaJ J<.:..,ecuthetntk

179
22

Can)on 'iation al Bank •
1711 E Palm Can) on Dr
P..ilm Spnngl>. CA 9226-t

The Blue Shield of California
Foundation has announced new
all1ance~
with the California
Healthcare Association and the
Health Technology Center that are
intended to foster the future growth
and enhancement of the foundation's
California
Technology
Assessment Forum (CTAF), which
assesses new medical technologies
to improve the health of mdividuals
and communitie~.
CTAF was created to meet the
incrcasmg needs for better scientific infom1ation on emerging medical
technologies by health care orgamzations. doctors. and patients.
CTAF was formed 111 response to
the Institute of Med1cine 's 1999
and 200 I reports lughhghtmg
excess morbidity and mortality
related to. 111 part. the mappropriate
use of new technologies. The

uf l/m( h 201J.I

Core Capital

S.lll. Rafad,CA 94YOI
26.

Forum launches informative medical technology Web portal at www.ctaf.org

Banks in the Inland Empire
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' """'
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reduction therapies such as cholesterol-lowering drugs. aspirin, ACE
mhibitors and beta-blockers 111 the hosp1tal and receive smoking cessation
and we1ght management counseling and referrals for cardiac rehabilitation
before being discharged. These standards of care are outlined in the
American Hean Association/ American College of Cardiology secondary
prevention guidelines for pauents with coronary anery disease.
According to the American Hean Association, more than 450,000 people suffer recurrent heart auacks each year. Statistics also sho" that with-

Blue Shield of Calif. Foundation Assesses Technologies
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11M

J am es S. Cooptr
Pres•dentJCEO
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www.icbbank.com
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Community Hospital
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General Information
(909) 985-2811
24 Hour Emergency
Department
Physician Referral Service
(909) 985-3627
www.sach.org
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Medical Center
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to develop con~en~us, e~tab
public prioritie~. and represent
and serve hospitals, health systems
and other health care providers."
~ays Duane Dauner. chtef executive
officer of the California Healthcare
Association. ··In concert with Its
member orgamzations. CHA IS
comm1tted to establishmg and
mamtammg a financial and regulatory environment in which hospitals, health systems and other health
care providers can continue to proVIde high-quality patient care."
CTAF also offers informat1on
through its new Web site at
w ww.ctaf.org . The CTAP Web site
offers a full description of its
research methods and a searchable
database of recent and past medical
technology assessments. Visitor:-. to
the site may quickly view the
results of CTAF's technology
assessments and download complete asse\sment reports. The site
also offers an opportunity to proVIde feedback regard1ng an asscssment.links to related organiLations.
a request to be notified of new
asscs . . ments. and the ability for
members of the commumty to suggest new technologies for study and
evaluation
"There is great promise in the
advancement of medical technologie!-.. however. the risks of misuse
and overuse are s1gm fie ant:· says
Ezra Davidson. Jr.. M.D .. chairman
of the foundation's board of
trustees. ··our goal i~ to create a
credible and objectiVe source for
new technology assessment 111
California to support the adoption
of safe and effective medical
advances."
CTAF meets three times per
year in open sessions. The forum
panel includes professionals who
focus on outcomes research. consumer advocac)'. climcal pmctice.
methodology, technology assessment, and ethics. Using exphclt cnteria, panel members assess the
safety and efficacy of new and
emerging medical technolog1es for
use in the general population
Interested professionals, researchh~h

er!-1. and others are encouraged to
actively panicipate in the debate to
fully mform the panel's decisions.
The Call}(nnia Healthcare
A.ISOCIGtiOfl (CHA) i> based in
Sacramemo and has been in existence 1111ce /935. CHA is the
statewide leader represl'frting the
interesl.\' c~f lwspltals. health systems and other health care
pro\·iders in California CHA
includes nearly 500 hospital and
health system members and more
than 100 executi\'l', assouate, am/
personal members. CHA provides
ml'lnbers with .Hate andfi:deral representation and ad\·ocacy in the
legislati\·e and regulatory arenas
through an agenda de .\igned to
imprm:e health care quality. access
and coverage, promote health care
reform and integration. acJzie\·e
adequare health care funding,
impro\·e and update lmn and regulations, and restore public trust in
health care.
HealthTeclz n a 11011-projit
research and education organi~a
tion that de\•elops objecth·e technolog_..- forecastJ and imro\.·atin·
decision-making tools. ami facilitates a learning network of experts
and health s_ntem leaders for the
exclush·e benefit of its more than 35
parmer organi~ations: health care
.\·y.uems lzo.\pital.\. .wfety net
provider,\ and gol'ermnent agenctes.
Blue Shield of California
Foundation H'aS formed by Blue
Shield of California. a not-for-profit corporation with more than 2.7
nullimz members, 4.350 employees
and
20
offices
throughout
Caltforllla. The Blue Shield of
California Foundation proddes
charitable collfrihuriom and con·
duels research and supports programs with arz emphasts mz clomes/tc nolence pre\.·ention, medical
technologr assessmell/ and reducing the number of uninsured. For
more information. dsit the Blul'
Shield of Calij(1mia ~teh site at
"'Wlt.·.mylifepath .com or the fowu.la·
tion at hww.blueshielclcqfoundatlon.org.
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Dream Job, Dream House Campaign Benefits RNs
When
California
State
Assembl} Bill 394 went into effect
in January of 2004. it placed
demanding ne'"' requirements on
the nurse staffing ratios in hospitals
statewide. Nine out of 10 hospitals
statewide are falling short of the
current
legal
requirements.

Umversities and college~ statewide
are feeling the pressure, as the
number of students interested m
nursing schools cannot be accommodated. In addit 1on, more than 30
percent of the \vorkforce are over
the age of 50. In simple tenns.
California currently has the <.;econd

At

RiH'r">idr

largest nursing shortage in the
United States and SB 394 has been
a tough law to comply with m a elimate where there is a chronic shortage of nurses.
. . . Today. more institutions than
ever feel the sh011age of medical
professionals at all levels but par-

Communit..,

llo~pital \\(' arc committed.

to offrnng qualit)

and

to
thl' rormnunity.
rompr£'hrnsivr
lwalthcarr
Bt.'l\\'C'Pn

llO\\

and

,,~~~~~~~~~~~

2005.

RiH"r side Cornrnunit} will
in,·est mon~ than $50 n~illion to
expand and improve facilities

including an expanded Emergency
Departmrnt, cardiac cathetr1ization equip·
ment, CAT Scanner, and state-of-the-art
monitoring and radiology equipment.
PMar, our new prrscription medication bar
coding s:ys:tem. and PACS, our new digital
filmless Xray arrhi,·ing system. art" t\vo
examplrs: of technological upgrades to
impr-ove quality and pariPnt safety.
Our Cemcrs of Excellence include:
• EMERGENCY/LEVEL
TRAUMA CENTER

II

• HEARTCARE INSTITUTE
• THE CANCER CENTER
• TRANSPLANT SERVICES
• WOMEN'S AND
CHILDREN'S SERVICES
• ORTHOPEDIC SERVICES
• SURGICAL SERVICES
• INTENSIVE CARE UNIT
• PHYSICAL MEDICINE CENTER
• DIABETES SERVICES

When making your lwahhrare choices·
choose a h(•ahh plan and physician that
allows you acn·ss toRCH.

ticularly in nursing. In order to
resolve this issue, Riverside
Community Hospital Implemented
an innovative recruitment campaign that has helped to supply the
nurses needed to serve the community's heaJth care needs. This campaign, called "Dream Job, Dream
House," spotlights affordable housing in the Inland Empire a~ its cornerstone. "Dream Job. Dream
Hou~e..
offers RNs ne\\ to
River<.tide Community Hospital a
variety of tncentive' that include up
to $12.000 in closing and relocation
costs of a home in its service area.
and a chance to \VIO a dO\'.:rl payment on a home.
This campaign wa"i promoted in
LA and Orange counties where the
median home price is in excess of
$400.000-to attract new nursing
talent to the Inland Empire. The
benefits are evident: year-to·date it
has successfully drawn 146 RNs to
RCH.
This campaign also
increased the awareness of RCH in
Southern California. placing it on
the map and recognizing the continuum and specialty services it provides in the community. The grand
finale will take place in early
November when one fortunate RN
will draw $25.000 towards a new
home down payment.
Even though RCH 's recruitment
efforts have been succe"ful. it will

. . . . .~~~~~~~~·· continue to be a chc1llenge to fulfill

the nurse staffing ratios. The facility is not alone in an ongoing strug·
gle to meet nun,e~ staffing ratios. as
hospitals across the state face the
same situation.

At Ri\·erside Commtmin· Hospital,
it is tmderstood that people are il.\
mo.vt critical resource. It\ the .\U~If
that enables Ri~·erside Community
to deli~·er first-rate health care
sen•ices to the communit_v it sen'e.'l.
With this in mind, RCH strit•es to he
the employer and prol'idcr of
choice H"ithin itJ community.

Suhscl'ihc

"""!

Call Today
Inland Empire Business
Journal

(909) 989-473.'

PacifiCare SignatureFreedom'" 70/502000 Self Directed Health Plan [SDHP)
• PremiUIIL>; starling touter

-' IIJO/emplo)'ee/uum/1>

--rrrJ co/nsurcutce plan*

• PPO-tJcL\·etf

Now, you have help.

With the ri~ing cost of health care pre-

mttuns. it's tough to give employees the health benefits they want

• (Ot'f!rclge.fiJr rtJllt/lle met/teal care

tiJmugiJ

at a cost your business can afford.

~

1,000 emplo)'l'l'f)'l'llr \'elf

Directed Account

But now PacitiCare offers a quality PPO-ba~ed plan with premiums that are lower than traditional

phm~.

Our new PacitiCare

Signaturefreedom'" plan offers coverage like a PPO, and your
employees get to make their own

cotV!rs major met//cala11tl emet]{encies

deetsion~

about doctors and

hospitals. Plus they get a $! ,000/employee Self Directed Account

Pactf!Catl!) tiJat

(jJn~/imded I~)'

catt fJe rolled ot'C!r

year to year
• so or lou•

cofJl~)'lltents.ft>r

routine

office t'lsfls and jJrei•entltV! care
•

l~rescrlptlon

~C.0/11,\ilUliiC•

drug cot'erage*

1/llt.UI/~ fllld f1n'~<Tl/JfluT/ <..UI.t'T<IRf!

tnllt·•U)"I)l'{l/,m

funded by PacifiCare that covers office \i.sits and routine preventive
care, ''~'ith the ability to roU over unused an1ounts from one ye-.u- to the next. So it helps your employees
star healthy and keeps yotlf btLsiness healthy too.
PacifiCare Signaturefrcedom'" is just one of the health plan options we have available for small
companie~

like yours. To learn more, call your broker or

PacifiCare at 1-800-651-2181 today,

PacifiCare«canng I• good. Doing 1omethlng le better.
PSI2
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Inland Empire Health Plan (IEHP) Scores Big in HEDIS
The National Committee for Quality '\"urance. 1\CQA." the foremost
authority on mon1tonng and grading the perfom1ance of HMOs in the
United States. One of the measures used to accredit and evaluate perfom1
ance is HE DIS. Health Plan Employer Data lnfom1ation Set. Inland Empire
Health Plan.IEHP. placed in the 75th and 90th percentile nationwide in se\eral areas of health care. including: childhood and adolescent immunization. cervical cancer screening. controlling high-blood pressure. and timeliness of prenatal care to name a fe" The :!004 resulrs arc ba.-;ed on the data
from the 2003 calendar year.
HEDIS IS a standardized set of evaluations which examined four major
areas of care within IEHP: effectiveness of care. access.ravailability of care.
satisfaction '"'ith the e\.perience of care. and use of sCr\lces lntenwined
within those four parts are about 60 individual health plan assessments.
which arc ranked across the nation by percentile.
..This recognition of e:"<cellence truly reflects our commitment to deliver quality health care." said Richard Bruno. CEO of IEHP. "This achievement is a facet that all IEHP team members. physicians and hospitals can be
very proud of."
The health care philosoph1es of excellence set by NCQA and HEDIS
are stringent and complex. Earning the higher levels of success verifies an
O\erall commitment to improve the quality of care delivery The NCQA
feels thJt these Jc,·el:-. help plan~ stri\'e w pro,·idc better ser\'ice to their

members, and there is no comparable c,·aluation

il\ ailable

for the fee-for-

service tndustry.
"These results are proof of what a team effort can do, and the team at
JEHP is second to none:· said Dr Bradley Gilbert,IEHP ch1ef medical officer... Everyone within the IEHP organiLation and our networl-.. of physicians
take these scores very seriously, and we are alway~ thinking of positive
ways to improve our results.''
For more information on HEDIS. NCQA, or the scoring, please \'isit
wlnt ·.ncqa .orx.

BOOK OF L IS TS
Get a jump on your competition by securing your
space in Inland Empire's premier reference tool

TODAY.
Sponsorship Packages ... $6,000
Full Page ... $3.700 Half Page ... $2.750
For details, contact your account manager
at (909 ) 989 - 4 733
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Medigap Rates Continue to Vary Dramatically
Weiss Ratings Advises Consumers to Shop Around
Although Medicare supplement
insurance benefits (Medigap) have
been standardited since 1992, consomers continue to confront dramatic variations in premium rates
for policies offering identical coverage, according to Weiss Ratings,
Inc., the nation's leading independent provider of ratings and analyses
of financial services companies,
mutual funds, and stocks.
Weiss analyzed more than 800
thousand premium rates among 129
insurers offering Medigap insurance in 2004 and found that wide
disparities in Medigap rates continue to exist for all plans. The
national average cost of a Medigap
policy for a 65-year-old female
ranged from $1.113 to $3.323.
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2004 Medigap Premium Rates (1)
Plan A Minimum ($):
355.32
Plan A Maximum ($):
6,460.38
Plan A Average
($):
I ,113.08

Plan F Minimum ($):
Plan F Maximum ($):
Plan F Average
($):

516.00
6,904.80
1,709.83

Plan B Minimum ($):
Plan B Maximum ($):
Plan B Average
($):

602.00
3,415.30
1,377.08

Plan G Minimum ($):
Plan G Maximum ($):
Plan G Average ($):

700.80
4,624.00
1,435.92

Plan C Minimum ($):
Plan C Maximum ($):

615.60
6270.80

Plan H (2) Minimum($): 1,156.44
Plan H (2) Maximum ($): 11,053.54
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Weiss Ra tings Advises Consumer s
to Shop Around
The vast pricing variations of
Med1gap policies reflect regional
differences in health cost~. insurers· underwriting and pricing
methodologies, the health statu> of
the target population, and state
continued on page 42
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Dispant1es in pricing on specific
plans vary even more dramatically:
for instance. rates for the popular
Plan C varied from a mimmum of
$615 10 a maximum of $6.271. The
broad ranges in premium rates for
Plans A through J are illustrated
below:
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The World Situation- a Letter to My Sons

JFK Memorial Foundation Awarded Grant for Pilot
Local Health Care Providers to Offer Comprehensive Infant Screenings, In-Home Assessments
and Case Management for Families of Eastern Ri verside County
To imprO\C acce..;s to car~ for

effort. commcnl· ing July 1. ~004

Infant screenmgs (2,000 annu-

hlgh-risk families of Eastern
Risersidc Count). the John F.
Kenned) Memorial Foundation
"as a" arded a $2 m11hon grant b)
First 5 Rl\ers1de {F5Rl to l:>ecome
the pilot program for lls Home
Visitation lnitiati\ e
As part of a collaborative

through March :1 I. 2006. the JFK
Mcmonal Foundation and 1ts Well
Care Chnic are joining forces With
First 5 R1verside , John F. Kennedy
Memorial
Hospital.
Desert
Regional
Medical
Center.
Riserside County Department ol
Public Health and Famil) Serv1ces

ally/900 at each participatmg hospllal)
In-home assessments {mmlmum of 300 children)

community and further expand our
dlorts

m

supportmg

families

throughout the coun ty, who need it
the most."
'·Parents who arc interested in
giving their newborn every oppor-

to pro1••••• of the Desert Eastern

of 225 children)
Case management (review of
family needs)
Referral network for needed
sers ICCs {F5R)

tunity for a healthy future shou ld
partiCipate in the new Family Well
Care Program. It 's free of charge,
completely voluntar) and provides

Count)

.. As a foundation serving the

designed to "iervc the many needs

the1r

Coachella Valley for 20 ) cars. 11

children (ages zero

has been our mission to develop

of their children." states Gerald
Myers. CEO. JFK Foundation.
The JFK Foundation was

parents

and

every family at:cess to resources

to tJ,·e) comprchen·

socially s1gnificant programs that

s1ve
health
care
1nfonnarion. referral
and . . upport . . ervices
through
Its
nev..

improve the health and "ellness lor

selected from a highly competitive

children and their parents," said

group of ... ubmissions to become

Fanlll) Well Care
program mcluding·

cominucd from pag( J.J

uproar fueled b) the polit1cian~ and

because they are. It 1s hccausc they

media regarding the

William Powers. board chairrnan.

the pilot program for First 5

.. In being ilWarded this grant by

Riverside 's

First 5 Riverside. we feel strongl)

Initiative. In November 2002. First

that we can continue to serve the

conunucd on page ·B

Home

trcatm~.:nt

of

few months ago were throv.mg

for the same reason. They are also

thc1r own peoph::: off building .... cut-

the same type of enemy fighters
'Aha

their tongues and otherv>Jse mur·

American..,

gives the impressiOn to the enemy

We have recently had an issue

dcnng their own people JUSt for dis-

charred corpses through the streets

that we are divided and weakening.

involnng the treatment of a Fe'>.

agreeing \\ilh Saddam Hussein

it does

Mm.lim prisoners of war hy a small
group of our military police These
arc the type of pnsoners who JUSt a

1\nd just a few years ago these

of Iraq. And still more recently the
same type of enemy that was and i..,

same type prisoners chem1cally

pro\iding

k1lled 400.000 of their own people

sources

great damage to our cause.

Of more recent vintage. the

NelN&Ta/k 590 KTIE
Helping Inland Empire Businesses Grow

Laura Ingraham
Dennis Prager

dents. Desert Regwnal Medical Center {DRMC) has announced the opening of the banatric specwl
ISIS we1ght loss surgery program. Bobby Bhasker-Rao. M.D .. a spemtlly-traincd bariatnc surgeon
conducts some of the most advanced surgical weight loss techniques. including laparoscopic gastric
bypass and Lap-Band procedures.
Laparoscopic bypass surgery is a less invasive way of perforrning gastric bypass surgery. The
bands or staples are surgically placed near the top of the stomach to section off a small portion that
IS often called a stomach pouch. A small outlet, about the size of a pencil eraser, is left at the bottom of the stomach pouch.
The gastric bypass procedure works by surgically creatmg a thumb-s1zed pouch using staplmg
techniques and then connecting the outlet of the lower stomach directly to the intestine. essentially
"bypassing"the lower stomach. This in tum restricts the volume of food consumed and also the type
of food consumed. and. therefore causes weight loss.
"The Japaroscop1c techmque for gastric bypass allows patients the opportunity to treat their obesity with fewer side effects than associated wllh the traditional open mciSion surgery," said Dr.
Bhasker-Rao.
Bariatric surgery is recommended for people who are deterrnined to l:>e morbidly obese. An individual is considered morbidly ol:>ese if they weigh I 00 pounds or more than their suggested weight.
Morbid obesity can lead to serious health problems, including heart disease, diabetes, sleep apnea,
high blood pressure, depression and joint pain.
"Bringing in highly-skilled physicians and the most advanced surgical techniques to our medical
continued on page 45

draggtng

videos

to

all

international!).

their

news
of

the

they held. Compare thiS w1th some
of our press and politicians who for
several days have thought and
talked about nothing else but the
.. humiliating" of some Muslim pris-

oners- not burning them. not draggmg their charred corpses through
the streets. not beheading them, but
"humiliating" them.
Can thiS be for real?
The politicians and pundits
have even talked of impeachment
of the secretary of defense. If this
doesn't show the complete lack of
comprehenSIOn and understanding
of the seriousness of the enemy we

are fighting. the life and death
struggle we arc in and the diSastrous results of losing this war,

9 am- Noon

nothing can. To bring our countf)
to a \irtual political standstill over

Hugh Hewitt
Afternoons
3-5

this prisoner issue makes us look

hke Nero pla)1ng hiS fiddle as
Rome bumcd-totall) obi is ious to
\vhat is gomg on 111 the real world.
Neither

\\'C.

nor any other countf).

can survive this internal strife.

milestone for the millions of Americans who suffer from the effects of severe obesity.
In response to this national epidemic and to enhance access to care for Coachella Valley resi-

and

beheading of an American prisoner

6-9

It's l:>emg called an American ep1dem1c by the U.S. surgeon general. who predicts that ol:>eslly
could cause as much preventable disease and death as cigarettes. According to the Department of
Health and Human Services, approximately 300,000 deaths occur each year in the United States due
to ol:>esity. In addition. Medicare recently classified ol:>esity as a disease. marking a long-awaited

burning

ting otT their hands. cutting out

exemplifies hcst what I am saying

Mornings

Desert Regional Medical Center Opens Weight Loss
Surgery Program

were

some prisoners of \\ ar perhaps

means Nevertheless, that conduct

Visitation

Local Hospital Responds to
National 'Epidemic'

recent!)

JUSt don't rccogn1tC what losing

it concerns our friends. and

In-home visilation (mmunum

VIde
R1vcrsJdc

This was written by a retired attorney, to his sons

Again l say, this does not mean

The Savage Nation
with Michael Savage

that some of our politicians or

media people are disloyal. It s1tnply
means that they are absolutely
oblivious to the magmtude of the

5 pm-8 pm

situation we are

111

and into which

the Muslim terrorists ha\·c been

pushmg

us

for

many

years.

Remember. the Muslim terrorists'

Michael Medved
9- Midnight

S90KTIE.com

Call Michael Reichert at 909-885-6555 ext.101

stated goal is to kill all infidels.
That translates into all nonMuslims-not JUst 111 the United
States. but throughout the world.
We are the last bastion of defense.
We have been criticized for
many years as being 'arrogant'!
That charge is valid in at lea;~ one
respect. We are arrogant in that we
believe that we are so good. powerful and smart. that we cao win the
hearts and minds of all those who
attack us, and that with both haods
contmued on page 42
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MANAGER"S

BOOKSHELF

"Your Successful Sales
Career"
Chec~

your bookstore (local or
online) and you'll find that t"o
types of "hO\V-to" books 1111 most
of the shelves in the busine~s section (actual or d1gital): those on
finance and those on sales. Ma.<oiter
both and you have assured profitable continuity for years to come.

Despite commonly-held pcrcepllons, sales and finance~.. are
more art form than science. And of
the two. selling has always been the
more heavily weighted toward art.
That's because. as author Bryan
Azar notes. people like to buy. but
they don't like to be sold. If that\
the case. why docs anyone sell?
The answer io obvious. When
you're successful at the art of selling. the money is pretty good. you
gam the respect of co-workers and
owners alike, and your work
becomes fun. The downside IS that
when you're not successful, your
sales efforts become emouonally

Best-selling
Business Books

drammg drudgery. That's the dar~
side.
Azar makes a key point early
in the book. If you have bought mto

Here arc the current top five he\t-selling boob for bu.,.inc .. s. The list is compiled based on mfomuuion rccei\·cd from retail boobtorcs throughout the
U.S.A

the old VIC\v of the salesperson as a
talented talker. you won't be a suc-

"'The Wisdom of CroYtd s: Wh) the Many Are Smarter Than the Fe''
and HO\\- Collecthe \Visdorn Shapes Business, Economics, Socictie~
and N~1tioru.," b} Jamc" Surowiccki (Doubleday .. $24.25) (2) Why a
broad segment of humanit) out-think~ a narrower ~lice.
2. "The Five Patterns of E\.traordinary Careers: The Guide to Success
and Satisfactio n;• by James M. Citrin (Crown Publishmg ... $22.95) (I)
What you can learn by .. tud}ing hoY. leaders got that wa)
3 ...The Automatic Millionaire: A Pov.erful One-Step Plan to Li'e and

cessful salesperson Those who are
successful J...no\v ho,...· ro ask the
right questions at lhc nght lime.
and they ~now how to listen ... really listcn ... to the answers. Very fe"
people arc born to ask t1mely questions and get the am.v.ers you need.
These are learned skills and there

boo~ that puts its focus on a person ·s career and not Simply upon
selhng techniques. If you know
young salespeople. thts book is for
them.
-Henrv Holt:man

"If I Were King of the
Forest ..."

Somebody must have been vot-

abuse. Your gu1delines should mdi-

Information Assurance {lA) 1s
available for large bus1nesses that

rely more and more on the Internet
as a critical business and marketing
tool. It supplies a con~tant source of
mrormauon, communication. corre-

m;e certain types or traffic,
sources, or destination addresses.

which could spell disaster for busi-

employee. and then track computer

re.-.,trictions must be in place.

waste company time. Today more
and more employees partake in

nesses in banking. records management, power or water generation,

use as necessary. Some may consid-

by Donald Trump (Crown Publishmg ... $18.95) (8) Trump asks CEOs

Internet chat, purchasmg products,
window surfing. bill paying and
doing anything but work. Some

about the best busine\S advice lhey received. It helps to have had a well-

recent cases even involved pornog-

telecommunications. and government. Lost data, malicious errors.
and data theft can ruin entire companies.

er this computer spying, but it is
perfectly legal when your employees are made aware of which types
of use are appropriate.
3. Utilize Firewalls
A computer fire-wall protects

A combination of all three of
these strateg1es based on your technology budget is important for all
businesses that use the Internet. You
wouldn't leave your front door
open to the public. so don't leave
your computer system open e1ther.

must also con:-.ider risks that come
rrom within your company. As

networked computers from imen-

With the proper security measures

tional hostile intrusion that could

Internet crime levels increase, so do

comprom1se confidentiality and
result in data corruption or denial of

in place, you can cut the chances
for employees to waste work time.
pre,ent unauthorized system entry.

three month~ on the job arc essential.
"The \Vay to The Top: The Best Business Advice I Ever Received,''

spondence, and business applications. But while the Internet has
great advantages, managers must
also have some control over what

raphy, Internet gambling, and racist
activity on company time.

*(2) - Indicates a book's previous posit1on on the lisL

AAF President Speaks to the
Inland Empire Ad Club

four yea" ago?
The point I am

of Iowa. where he was

elected student body president. and
received hiS jUriS doctor degree
from the University of Iowa
College of Law. He is a member of
the bar of the District of Columb1a.

the

"Unifying
the

Advertising,"

Advertising

Voice

in

D.C., ''--'itlr a western region office
in Newport Beach, is the trade
association that represents 50,000
profe.~·sionals in the ad,•errisinJ?
industrv. AAF\ 130 corporal£'
members are advertisers, agencies
and media companies that compnse the nation\· leading brands
am/ corporations. AAF has a
national nenvork of 210 ad clubs
and connects the industry with an

for

academic base through its 210 col-

American

lege chapters. For more iriformation, ~·isit rhe AAF:S· Web site m
www.aaf.org.

Federation (AAF},

headquartered

viding some privacy to indi\ idual
Internet usc and maximiz1ng man-

hours" Consider the following three
strategies for Internet control in
your busine:-·s

favorite super hero and a favorite
baseball team.
I do not run out to see the num-

Univer~ity

So what can be done to reduce
these types of activities while pro-

Washington.

Mag Instrument, Inc. Plans World-Class
Manufacturing Facility
continued from page 31
es, thereby ensuring the outstanding product quality for which Mag is
known, and also to keep manufacturing costs competitive.
"Job creation is vital if California is to enhance its image as the Golden
State. and we are proud to be doing our part. This facility reaffirms our
belief that , by working together, we can assure that the state's best days are
ahead of it ," said Mag Instrument founder Tony Maglica.

Mag Instrument, which is privately held, curremly operates a 500,000square-foot facility in Ontario, in San Bernardino County, and employs
about 800 workers in California.

I. Set Guidelines for Internet Lse
Before enforcmg rule~. you
must make them. Therefore.

an employee can spend online. But

They may be programmed to recog-

benefit to offer your employees.

to-do father.

As

catc just how much personal time

to enter the private network, and
trigger alarms when hostile or
unauthorized entry is attempted

more prone to viruses or hackers,

were better off now than we were

book or buy the number one CD. In
fact. I probably "'ill avoid those
listings -just to avoid the crowd.
But let's be real.
Too many people have no opinions of their own. They need to be
told what is number one so that
they know where to go and how to
spend their money.
In politics, it has been this way
ever since they announced that JFK
was charismatic. I think they even
invented the word "telegenic" just
for him.
So did people vote for him
because of his stand on those two
little islands off the coast of China?
Or because Richard Nixon had a
five o'clock shadow?

2. Monitor Internet Activity With
Information Assurance

Many times. Internet access is
viewed as an open invitation to

favorite beer. a favorite dessert, a

tain and asked the Israelites if they
were w1th h1m or agamst him. The
same question stands today. The
states righ" vs. strong central government debate is as old as this
nation itself and I find it hard to
believe that most people either
change their minds every two years
or that they are voting just to be a
part of the winning team.! also hate
to have to accept the fact that the
winning team is determmed by who
looks the best or has the best war
record, or best TV commercials.
I like to believe that I am a man
of my own determination and I pray
that those around me are capable of
the same.
If not, then we are little more
than a nation of lemmings , rushing
into the sea every Election Day.

ic images of children

must set gUidelines before taking
any disci pi mary actions on Internet

system in place. it i~ possible to
provide a password for each

want after. I know the entree I wish
to order. I have a favorite author. a

ber one movie. read the number one

employers. both large and "nail,

As the world shifts toward a
global economy, compames today

Employees who dabble online are

appeared on national news programs on CNBC. CNN. Fox News
and National Public Radio.
Snyder is a graduate of the

Moses came down from the moun-

h\' Greli Tailltm

how they are using it.

by a landslide in the middle of the
Watergate mess. And did Reagan
win only because he asked if we

is this.

Tips for Controlling Employee Internet Use
in Your Business Environment

the1r employees are accessing and

continued from page 31

ma~ing

E

G

nals are one option. They allow
employees to check company ematl, without provtding full
Internet access. With thiS type of

ing on real issues when Nixon won

contmued from paRe 28

PA

tor such time without expensive
protcct1on programs.
In addition to time losses,con
s1der the security guidelines

M1chael Watkin> (Hanard Busmess School. .. $24.95) (3) Why the fiN
5.

EMPLOYERS

this relics heavtly on the honor system. because 1l is difficult to moni-

adv1sor offers a system that makes others wealthy.
4. "first 90 Days: Critical Success Strategies for New Leaders,'' by

ALar and Foley have created a
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can arford Internet secunty and
can't rely on the honor ~;ystem. due
to a large workforce Dumb temu-

Finish Rich," by Dav1d Bach (Broadway Books ... $19.95) (4) Financial

are dotens of place~ to sharpen
them in training or seminar sessions.
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Beyond outside risks. you

the legal ramifications. 1ncluding
copy right laws protecting artists
from a barrage of illegal music and
video downloading. Of utmost concern are violations of the Child

REAL
The Temecula branch of Taylor
Frager, Inc. began construction on

the 6.300-square-foot Canyon Hills
Fire Station m Lake Els1nore The
pre-engineered metal facilit) 1~

designed by STK Architecture Inc.
to include stucco fimsh, tile roof.
masonry walb, stone veneer. rolling
gates. and a storage building The fire
stat1on will house a large equipment
room for the fire engines, ~pacious
sleeping quarters. a back-up generator, kitchen, patio. and exercise room.
The owner. Pardee Homes. is pro-

VIding the certified pad. Major subcontractors

include

lnterp1pe

Contracting
of
Santee.
AK
Constructors of Corona. Del Rio of
Temecula, Dresden Framing Systems

of Ran cho Cucamonga. Tikal
Masonry of Temecula. and EH Craig
Electric of Temecula .... Models now
open at Taylor Woodrow's Dos
Lagos tn Corona. Azalea and
Fa1rway. both located withtn the mas-

ESTATE

tcr·planned community or Do~
Lagos, unveiled thc1r chanmng
model homes to anxious Inland
Empire
homebuyers
Taylor
\.Voodro"' Homes· ne\vest communitiCS showcase the company's
unmatched craftsmam.hip and innovative design concept~. Combining
resort-style ambiance with classic
Santa Barbara and Tuscan architectural styling, Azalea and Fainvay at

Dos Lagos offer homebuyers the

AI Capital Commercial. has purchased a 5.000-sq. fl. industrial facil-

Collegiate Pacific, Inc was repre-

sented by Ken Tressen of Martin

Ity on appro\lmately three

Associates .. Strong <H.:Li'-ity continues at the nine-building Sampson
Industrial Park in Corona. with the
announcement that principals of a
distributor of heavy equipment paid

601 S. Hunts Lane

$3.3 mdl1on for a 35.400-sq.-ft. facility in the business park for their company's expansion within this commuMigliori, SIOR executive vice pres-

Corona ror their company, Ironman

to

Parts . Migliori and Jim Degret of

Collegiate Pacific, Inc. The value of
the multi-year lease " $723,420.
Collegiate Pacific will occupy a

Lee & Associates . exclusive agents

two·story

for Sampson Industrial Park. represented both KDG Investments . the
seller/deve loper. and the buy-

mixed-use building for reg10nal

ers _. Superior Scale House, Inc ..

major portion of the

trnltmr.\.com or cai/800-786-17M.

represented hy Tcresia Knight ol

The lessee.

ident 10 the Anaheim office of GVA
DAUM . reports that Braig Holdings
purchased a freeway VISible buildmg
on 2.-\2 acres at 2535 Anselmo Dr. 10

Corona

a glohal media

of sporting goods

munity .. .Money Family Trust . rep·
resented by Paul Fisher and David
Kno>~ lton
of
NAI
Capital
Commercial, has leased 27.695 sq.
ft. of mixed-use space at 1180
in

1.1

orficcs and the wholc .. alc di\tribut1on

nity. announced GVA DAUM . Chris

Street

Cregan· Taillon

NOTES

serenity or resort-style living within
an all inclusiv·e. master-planned corn-

California

personal Internet use is a nice

expert. with a barkgrowrd in education,
mmi( and em~im'eri"R For more inj(>rmation. please \'hit• ltww.remotecon-

physical sub-networ~s.
hrcwalls also log all attempts

pnnt, share, or possess pornograph

~orne

puter. The tcrn1 "firewall" refers to
segmenting a network into different

Act.

your busmess. And while allowing

and protect your business against
Internet risks in the future.

v..hich

Protection

Internet grows, you must have
secunty systems m place to protect

sef\ice. It may be m the form of a
hardware device or a software program running on a secure host com-

makes 11 a felony to do"nload.

Online

Maximize Online Security for the
Future
As the popularity of the

10

acre~

at

Colton. from

House Grain Company for a con-

sideration of $803.104

Superior

Scale House is currently
San Bernardino and plans
ne\\ site in Cohan as an
location for their trucking

located in
to use the
additional
operation.

Superior Scale House also intends
to expand on the scale busine:-;~ that
ib currently in operation at the site.
The property provides many amenities for Superior Scale House
mcluding but not limited to. easy

access lo the I 0 and 215 freeways as
well as freeway visibility. both of
"hich "ill enhance growth of
Superior Scale House . The seller.
House Grain Company . was repre-

sented by Ray Montjoy
Columba, Broome . O'Gorman

of
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Mortgage Association Defines Predatory Lending

.

SEPTEMBER 2004

JFK Memorial Foundation Awarded Grant for Pilot

Predatory lending focus of mortgage industry consumer campazgn
con1

, d trc 11

\\- h h, · 1 .
3

1l

at:~ 23

you tin

-

t t:Jf o.m Options.
Be\\ are of door-to-door

1101

untlcr... tantl.

6. Shop around for a loan orig1natele-

.
phone
and Internet solicitations.
4.
'\en~r sign a hlanJ... fom1 in a
loan par.: kage ;:md he sure to get
copies of all documenh bearing
your signature.
5. Request an accounting of all
fees associated\\ ith the transaction.
especwlly fees that diller from
original quotes. Que-.tion an) fees

.
tor that )OU are \..'Omfortable '"ith.

CA\18 offers frL'e and c.:onfidenual
referral sen ices "'con \tuners can
choose a member broker in the1r
area Corl\umers can take adnmtage of this online at \\W\u.:amb\Veb.org
or
by
phone
at
800.253.~~62.

7. \Vork with your loan originator
to make sure that you can alford the

Do

cont_,~umg cducat1o_n courses and

not agree to payment\ that JOU can-

certliJcatwns. makmg sure ynur

proposed month!) paJmenh.
.

not comtortabl) mal-..t:
S. You ha\'e three da)"' to <.·anccl a
refinance transaction for an) reason

if you arc unhappy with the loan.
This is called the three-da) "Right
of-Rescission.··
9. Make sure the loan officer is
licensed to originate mortgage
loans. Also question potential brokers regarding their panicipation in

oriomator 1s
~ _ _ ·

up-to-d·uc on · 11 1
.

•

''

nan

policies and applicable laws
10. Ask if the broker belongs to the
California AssOCif.lliOn of Mortgage
Brokers. CA\IB members adhere
to the Association's Code of Ethics
and Standards of Professional
Practice. \\ hich prescribe the high.
est level of eth1cal and professional
glndelines.

The World Situation
-a Letter to My Sons

Medigap Rates Continue
to Vary Dramatically

Tlzis was written by a retired attorney, to lzis sons

Weiss Ratings Advises Consumers
to Shop Around

commued from pagt• 311

tied behind our back. we can defeat
anything bad in the world. \Ve
can't. If '"'e don't recognize this, our
nation as we know it. will not survive, and no other free country in
the world will surv1ve if \ve are
defeated. And tinaUy. name any
Muslim countnes throughout the
world that allo" freedom of
speech. freedom of thought. freedom of religion. freedom of the
pres .... equal rights for anyone-let
alone everyone. equal status or any
status for women. or that have been
productive in one single '"'·ay that
con tributes to the good of the
world.
This has been a long way of
saying that we must be unjted on
this war or we will be equated in
the history books to the self-inflicted fall of the Roman Emp~re. If.
that is. the Muslim leaders will
allow history books to be written or
read.

If v.e don't win this war right
now. keep a close eye on how the
Muslims take over France in the
next five year\ or less. They will
continue to increase the Muslim
population of France and continue
to encroach little by little on the
established French traditions. The
French wi II be fighting among
themselves over what should or

should not be done. which will continue to weaken them and keep
them from any united resolve.
Doesn't that sound eerily familiar?
Democracies don't have their
freedoms taken a\vay from them b}
some external military force.
Instead. they g1ve the1r freedoms
away. politically correct p1ece by
politicall) correct p1ece. And they
are giving those freedom ... awa) to
those \\.·ho ha\·e shown. worldwide.
that they abhor freedom and w II I
not apply it to you or even to themselves. once they are 111 power
They have universally shown that
when they have taken over, they
then start brutally killing each other
over who will be the few who control the masses. Will we ever stop
hearing from the politically correct.
about the "peaceful Muslims"''
I close on a hopeful note. by
repeating what I said above. If we
are united, there is no way that we
can lose. I believe that after the
election. the factions in our country
will begin to focus on the critical
si tuation we are in and will unite to
save our country. It is your future
we are talking about. Do whatever
you can to preserve it.
Love. Dad

cominued from pagt! 37

policies regulating rates.
In
reviewing the rates for a 65-yearold female. Weiss found the following pricing contrasts:
In Florida. Plan C costs 52.085
with Mutual of Om~1ha Insurance
Company. while United Healthcare
Insurance Company issues the
same policy for S 1.416. representmg a 47 percent difference in cost.
In Arizona. the same plan ranges
from $9-16 with Central Benefits
'lational Life Insurance Company
to S 1.919 with Standard Life &
Accident Insurance Company, a
I 03 percent difference.
In Rhode Island. premiums for
Plan F vary from a low of $1.566
with American Progressive Life &
Health Insurance Company of New
York to a high of $2.555 with
Oxford Life Insurance Company.
representing a 63 percent difference in cost. whde rates in Nevada
run from $1.l62 with Equitable
Life and Casualty Insurance
Company to $3.000 with Guarantee
Trust Life Insurance Co.
"Despite the introduction of
uniform benefits more than a
decade ago, Medi gap rates continue to fluctuate wildly across all
plans," said Melissa Gannon, vice
president of Weiss Ratings. Inc.
"Consumers must do their homework and shop around to find the
best plan in terms of both price and
financial safety," advised Gannon.
Senior citizens shopping for the
least expensive Medigap policies
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with the safest insurers can obtain a
Shopper's Guide to Medicare
Supplement Insurance ($45 plus
S&H) available from Weiss
Ratings at 800-289-9222 or by visiting www.WeissRatings.com. The
report, based on each consumer's
individual circumstances. prov1dt!s
custon11zed comparisons of the
actual premium rates offered m his
or her county of residence for each
of the 10 Medigap plans. along
with the WeiSs Safety Ratmg for
each carrier.
Weiss Ratings. Inc .. reviews
more than 8.000 stocks daily.
including all those traded on the
New York Stock Exchange. the
American Stock Exchange. and
Nasdaq. Weiss a lso issues invest·
ment ratings on more than 12.000
mutual funds. covering equity.
fixed-income_ and closed-end
funds, and provides financial safety
ratings on more than 15.000 financial institutions. including banks
and insurance companie~. It is the
only major rating agency that
receives no direct or indirect com
pcnsation from the companies it
rates for issui ng its ratin gs.
Revenues are derived strictly from
sales of its products to consu mers.
institutions. bus inesses, libraries,
and
governmental
agencies
Ratings and analyses. consumer
financial and investment gu ides.
and other products are available for
purchase through www. weissratmgs.com or by calling 800-289-9222.

Local Health Care Providers to Offer Comprehensit•e Infant Screenings, In-Home Assessments and Case
Management for Families of Eastern Riverside County
pleased to be partnenng with the
JFK Memorial f."oundation in the
launch of thi ... very Important I lome
Vi,itat1on Initiative The strength
of the JFK Foundation rests \1•.-ith ih
prO\ en programs along with ih
highly-skilled profe,Sional stall
We are confident that we ,.,..111 help
man) families and their children
through th1s program," said
Carolyn Wylie. executi\·c director.
f-irst 5 Rivers1de
f-irst 5 R1ver-:.ide. abo kn0\\11

co111inucd from pagt 38

5 Riverside appro,~U the allocation
of $10 milliOn over f],-~ year-. for
the new initiative. Q,·er the upcom
mg 1wo-ycar period. the H'K
Memorial b"oundation ami hr\t 5
Ri,·er\ide will offer uitical health
care services to promote eflcctive
parenting. improve pregnancy out
comes and advance the social and
emotional development or children.
·'First 5 Ri\·ersidc is very

as the Riverside County Children &
h.tmilics CommissiOn, IS a public
entity created hy the passage of
Proposition 10, the Califor111a
Children and Families Act The
nine· member commJ\sion dcc1dC\
how to usc Riverside County·,
share of tobacco tax revenue-.
received through Prop 10. appro"
mate!) )25 million 111 fiscal
2!Xl3/04 Its four lcad1ng areas of
funding are child care, early education. physical and mental health and

resource and referral.
First 5 RiH'rside im·e.\1\ in
preparing our yowzge.\t children
and their families 1/0H' for .\LICU'.\.\
in thl·_/iuur£'.
The JFK Foundation is dedicated to enhancing the physical.
emotional am/ intellectual health
and ~t·ellness of children and fmwlies ofRit·cnide Coumy

RCCU Launches Full Line of Small Business
Products and Services
mat ion. call Pam Compton at 951201-9719, or 1-866-571-5080, oremail her at bizloans@rccu.org.
Riverside County's Credit Union is
open to anyone who lives, ~vorks,
auends school or worshtpj· in
Riverside and San Diego counties,

continued from page 32

to expand into this line:· Kisslan
said. To take advantage of RCCU's
business line, business owners
must become an RCCU member.
which costs $12. For more infor-

GABRIEL
Reliable

&

g a h r

t

1.'

Orange and San Bernardino
counties. RCCU was recemly recogni:.ed with its second prestigious
Califomia Balridge Award for
Performance Excellence. Today,
Riverside County's Credit Union
111

ENVIRONMENTAL

Timely

Service

866-4-PHASE I
'"'" \\- \\

plus the residems of selected cities

- .._.

Nationwide

P

m c- n t a

c

0

SERVICES

• l'h•se I
• Ph•se II

909-545-0250

n '" i r o

sen•e.f more than 97.000 member.\
and boasts more than $600 million
in total assets. For more information \'isit, www.rccu .org or call
I .888.883 RCCU.

Ill

• Ph•se Ill
• Asb•stos

• Mold
• Le•d

Inland Empire's Largest Hotels
c m1111uu·cl
ll01cl

I of Rooms

\dd r(",<;

lorSuitl"i'

City, State. Zip

Total\lcetinJ.:
s~.~.

1\hi\.S(t.I·L

hhlhlt\rca

Ft.

l.argcstCroup
g••

2,

La Quinta Rco;orl & C lub
49-499 Eiscnhm... cr Dr
La Quinta C.-\ 92253

!«X)
117

60.000
J,KOO

l.l(MI

Renai~\Uncc E,<;mcralda R(".{)rl
+1-400 lncltan Wcth Lanl'
Indian Wdb. ( .\ 92.! Hl-9971

560

JJ.OOO
1.1110

2fl.lfl(l

3.

l)()ubletrce l-lolel
222 \. \"in~}itrd \\C.
Ontario,CA917lH

4!\.l
21

2..'i.IKXI

12.XOO

r~ ~~~~~rncl~:~i~-~~ ~)~r>:.

4J9

50.000

'"

IJM.XJ

6.

Westin Mission Hills Rcsorl
71333 Dinah Shore Drive
Rancho M1rage, CA 92270

472
40

65.000
1.500

17J25

450
22

41,000
1,950

12.9(X)

7.

Marriott's Rancho Las Palmas Resort & Spa
41000 Bob Hope Dr
Rancho Mtrage, CA 92270
Pechanga Resort and Casino

522
84

40.000

..
s.

8.

"
22

51,000
.1.0)(1

\Ia)

\mcnitic'

be

Scawnal

Marriolt \ Oe<;erl Spring., Kco;ort & Spa
74R55 Coumrv Clul:'l Dr
P<tlm rx . .cn. t: ·\ 9n60

I.

Rate RllllJ.:C

24.Rlfl

Sl75-4Q5

U,C ,("R,F.FI'.G,(;S,
H)J . .NJJ.R,T.\\

on pm.:e -1-1

Lt"ncrnl \lanagcr
fltlc
!'hone& f·a,E-\luil!\ddres..'i
l)oug Wat<;on
Gl'ncral \tanal!cr
(7nt)) ."\41-22il·l41

R.C ,CR.FJ I'.G.GS .HJJ ..

S22S-:U50

'.0C'.I'.N. .RS.S.SR.ST.1.\\

$145-1.2.00

B.(". RJ-.1.-I',G.GS,

HJJ ...,J,.R .T.\\

.;_om

(,)4.JS4

U.C.CR.I·,I" P,GS.H.IJ -.
'\-.OC' Y.R.RS ..";."'il) .."if.\\_'\

un."!

Paull\lc("ormick
Gcncr.d \tanager
(760) :'iM-4111 "S64-762S
John Kalin.<;.l..i
General \1anag.cr
(itJ(}) 77.1--4-+4 34&-9.10~
<:arima /..aki
General \tanaccr
QJ1.()9(i"l19J7 1999
carima..taki<a. hilton.~;<,m

{Q(}9)

Palm Spring_,, C ·\ 9226'2---Jhll:!

i~c:~~ac~a9i~9J

19.070
gs ~o~,ur . .

St\9-219

B,C.I-".FI',GS,HJ.l .•
~.OCJ,.R.RS,T..\.

Jim Manion

~~~~~21M~;~~~-8572

J111<lnion<npo-ri\".'-""OfTI

t.OOO

$175-275
•May be Sca~onal

B.C ,F,FP,G.GSJ-I,l,t.N.OC,
P.R.RS.S.SA.ST.T,\\

~60)1i~~~5~7ho. 2138

S99·299

U.CR.FYP,G,GS,H).
L.NJ'.R.T.w.c

Ste' e Heib.ner

S99-329

U,C .CR.F.FP.G.GSJi J.L .
NJ'.R.RS.S.SA.SD,W

John Cersonde

g~;;~~~i7~~~568-5845

FriU Johnson
General Manager
(909) 303-24161695-7410
fjohnson@pechanga.com
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Statt, Lip

rotal\f~linjt

\ I a\. Sq. ft.

Rat~ Ran~

hhibit·\rTa

•\la11M'

25.000
2.000

16,00:)

$109-:!75

40.000

20,000
:!0.000

$149-365'

Sq. H
La.._~tCroup

9.

\\)ndham Palm Springs
1'.81'1 E Tah4U1ll Can\ on \\ay
Palm Spnng ... C'A 9:i262

IO.

~-~~~~a~ ~~~~~f~ns Resort

410
158

Indian Well\. CA 921_<;]

( Ollflll/l('c/ 011 f1ll~(

-/'\

\mi.'Oitlt'S
Titl~

Phonl.'&. Fn
E-Mail \ddr"I.'Ss

~asOnal

C,CR,J-J'P,GS,
HJJ..N.P,R.\\ .,\ .

o~ayne

Rohrbaug h

ff~)j~~~~322-535J
Tom Netting

;;~~6~410~4?6~~~{82

sbeno@champpo .hyatt .com

II.

Hilton Ontario Airport
700 N. HaH~n A¥c

:109

1.5,685
760

6

Ontario. CA 91764

8

~~~ia~ft a~~e~~rg

5_l00
2,430

(909) 481-170§:1941 .7681

l..:athy.spangenberg@Jhn.:o.com

12.

Ontario Airport Marriott
2200 E. Holt Bhd

299

21.000

6

Ontario,CA91761

5SO

5.900

$89-149

B.C,CR)',t"P,
GSJIJ,L,N,P,R,RS.S.

SA.SD.T,W.,X

Jeff Brown

Pml9~~~008~75-5051

www.mamottontano .~.:om (v.<"b-.Ht)

13.

Rinrside Mamou
.'400 Milrl.t't St

14.000
300-~

Rivef"iuk, CA 92501

3,600

B,C,CR.F,GS,HJ.L,N.
OCJ'.R.RS.S.SD.W.J(

Robe.rtSmit
General Manager
(909) 784-8000/369-7127

r-mit@sun<>tonehotels.com

14.

DoraJ Palm Springs Resort
67967 Vista Chino
Cathedral Cit}. CA 922~

IS.

SbiJo Hilltop Suh~ & Hotd
3101 Tempk A\t'
Pomona.CA 91761ol-32R1

161
129

16.

Palm Springs Hilton Resort
400 E. Tahqu1t2 Canyon Way
Palm Spnngs, CA 92262

260

15.000

71

700

HiJton San
17.

18.

18,000
740

I 8.000

C.C U '.FP,G ,GSJI ,
1,L,N,P,R,T,W.X

J effKulek
General Manager
(760) 322-7000132:!-685.1
doralpalmsprings.com

SI09·W4

61!00

10.000

$59-225•

B,C,CR,t' J'PJIJ.L,N,
P.R.RS.S.SA.SD.SR.ST,W.X
Comp. FuU Brtakfasl
C,CR)'P,GS,HJ.L.F.
NJ'.R.T.W.J(

Heinz J. Gehntr

Geneml Manager
(909) 598-7666•598-56>4
heioz.gehner(ll ~hiloinns.com
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Local Hospital Responds
to National 'Epidemic'

PVHMC Implements
American Heart Association's
Program

Desert Regional Medical Center Opens
Weight Loss Surgery Program

continued from page 32

continued fmm puxe 3X

center further underscores our comm1tmcnt to Improving the health of our
community," said Truman Gate.') , chief executive officer of DRMC .
For more information on the bariatric specialists weight loss surgery

program at Desert Regional Medical Center, please call 760-323-6346.
Desert Regional Medical Center is part of Tenet Ca!tfornia, the srate:s·
largest hospital system. Founded in 1951, Desert Regional is a 403-bed
acute care facility located in Palm Springs at 1150 N. Indian Cam·on Road.
The cemer :s Richards Emergenc_vl Trauma Services is the Coachella
Valley's only designated trauma center sen•icing more than 800 miles, all
rlze way to the Ari-;.ona boarder. Desert Regional Medical Cemer is fully
accredited by the Joim Commission on the Accreditation of Healthcare
Organizations, the nation:-,- oldest and largesT hospital accreditation
agency. To learn more about these and other services at De sen Rexiona/
Medical Cemer. \'isit www.desertmedctr.com.

Aflab Dada

General Manager
(760) 320-6868/320-2126

~rnardlno

251
12

28.5 E. Hospitality Ln
San fkrnardino, CA 9:24()8

Sheraton Suites Fairplex
601 W McKinley Ave

10,000
600

2-47
:!47

Pomona. CA 9J76R

258.000

10.000

5,000

105,600

105.600

SII0-275

599-209

Jenkin~

P,GS.R,W)I,RS,CRJ.S)<) . ,N.SD,
Fl,, Mini Refrigerulors
comp. a.m. coffee in lobb)

Gcncrnl Manager

B,CR).t'P,GS,HJ.N.OCJ',
R.RS.S.SA.SD.ST,W,X

Eddie Timmons
General Manager

Tim

(909) 889-0I.H/381-4299

in SIX year; after a heart auack. abou1 22 percen1 of men and 46 percent of
women will be disabled with heart failure. Withm one year of an attack. 25
percen1 of men and 38 percen1 of women will die .
Research indicates that when patients are discharged from the hospital
on appropriate medications such a.r., aspirin, beta-blockers, ACE inhibitors
and lipid-lowering medicines. a patients' risk of a second event is reduced
and lives are saved.
Get With the Guidelines·• " deSigned 10 help PVHMC's staff develop
and implement a secondary prevention guideline process. The program
includes quality-improvement me~ures that if implemented nationwide.
more than 80.000 lives could be saved each year.
The American Heart Assocwllon program, developed with support
from an unrestricted educallonal grant from Merck & Co., Inc., is being
implemented in hospitals around the country. For more information on Get
With the Guidelines1" ' . visit www.americanheart.org and type "Get With
The Guidelines" into the ;earch box.
Pomona Valle}' Hospiwl Medical Center has been recogni:ed nationally as
a 100 Top Hospital by Solucient for four of the last eight }'ears for maintaining top quality clinical performance and profitability.
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The Ramada R~rt and Conference Center
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60

569-199

B.CRJ-',.FP,GSJIJ,
L.,,OCJ'.RS.S.
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\99-.l49

B.JoP..:'\.C,<..P.GS,R.
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lorRoolll5
lor Suites
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Barbara L)'ODS
Director of Sale:-.

Cit).Statr.Z.ip

(760) :n~-1711!322-HPS
saJe:; I p~ramada(<l aoJ_c(•m
29.

'iorth~oods Resort & Conrerence Center
40650 Village Dr
Big Bear Lake. CA 92JI.5

148

James Deskus
Gt•ncr.tl !\1anagcr
(909} 381-6181!.18 I-52H"
j.dc,ku.,(a'gte.net

30.

L.a Quinta Inn & Suites Ontario \irport
3555 Inland Emp1re Bh-·d
Ontario, CA 91764

144
14-l

Jim Metzger
General Manager
(760) 325-l461/325 -_tl44
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Lake \rro~head Rewrt
17984 H1gh~ay IH9
Lake -\mlwhead. CA 9:!J5:!

Sheraton Ontario , \irporC Hotel
27.

419 N. Vineyard Ave
Ontario. CA 91764

Indian Wells Rewrt Hotel
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h
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8
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Joon Choi
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Carlos Mendo-ta
Gener.tl \1anager
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Gencml Manager
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AIRPORTS

The Journal's Paul Crosswhite Talks with Airport Manager lens Rivera

The nation's airport industry trade group
\u·ports Council
Intemational North America recognized the marketing and communicatiom. efforts of Los \ngcles World Airports (LA\VA) as among the nell ion\
best when 1t announced the winners of its annual E"cellence in l\.1ark.cting
and Communications Contest for ~004
Contest judges. \\ ho are marketing and communications professionaJ:...
themselvt!s, selected LA \\A\ Aerogramme newsletter for its 2.500 employees as the best internal publication among the nation·, airports. The month!) newsletter\ editor keep' cmplO)CCs at four airports infom1ed usmg a
print and electronic Intranet \Crsion of the publication.
LAWA\ stal'f at Los Angeles lntemattonal Airport (LAX) combmed a
1971 hit "on g. "LA International Airport:·\\ ith a ne\\ \'er~ion promoting the
contributions of the airport. to wm second place nationally in the Creative
Inno\ation\- Promotion~ category. Both song~ can be heard on LAWA\
Web site at: http:"w\\\\.lawa.orgl75thAnni' '75thSong.html The songs

played a prnmment role in the airp011's )Car·long 75th anni\er~ar) celebration in ~003 LAX is the only airport to have a hit song. named .. The
Official Song of LAX"" hy city proclamation in August 200:1
LAWA\ vcar-long \alutc to it~ 75 vears of aviation history earned an
honorable me~ltion fo; airport public rcl;tions campaigns . Airport ~tall con
ductcd a multi-faceted. year-long public relations campaign in 2003. It featured the opening of a new aviation museum. screening of the ~ilcnt movie
cla..'i~ic ··\\'inc....:· release of a ~ong on a compact dis~. Van Nuys Airport\
A\lation E,;,. hosted an indu'tl) conference. and a Centenmal of Flight
and Customer Appreciation Day.

"School of Hard Knocks'
Drives Entrepreneur to
Early Success

Los Angeles and Ontario
Airports Continue Upward
Trend

cmuinuedfrom pa~e /8

Double-digit passenger traffic
growth continued in Jul) at Lo-.
Angele~
International Airport
(LAX). Total pa"enger volume
mcreased II percent to 5 .9X8 .269
pa.\Sengerv For the month. airport
officials reported. Internallonal passengers increased 13 percent in
July, compared with the same
month last year, Domestic traffic
was up I0.3 percent.
For the first seven months of
200-1. passenger traffic was up II .5
percent to 35 350.715. compared
with 31.701.845 for the same period in 2003.
'"The robust passenger traffic
recovery continues at LAX:· \aid
Kim Day. Los Angeles World
Airports (LAWA) mterim executive
director. "We are on track to finish
the year above the 60 m1llion passenger level for the first time "nee
200 I. This is good news for the air-

909.920.9225.

B () () K 0 F L I S T S

Los Angeles ~Vnrlll Airports 1s a city cit'partmem that owns ami operate.\· a
system of four airports in Southern California: Los Angeles Imernatimwl.
Omario lnternmional, \'lm Nuys and Palmdale Regional

port. the cit) and the Southern
California econom) ··
At Ontario lnternallonal Airport
(ONT). LAWA"s other a1rport v.ith
scheduled passenger ~crvicc. traflic
mcreased 4.2 percent in July. compared with July last year. Year-todate, ONT traffic was up 5.9 percent to 4.041.329 passengers.
Air cargo tonnage at LAX for the
first seven months of 2004 totaled
1.2 million, up 3.8 percent from the
previous year. At ONT. air cargo
tonnage for 2004 totaled 352.117
through July. an mcrease of 10.5
percent over the same penod last
year.

Los Angeles World Airports is a
City of Los Angeles department that
owns and operates four airports:
LAX, ONT. Van Nuys (Reneral aviation) anti Palmdale Regional.

Get a jump on your competition by securing your
space in Inland Empire's premier reference tool

TODAY.
Sponsorship Packages ... $6,000
Full Page ... $3,700- Half Page ... $2,750
For details, contact your account manager
at (909) 989-4733
l,d :·HI I rnpirl' Btt,illl''' .Journal

supplement

Running Smoothly and Poised for Growth

Marketing/Communications

friend by simply sa) ing their name
and amanngly inno\ati\C techno!
ogy (all kmds of ·space: stuft "}..\s
technology ad\~mce~o, in thi~ ne\\·lyconnected world. people need to be
registered in a company\ server in
order to "'plug-in:· The more people that arc hosted. the greater
range of serv1ces will be posSible in
this market.
Enexes (sm) stands for entertainment taken to an advanced
vision of the future. It has the most
extreme busmess plan. called viral
marketing, and products like no
other. Exciting. energizing quff.
Enexes · marketing arm is
Main Thang Productions.
Go to wwu·.enexes .com or call
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Airport Industry Group Honors LAWA

Dileone Palmer '' proof that
regardlc"~ ol the c1rcum~tances of
one's past
-.ucce-. ... 1~ out there.
waiting. ··Look at \>.hom J"ve
become. not who I "as:· he said.
And what Palmer has become is
the founder!CEO of enexes.com
your
entertainment
gateway.
Enexes.com of Upland, IS an
lntemet Service provider (ISP).
which
is
backed
by
WorldCom!UUNet. Broad Wing.
and Quest Communications.
Enexes.com is a company with
a vision of the future of communications like no other. The sky is virtually the limit with the development of such advances as conducting video conferencing through the
use of holograms and speaking to a
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e-mail addresses

\\1lham J Anthony (Board ( h.mrman) ..
..william! a bu",joumal.~,;om
Jngnd Anthony fManagmg Ed1tor)..
.. ..... mgrid't~ bu~Joumal com
Paul Crosswhite (Account Manager)..
....... mitchah u hthJOUmal.com
Georgine LCNcland (Edtror) ................................ .iebJ(a huSJournal.com
Web Sue .......
. .. . ..........
.......... www.busjournal.com

q. How can husme.n trm·e/en
people who really \'alue rhetr
rime-bes·r utilize Ontario Im'l
Airport?
a. They should know everything
about the airline that they're nying ... ats schedultng, requirement:-.
and so on. Also. we have a grem
source of mformataon ... our Web
SJte ... www.lawa.org. There. you
can Jearn all about our facilities and
our parking ... and where each airline is located. as well a> the best
time to get here. As for parkmg,
we're actively recommending that
people use parking lot 5. which IS
underutilized. It"s close to the terminals. it's got shuttle 'ervice and
we highly recommend it during
peak travel times such as summer.
Thanksgiving and Christmas.
q. The flying public is fore.•er
transformed since 9111. What are
you doing to make ONT as safe as
possible?
a. We work very closely with the
Ontario police and fire departments
and the TSA, and we have a very
close relationship with the FBI. to
ensure that we·re doing everything
possible to operate in a safe and
secure manner. We've beefed up
our security significantly, with the
addition of extra police officers and

canme teams. We are constantly
loo!..ing for new ways to enhance
'ccurity ... mcludmg how people
enter our airfield and what kind of
identification is required. Because
of our close relationshtp with law
enforcement. we're able to respond
very quickly if anythmg unu,ual
happens.
q. Tell us about your job at the air·
port ..
a. My main responsibility t~ ensurmg that the staff here i' well
trained, that they have sufficient
resources to do their jobs. I also do
planning for additional future personnel. .. and new safety systems
that might be applied to the airport
in the future. My job, really. is to
prepare the staff here, and to prepare the airport for future
growth .. .to work with the engmeer\
and planners to look at what size
facilities we will need and to make
the airport run as efficiently as pos'ible.
q. The future expans1011 of ONT has
auracred a lot of attention, and
some controversy. Any prediction.\
as to which plan will pre~·aif?
a. Obviously. we're in a master
plan process. We've had our first
environmental
seeping
meeting ... and. based on what's required

for the planning procc", three
alternatives had to be presented: a
southside term mal, a northside
dcvelopment. .. and a third. noaction alternative. I thmk that
through thiS planning proce" and
hearing people speak. the best
optiOn will be decided upon and
then we'll go forward. As to where
I think the airport is going .. .let me
give you an interesting statistic Of
the top ten Western U.S. airports.
only three-Anchorage. LAX and
Ontario-mcreased their percent·
age of cargo hand! ing from 2002 to
2003.
Anchorage and LAX
increased by 2.7 percent. Ontario
increased by 6.6 percent. So, clearly, Ontario is growing in tenn~ of
cargo. We're ideally situated and
we have great freeway acces~.
LAX is filled to the brim, but we
have room out here to expand. We
have a lot of local industry and raetones that sh1p their parts all over
the world. so we're ideally suited
for growth among both cargo and
passengers. I think on both sides.
we have a really bright future. Last
year we had 6.5 million passenge"
This year, we're on track for about
6.7 million.
When we get to 10 million for
two years in a row, we "II begin talk·

}ens Rivera
Ontario Airport Manager
mg w1th the airlines about building

a third passenger term mal between
the two existing ones.
q. Speaking of terminals. BC IS
shooting its new series. '"LAX ... at
ONT. What's it like. workmg with
Heather Locklear?
a. Heather's wonderful. They do a
lot of filming at the gates of terminal 2 ... and I guess the most interesting thing is, when Hollywood
comes to the airpon. you see a
whole different kind of worker
from what you typically see here at
Ontario. The interchange has been
very interesting. to say the least.
q. Any chance we'll see you on the
TV show')
a. No, they haven "t asked me for
any cameo appearances. But as
soon as they do. I'll go see my hairdresser.

Palm Springs International Airport Records Best July in History
Yet another pa"cnger record
has been set at Palm Springs
International Airport (PSP)I The
a1rp0rt was bu,ier m July 2004 than
any previous July on record. serving a total of 59.434 passengers, an
increase of 14.3 percent, year-overyear. The previous record of 5 I .980
was set in 2003.
Shifts in airline schedules continued to impact seat capacity, as
there were 14 ,000 fewer seats available during the month compared to
2003. Airlines serving PSP offered
a total of approximately 78,000
seats during the month, versus
92,000 in July 2003. "The case for
a return to previous capacity levels
for summer 2005 con tinu es to
build ," said Ri c hard S. Wal sh,
A .A.E., director of aviation. "The

airport served 7.500 additional pa'scngers. a 14 percent increase over
the previous record. while seat
capacity was reduced by I 5 percent.
'"Our growth is not a nuke.
rather an indicator that there is ever
strengthening demand for local air
service. This pace will continue, as
will our efforts to secure more and
better air service for our residents
and visitors;· he said.
ln July, the load factor, or percentage of seats filled with paying
passengers, was approximately 75
percent. In contrast. the July 2003
load factor, while a record for passengers served, was just 56 percent.
United Express served a total of
I5,846 passengers, a 21.7 percent
increase year-over-year. and was

the busiest carrier for the month.
Alaska Airlines placed 'econd with
13.923 passengers. up 19.6 percent
year-over-year. Calendar year 2004
now consists of four months in
wh1ch a passenger record ha' been
set. March 2004 was the busiest
month in the history of the airport,
serving 189.629 passengers. May
2004 set the second record of the
year with a total of I00 ,647 passengers served, and June 2004 was the
third record serving a total of
65.294 passengers.
Palm Springs International
Airport (PSP) is located in the city
of Palm Springs. As the only commercial service airport in Riverside
County and serving a population of
more than 500,000 permanent residents. PSP is the close, comfort-

able. and convement chmce for
more than 1.000.000 annual passengers. Served by 13 a~rlines proVIding up to 60 daily departures to
17 non,top destinations in North
America, PSP is but a single connection from most domestic and
international markets. For more
information,
please
visit
www.palmspringsairport.com.

Colllact the Official Palm Springs
Visitor Information and Hotel
Resen'ation Center at 1-800-3477746 or ?60-327-2828. Visit the
Palm Springs Bureau of Tourism's
site: www.palm-springs .org to
book vour hotel reservations directly.

"'eb
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My Birthday Dinner With Duane
hy lot' Lwms
E'cl) )Car for my b1nhday. I
select some plm:e :-.pedal for dinner.
Thi' .rear it \\3.., Duane's Pnme
Steab and Seafood Res taur.ult in
the Mis . . ion Inn. The Inn. a ... we
ha- e told you before. has been
arou nd for near!~ a cemury. Owner
Frank Miller had the habit of bringing an:hitectuml ideas back. from
his European \Ucations. That
explains the unu . . . ual. e\·en eclectic.
design of the facilit)
Smcc Duane Robens reopened it in the early '9(h. the main
dining room has established a reputation a~ one of the bener restaurants in the Inland Empire.
Regrettably. as we have discussed
in past articles about casual dining
in the area. there is no hard and fast
dre;s code. Jeans and open collars
are acceptable.
At least. I dido 't see any tank
tops or cut-offs. Duane ·s is the type
of place that makes you "ish you

had dressed better. That is not a bad
thing.
Right orr )OU \\Ill notice that
Duane\ has won the AA:\ Four
Diamond Restaurant A\\·ard every
year since 1996. You cannot miss
this fact. It\ nght on top of the
menu. The next lme proudly
announces that they sene onl)
LSDA pnme beef.
For a gc.:md time. read the wine
li\l. There i:-. a \\ondrous selection
of imported and domestic wine!'!.

There is even a $900 magnum of
fine CI)stal champagne
The appetiters look and taste
good. They mclude Duane\ lobster

bisque.

vegetanan

risotto.

Dungeness crab cake and $95 dollars worth of Beluga ca-·iar. That
would be JUSt the thing to go with
that big bottle of Crystal
Salads include a Caesar that "
remarkable for its freshness. You
begin to suspect that there ts a truck
garden
somewhere on s1te
Actual!). ever) thing is delivered

11

New York Grill"'

fr"'h
extra

dally
The
large Idaho

baked polato goes
on
my
recently
established list ol
really good baked
potatoes.
The
sauteed baby corn
w1th sweet butter
and cream sauce 1s
the second best that
I ha- e enjoyed lately. If you go through
the back issues of
the Journal. you'll
figure out who number one is.
Then there were
the entrees. I have
confessed
here
before that I prefer my meat medium to medium-well. If I wanted it
JUSt wounded. I'd go out and k1ck a
CO\\. Chefs do not like to gnll meat
that long. They thmk it JS sacnlegious. and it slows down the preparation of the rest of the dishes.
I don't care
My 'lew York strip was as
good as I could have wanted. I
could have gone for the lllet and
lobster. but I didn't. It is only $56
and would have gone well with the
caviar and Crystal.
You have your cho1ce of
sauces for your cntrCe Duane\

southwest steaJ... sauce. classic
950 Onta rio Mills Drive, Ontar io
M o n / Thur n:3o a .m. -9:30 p.m.
Fri I 1:30 a.m. - 10:30 p.m. • Sat 4:30 p. m . - 10:30 p.m .
Sun 4 :00 p.m. - 9:30 p. m . • R eserva tio n s R ecomme nded

It's New York wtthout the attitude! This award-winnmg
restaurant is where famo us fare ts finely defineJ. Ou r menu
fea tures prime steaks, Australian lobster tai l, garlic roasted
chi cken , rac k of lam b, prime ri b and fresh seafood
specialti.,s. Jo in us for jazz in our Manhattan Room where
acclaimed artists have made us the Inland Empire's most
intimate jazz experience! We take care of every detail with
innovattve menu items, specialty dishes, dramatic desserts,
outstanding wine selection and entertainment to complement your dining experience - and discover our magnificent banquet rooms, perfect for hosting your next event.

French .style ~amaise or brandy
and green peppercorn sauce
By the time I was linJShcd. I
was ready to forego dessert. but
since it wa.s my birthday, I chose
somethmg spec1al You may recall
in my article on the new al fresco
Mission Inn restaurant. Las
Campaiios. that they make Cadillac
margaritas wi th the good stuff
I00 and 150 Gra nd Marn ier.
At Duane's. it is warmed in a
snifte r on a gas heater. tablcside.
That a nd blac k coffee is JUS t about
Nirvana. (The heaven, not the
gru nge group.) A ll that was mJSs mg
was a good cigar, and state laws
prohibit suc h pleas ures.
wa1t.
T he re
is
Bu t
C hateaubri and on the me nu A nd
there is that hea te r o n the tables ide

Children's Charity Classic

The Top 8 Reasons
To Sponsor on
October 25, 2004

TilE l'RI::SS-E\ TERPRlSE
inliJIIdSoutlumt li/ii1UO't '\

lf1'JPO'

busrness 1ourna I
iNLAND EM P I R E

\kneclr>-Bt·nt
( :rt·dit ( :h1 poratum

tray that Bogan. my waiter. used
for my drink. Could there be more
to Duane's than meets the eye''

FR.~

Yes!
And here JS the great secret.
Call it my binhday surprise to you
1f you will. Just because it\ not on
the menu. doesn't mean you can't
get it 1f you ask. and remember the

gratuity!
What do you like? Tableside
Caesar salad' Steak Diane·> HO\\
about Bananas Foster? If you like Jt
fiambeed. you can order 11. It\ not
on the menu. You only know about
it because you read it here You can
thank me later

Duane\ IS not an Jnexpcm.Jvc
restaurant. Dress for the c\·cnt.
Lea\e the kids with the sllter. or
train them to behave. You will pa)
for this adventure. but the results
are \VOrth it
By the way. by the time you
read this. adjustments "ill have
been made to the menu. mclud ing a
sampler platter of appellters for
those of you who want more tha n
the Beluga to go with your champag ne.
Bon Appellte.
A nd Happy Binhday to me' As
our gove rnor o bserved bac k on hJS
50th b1n hd ay, it is humbling to real
ize th at full y one- th ird of your life
has passed you by.

SAN~ MANUEL

!Ni)L\1oi

1.

i\IN.;O.).:L\IiNl

2., 3.

4.

~

~~
~
~

Mercedes Benz
RESORT

~CASINO

PECHANGA

~~

5.

6.

7. &8.

Heywood Company

Elnland.

IDR!!:~

GBC Concrete &
Masonrv Construction

95.1

KFRG

Because of your sponsorship
thousands of children
will have a better
chance at life.
Gordon J/ouu(ioy & . \ssociates. Inc.
Chris

&

Claudia Clarkson

Royal Blunt
ED Be CHARLOTIE CHIUMINATIA

SEPTE~IBER
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aThe L'CL \ Anderson

Forl!ca ... t

Squart:-. one of the frur·s I I fun-

Park .~senue. Suit(.! 101. Pomona.

Pre'tenh ;

filled "neighborhood>' "111 ha\c

Fee is S 15 per person l·()f mon:

"What Does a Gra) mg

-\merica
Mean
for
BusinessT' [:connmist" Edward

visitor... tal-.c a step bad,. 111 time and
experience life m Californii.i\ early
days. Nev. thi.., year. California ·s

information and to rcgi:-.tcr. call the
Mt. San '\ntonio College Small

Leamer. M1chael Batdarich. Jo,eph
Hurd and Chri>topher Thornberg

Heritage Square will also host
America's Kids1Ed Expo, an exhib-

(800)

will pre"ent the1r cconomu.: forecash for the local .... tate and nation-

it geared toward young"ter:-. and

al econom). Wed .. 7:30 a.m.-12:30

p.m .. cost is $350. Registration can
be completed online at uclaforeca~t.com. For more information or
to regiSter mer the phone call (310)
825-1623

10

Cahfornia·s

Heritage

Square offers a pletho-

ra of acti\·ities for all

ages at
the
L.A.
Count) Fair. From gold mining to

school-aged children. The fa1r runs
from the 10th-26th. For more mformation call (909) 623-J Ill or

visit the \Veh "lte at \\\\ ,~,..Jacounty
fmr.com.
"Cash

11

Fl<"'

and

450-7232.

.

required.

17
Center

1s

Lean Manufacturing

450-72.12

Re>cn at ions

R1vcrsuJe
Jau
FestiYal dchuts ''-'ith
headliners Peter White
and

Kirk

Whalum

will

debut the 2004 Ri,erSlde Jau

Bus1ncss Development
offering this two-hour

Festival at

F~urmount

Pari-. tn

Riverside. The two-day festl\al

worbhop Th" worbhop prov1des

(25th and 26th) runs from I p.m.-9

an overview of the many tools and

p.m. each day. The 25th lineup
includes the legendary gullarist

Fini.lncial Statements.··

processes

increase productivity and efficiency

Development Center

through Lean improvement\ Tools
referenced include: pull systems,

used

to dramatically

Peter White. Braxton Brothers and
Marcus Johnson. The 26th lineup

mcludes Grammy nomin01ted saxo-

They will discus.s financial state-

JIT, Poke Yoke. Ka11en and Root

phonist Kirk Whalum , Doc Powell

menL"i. profit. loss. balance sheets.
and ca~h tlow rat10 analy:-.1s. What

Cause AnalySis. Fn., 10 a.m.-12

and L.A. Mambo Combo. Ticket
prices are $45 per day for general
admis;ion. $78 for a one-day VIP

"Marketing
Your
Business ... The Small

Bus1ness
De\ clopmcnt Center

m;

00611 00/ping

busmess

"lo rnat:-ar l'lO'A' large or sm 'PJf
OOSDleS6 we p-ov1de qua itt ser<.~
""' meet your ona;~dual MOO!l
We take pn<!e 1n 111a perSOI'Ial
a

'Jon that we gl'ie to our
.,.. Our k""N1e<lgeable sta~

stays cumon11n agards 10

·ax

ta., ctlar'qeli 'ollhlctl pro .'ld9s you
'41th assurance t'la1 r,e 00 'A oo
be done tJQr+t Vie otter pBJ""oft
to e·,.etyone e·.o.en oon-

serv1C86

tx>oi<k99P"'9 chenm AI sC S.S
ser"ng yoo ts our top pnon1f

contact Carl
534-9500.

be. But first. it is necessary to learn
what marketing is. what it isn't and
how it works. Identify your customer; and how to reach them. Sat..

Sutte 207. Rancho Cucamonga. Ca 91730

Club Corp.

IS

909 989-4733

Colton Golf Course
1901 W. Valle) Blvd
Colton. CA 97~24

()

L

J

C

L

t_

Scmt-Privatc

$! 500-$2.500
Public
NIA

Cross Creek Coif Club
43860 Glen Meadows
Temecula. CA 92590

Links Management
Semi-Pnvate

$17-20.000
M.H.C

Semi-Private

$2.000

Desert Dunes Golf C lub

Mon.-Thurs. $39 • Frtdav $44
I

,., .Qt

·,,

• · •1"

I

15/04

1997
Ra) Rllmirct

Dee Coleman
Corp. Marketing Dir

(888) 894·7727

(76<1) 329-2979125 t ·2672

5,970

1965

40.()(Xl

Willwm Bell

(9(19) 795-2488
6,536

40.000

1964

Bill E. Uracy
General Manager

(9091795-24881795-3578

Billy Bell Sr

Mary Ann Quijada
Head Golf Pro. LPGA

(7601 327-2019

(760) 327-2019/327-0 161

$85
$45 $85
$4()

$15
$20
$1>0-$65
$85

1>502

68.000
1.108
70.000+

6.80]
N'A

1972

Ja) Ford

David Rainnlle

Head Pro

(71>01128-6571

(7601 328-657 !1328-67 t 6

!96!
Robert Trent lone" Sr

Tad Juda)
GM,.Supi:rintendent

(909) 877-!712

!909) 877 !7!2!877-2226

2001
Arthur Hill.,

fodd Keefer
Head Golf Pro

(909) 506· 3.\(12

(9091 506-3402.506-6802

$45/$35
$451$35

3.083
15.000

(Twilight)

$100
$! 10

6.876
45.000

197.2
Ted Robinson
(760) 328-1 J t 5

1989

Victor Falo
Head Starter

(7601 328-6514132!-2473

Robert Trent Jones Jr

Kerry Wa lker
Head Golf Professional

(760) 25 t -5370

(760) 25 t -5370125 t -537 t

7.05616.913
75.000

199711998
Michael Hundan,
Dana Fry. John Cook

(7601 346-7060
t 800 Eagle Glen Pky.

F-S $!001$851$60

6.930

Rich Cessna
Head Professional

(71>01 346-70601346-7444
info@'de-.crtwillow.com

1999
Gary Roger Baird

(909) 272-4653

T homas \-lcCo)
Genernl Manager. PGA

(909) 272--16531278-0322
eagleglencg.com

Et Prado (2 Courses)

6555 Pine Ave.

Public
NIA

Chmo. CA 9!710
El Ra ncho Verde Royal Vista
355 E. Country Club Dr
Rialto. CA 92377

$24
$32

Waterhou~.lnc.

$25

Public
NIA

(w/cart)

El Rivino Country C lub
5530 El Rivino Rd.
Riverside. CA 92519

$48

Empi re Lakes Golf Co u ~
11015 Sixth St
Rancho Cucamonga. CA 91730

Public
NIA

Genera l Old Golf Course
16700 Village West Dr
Riverside. CA 925 18

Donovan Bros. Golf
Public
NIA

S40

El Rivino Country Club.lnc. $18
Pubhc
$3!

We ll ~

Public
NIA

G reen Rinr Golf C lu b
5215 Green Ri\"er Rd.
Corona. CA 92880

Public
NIA

Green Tree Golf Course
14144 Green Tree Blvd
Victorville, CA 92395

City of Victorville
IR Hole
$100/Month
Public
NIA
Mega Facton. LTD
ScnH-Pri\·ate

$125

650816.671
55.000157.000
6,844
55.000

!976
H. & D. Rainville

Bruce J a nke
Director of Golf

(909) 597-!753

(909) 597-17531393-5061

1957
Harry Ramville

David Sa rricks
Director of Golf/OM

(909) 875-5346

(909) 875-5346/875-0228

6,437

1956

William Anderson

113

na

Golf Pro
(909) 684-8905/684-7964

(909) 684-8905
$60
$90

$23
$33

7.034
40.000

6300
74.000

1996
Arnold Palmer

Belly C hen
Head Golf Professional

(909) 48 t -6663

(909) 48 t-6663148 t -6763

!955

Kiki Garcia

na

Top Local Pro
(909) 697-66901697-6694

(909) 697-6690
$45-$!40
$55-$140

6.232 (Men" Reg.)

98.000

1986
Ted Robin.,on

(760) 346-1653
$32
$40
($12 Carts)

6,400
!06.000

$!2-19
$15-23

6.643
32.000

$40-$!20
$40-$120
$20
$25

N'A

6.996
NIA

{760) 346-46531773-9032

t9W

Roger Teel

Bickler

Head Prores .. ional
(714) 970-84! !1(909) 737-7432

(951) 717-7393
(714) 970-84! t

6.717

M ike Pease
General Manager

neel@.'amada.com

William F. Bell

Jnni e Lynch
Golf Activities Supervisor

(71>0) 245-4860

(760) 955-600!1245-5479

!996
Arthur Hilb

Ra nd)· Duncan
Director of Golf

(71>0) 772-7334

(760) 772-73341360--1124

1955
Bill Belt Jr
(760) 24-1-930 t

Alexa nder Ricka rds S r.
Genernl ManugerHesperia,

(760) 244-9.101124-1-9238
he'\periacc@'aol.com

Bong thiS ad on end plAy f r thA k"•ll• >WlflQ rata

Notvalodht' l.lyt

.;;_;

de~rtdune ...com

Hesperia Golf & Countr)' C lu b
11970 Bangor Ave.
Hesperia. CA 92345

K

OllfWt.:l

cro'\screekgolfclub.com
Da te Palm Country Club
36-:!00 Date Palm Dr
Cathedral City. CA 92234

Heritage Pa lms Golf C lub
44291 Heritage Palm!. Or.
Indio. CA 9220 J

t.

d

Top Local Pro or \-tanager
ritle
Phone/Fa-..
1•>1\tail Addre;s

canyon ..outh@ carthlink.net

T he Golf Resort at Ind ia n
44-500 Indian Welb Ln
lndtan Wells. CA 92210

(909) 350-2500

8632 Archtbald Ave

Dameron at (909)

Subscribe No\\!
Call To d ay
Inl a nd E mpire B usiness
Journ a l

Ca I us today lor your free 1ntt1al consul tatiOn at
Phone: 909.980.8884

E-Mail : scbs@scbscorp.com
WWW.SCBSCOAP.NET

Cathedral Canyon Countr) Club
68311 Pa.seo Real
Cathedral City. CA 922~4

Corona. CA 92883-0620

or by calling the box office at (951)

Our mission is to be competent. ethical, and professional

Fax : 909.980.6101

$6<1

NIA

count ticket:-. are 01!:-.o ;naililble.
Tickets can be pruned online at
www.riverside.J<V tfest i val.com<htt
p:• 1w\V\>v·.riversidcjaufestival.com
780-8880. For more informatiOn

Avenue. Sui!e 101. Pomona. Fee

$50

Public

M-Th $751$601$45

Businesses need to undcr..,rand mar-

10 a.m.-12 p.m .. 363 S. Park

• Tax Consulting
• Payroll Processing
• Tax Planning
• Sales Tax Return
• Bookkeeping
• QuickBooks Training
• Accounting
• IRS Representation
• Financial Statements

Canyon Yi'\la LP.

Troon Golf
Public
N'A

is offenng this two-hour workshop.
keting and the powerful tool it can

.. 8

Canyon SouU1 Golf Courw
1097 Murray Canyon Rd
Palm Spring ... C A 92:!64

1 o/11111111

\car Buill
Course Dc\igner
R£'<A'rHtlion Phone

calicni.L-.;prings(a calientcsprin!:N·""<'""'

and children's ticket> ( 12 and

7232. Resenation:-. required .

oro/9SSKJnals rar O>VN 25 )'II :s

Calir_ne\a Country Club. Inc. $27 (\\/cJrt)
l>ubltc
$35 (w/cart)
$1.500 lmlvJ$1 .800 family

Eagle Glen Golf C lub

mum pass. Weekend passe:-. arc S70
per per:-,on for general admission

Ct..wnonga

Ca limesa Country Club
1300 S. Third St
Calimesa. CA 92320

under) are ~20 per day. Group dis·

pass and $160 for a one-day plat-

register call the Mt. San Antomo

-o..rd'10

785

$65-$75

son. For more information and to

lected. Sat.. 10 a.m.-1:! p.m .. 363 S.

Loca

$12
$1:!

N!A

Kemper Sport"
Re\Ort
NIA

and ho" to interpret the data col-

Count) Fair California's Heritage

Enrolled to prldice bolorolllolnll!rnal Flov1111.11 ~v1te

Tim Manthei
Re\ortJSemi-Priv;.lte

Desert Willow Golf Resort
38995 Desert Willow Dr
Palm De'\ert. CA 92211

of the hotte>t spots at the 2004 L.A.

25

Cal iente Spring~ R.\. Re~ort
& ColfCour~
70~:!00 Dillon Rd.
Desert HOI Spring" CA 92241

Denni' Lee
Public

p.m .. 363 S. Park Avenue. Suite
101. Pomona. Fee is $15 per per-

r-------------------.--...----.. Development Center at (800) 450-

l.cngth of Course IYd.s.)
II Rouncb pla)ed Yearly

$200

What do they tell you''

BuSiness

Gretn Fl'e'!:
Wcekda".s
\\'cekcn(b

t 9-300 Palm Dr

are they?

Small

l)pcofCou~
\lcmben,hip F~

Desert Hot Springs. CA 92240

brick mal-.mg to a trip around the
\\Orld. the activities abound at one

College

Mgmnt. Co. orO" ncr

City. State, Zip

OneSource Marketing. Inc

-Tool for The 2 ht
Century:· The Small

~ame

Address

25

Re,crvat1ons

The Small Busmess

is offering this two-hour workshop.

1.1\ t(•d t\/plwhellctll/.l

Cour.;.e

required.

Bw.mess Development Center at
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tion and to regi:-.ter call the Small
Business Dc\clopment Center at
(800)

SE PTEMBER 2004

List dt~·n lk't indud~ pmmc cnuff~J.V,A.-= Not Af1plu.Jhk WVD \\l•uJd IWt Di.tclos~ na- nota1"tJilablr Thr- t'!/imnanOIIm theabo~'t' li.JI wets ohwmedfmm th~ Compt:utUJ luwd TorN ~11 of our knOllldR~ tl~ t'iformat/Ofl JfiP""
plit"d 11 uccuralr a.f of P"'J tl"k' Whtlr ('l"t"f)' rffon u madt' to rru"" '"' un·urll()' ond llmrrm.~ltMU t>f tht lut. OlrtLUtoru anJ l\p1.11:,Wphu:-al rm"s som~ti~s tl("( ur. Plrast smd, o"CNtOIU or addttiolu on C"~""f'Clll\' lnt~rlk-ad w Tlttlntarrd Empire Bustnru.Jourfkll, P.O. Bm 1'179. Rancho Cu.·ammt.f:a. CA 91729-1979. Rl'sr,m·hrd b1 .lion1in1 Ohrra. C''Pifl/ehr IEBJ. This fur updulo'd .-\/l}lltil 2004 Jmm th11u thtll rr1ptmdt'd to 4"'fstu.>Mirr

1Sti00 Clut,hou

I ht• Book of

I ;,,, :1\ailahlt• on

llhk. (all 909-9X9-.t7JJ or llm\ltloa<i '\em !tom \\\\\\.lopl isLrom
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Golf Courses in the Inland Empire
, , '1111111 ,//lr'l/1 f)U,:I

'I

/1\tt•t/ \lplwh£'lll'llll)

Course 'arne

\lgmnt . Co. or o~ner
l)pe or Course
\lcmbersh.ip F~

~dd .......

Cit). State. bp

r~~~~r~~gh:~~~~.r~r,"kJ. Club

Top Local Pro or \1ana~er
Tille
Phone/1'·8:\.
t:-'-1ai1Addres,o;,

$15
.15

1.054
"-J.TA

1977
Unknt)Y..n
(71il) 129·8816

Director of Golf
(760) 129-9333/329-4-114

\\~J..da' s

\\eekenCb

De-..ert Hot Spnnp. CA 92~40
Hidden \aile) Golr Club
I0 Clubhou-..e Dr.
i'iorco.CA91760

River; ide Golf Cour-.e~
Public
N!A

$70

$QO

6.721
51.000

Indian Hills Golr Club
5700 Clubhou...e Dr
Riverside. C A 92509

John WesvChuck Cox

$30

6,10-l
NlA

$~8

~~A

Indian PaintS C .C. & Rewrt
~8-630 Monroe St
Indio. CA 9220 I

$25-$75
$25-$75

=~~~f;:""'lr)Qub
lmho. CA 92201

26

1.49-MQ

.6.000 (Year)

Lndio Golf Course

City of Indio
Public
N!A

83-040A\e.42
Indio. CA 92~01

tl6i~o~.1~ ~·~:ntr)
Ri"ers1de. ~A 92509

$15
$15

Robinson Famil)

$28

2tXey-Fee

Club

1-Q_~i~~~e ~~~~B~~~~

$~8

KSL Management

La Quinta. CA 92253

6.771
16.000

2000
Dav·e Ginkel
(760) 200-8988

3.()[).1

19~

50.000

~760) ~}f-~1j6

6.050
N!A

1960

(wil.:art)

~7{ulation 18 Holes

$125
$1J5

6.750
17.000

$150
$175

6.760
18.000

!\1arriotrs Rancho Las Palmas
~2000 Bob Hope Dr.
Rancho Mirage, CA 92270

Marriott
Private/Resort
$5300

$109
$119

6.089

llirshall Can) on Golf Club
6100 N. Stephen~ Ran..:h Rd
La \'em<. CA 91750

Jame~

$20
$25

6.100
80.000

Duffin II

Public
!';A

.\1~uite Golf & Country Club
2700 E. ~e..qune Ave.
Palm Spnng .... CA 92264

American Golf Corp .
Resort
Singlel$4.500 Frun. (2)

$~.500

19~

19-17
Detweiler/Cochmn
r~~\ ~~~:2~f n ($cheibach)

Rog'?r Snellenberger De\·. Co. $39-79
Sem1-Private

Jason T.L. Wood

Harold Hccf\/Junmy Pov.ell
(Q09) 31ii-~090

~5.000

$30-$80,$25-$60'
30-SQ0,$25-$60'
(Seasonal)
('Twilight)

6328

r4~) ~~~ ~214
1981

Director of GolfiGM
(Q09) 737-10101737-2424
JWood@'hidck:nvallcygolf.com
Ed Harmon
Head Golf Profe...,ional
!951) 360-20Q0/688-099(!
info&indianhilhgolf.com
Mark Scheibach
General Manager
(760)775,4-l4-l\)(16n75-14-l7
www.lndlanpalm".com
!\eil Finch
PGA, GM, Dir. of Golf
(760) 200-89~8!200-~43-l
~1ike Carroll
PGA Golf Profe ...... ional
(760) 3~7-9156/3~7-5282
Jason Tavlor
Head Goff Pro
(951) 685-72141685-4752

~~ua~~::~M:~a

er

5~-7610/!fll-5735

i7;,g>DN4-76I o

(760)

1981

Crai~ Freeman
1

i7Jbf?M-76Io
1977
Ted Rol-oin'>On
(760) 862-~551

1966
Adam'. Latham. Kripp & Wright
(909) 593-8211

~!i> 564~7~1WAAer.5735
Steve Schaller
Director of Golf
(760) 862-45511862-4582
s:-.challer@'ezlinksgolf.com

Dan Larsen

PGA Profe ... sional
(909) 593-8211,593-3050
wv.·w.maf"ihalkanyon.com

1985
Bert Stamp'
(760) JD-9377

Reggie Cox

Golf Courses in the Inland Empire

fJtlt:<' 5 ~

Year lluilt
Coul"'\e Designer
Resen aU on Phone

Public
NiA

Public

I 011/tiUu'd Olt

Length ofCou~ (\"ds .)
# Row1ds pla)ed Year!)

Green l'ecs:
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g6Q)3~~~937~~32~-7108

<olllmuecl from J'ag'' '2

Course '\ame

l .ntecl A lplwhelicclll:y
M~nmt.

Co. or Owner
'l)pe of Coul"'\e
Mcmbcl'\hip F~

\\'eekdayo,

Year Built
Couro,e Designer
Rt><.K'n-ation Phone

!\Ussion Hills 'orth- G. Player ('r..c. Tmon Golf
70-705 Ramon Road
Resort
Runcho Mintgc. CA Q2270
NIA

$14<1
$160

7,0(,2
4ll.!XXI+

1991
Gary Player
!76!!) 770-290K

\1ission Lakes Country Club
848-l Clubhouse Blvd
Desert Hot Springs. CA 92240
Moreno Valley U.nnd1 Coif Club
28095 JFK Dr
Moreno Valley. CA 92555
Mountain Meado~s Coif Cour~e

Equity Owned by Members
Scm1·Pnvatc
Mu..,t Be Property Owner

$55
$75

6.TJ7
4ll.()(Xl

~~b&~ Kokusai Kanko (USA)

$.t2 ($45 1-"ri.)
$65

6.898

$20
$25

~.4-lll

Privately Owned
Public
NtA
Sun City Palm Desen
Sem1-Private
N!A

Address
City, State, Zip

~~~~o~~~t~x9 ?76s

N.iA

~.%i\~can Golf Corp
N!A

\fountain Vie~ Golf Club
2121 Mountain View Dr
Corona. CA
Mountain Vista Golf Course

91720

~J 1 ~0n~tt~:ba~"B 1 ~rt

92211

Palm De~rt. CA
Needles Municipal Golf Course
144 Marina Dr.
Needles. CA 92363

GPGolf
Semi-Private
$2.500 Fu!U$1500 Single

$20-$75
<Sea"--nal)
(Twilight Avrulable)

6,800 (Blue Tees)
40.000

1958
Bill Bell Sr.
(760) .145-2525

Palm Desert Resort Country Club
77333 Country Club
Palm Desert, CA 92211

SR Mutual
Resort
$4,000/Ycar

$65
$75

6.600
50.000

1980
Joe Mullineaux
(760) 345-2781

Alan Marietta
General Manager
(760)3~5-2791 1345-6523
alanmarietta2002@ yahoo .com

Palm Meadows Golf Course
t 964 Palm Meadows Dr.
San Bernardino. CA 92408

Inland VaJlcy Dev. Agency
18 Hole Championr;;hip
NIA

$20
$27

6.200
35.000

1958
!\itA
(Q09)

Ben Carson
Top Local Pro
(Q09)382-20021182-0020
troybunonp£a@ yahoo.com

$21
$32

6.300
60.000

$235-$~50

All C'hampion"hlp Length 19Xfl· 1999
250.(X)(l
0\c. NKklau~. P.1hn\:r
\\:~:!Skopl '\lonnan

American Golf
Public
NIA

John van Hlitter

I'G .\ WEST
PGA Blvd
La Quinra. CA 92253

KSL Rer.:n:ation
4 Pri' .uc/2 Rc ...on

\Jountain \"i\ta Golf Cour'tt
.\I Sun Cih Palm [)ec;ert
38180 Dd ~'ebh Bhd
Palm De-.crt, C A 92211
"eedlf<s Golf ('ou~
144 \1anna Dr.
~cedlt"•. CA 92:\63

Owned

35
$45

6.500
50.000

Sun Cit) Palm Dc ..crt
Semi-Private
'lA

Bl- 89
ISea..,onalJ
(T\1,ilight A\ailable)

6.700
fi5.000

City of ~cedJe,
Public "\-tunic1pal

~)5

6506
42.000

Public
~A

$35

NA

.'iorth Golf Course
266fJO M1..'Call Blvd.
Sun Cit), CA 92586

Scm•-Pf!vate Corp.

~~~c~~~·ct~ ~15~~

Oak Vallev Golf Club
1888 Cluhhou.,., Dr.
Beaumont, C A 9222~

Public
NIA

.\larshall Can}"on Golf Club

Jame~

t;~e~e~~h9~7~ant:h Rd

Duffin II

Public
N!A

Me;qulte Golf & Country Club
2700 E. Me~une Ave. ·
Palm Springs. CA 922~

$171$15 Senior"
$20/$17 Scnl<lf\
Varie..,

~.DIO

$60
$85

7.003

$20
$25

6.100
80.000

50.000

1960

r9r~~) ~~~-9798
JQl)2

~~~) ~0{£22{i, Greg ~a'h
IIJhl

g~11 f2~~~9~1
1970
Del Webb

S.lO-SK0!$25-$60'
$."\0-$90/$25-$60'

(Sea~nal)

(*T~ilighq

6,328
na

Jeffre) Hochman
Director of Golf
(760)

200-22001200-22~0

J.C. Bacon
PGA Head Profe ...... ional
(760) 326-39~ Jl:\26-hh06
ndisgolf(a c1tlink .net
Gene Campbell

rw9~ 1~19~h(;8)~~~~~ Mgr

1992
S..:hmidt & Curley
(951) 769-7200

Scott Arnold
Head Golf Profc ...... ional
!951) 769-72001769-1229
www.ookvallcygolf.com

1966

Dan Larsen
PGA Professional
!909) 593-8211159.1-_1050
v.:ww.maf\hallcanyon.com

Adam,. Latham, Kripp & Wrighl

(9{!9)593-8211

Amcncan Golf Corp
Resort
$2.500 Single.!$4.500 F-'itm. (2)

Emil Scodeller
Director of Golf
(909) 737-979Xi371-0721

19HS
Bert St41mp ..
(760) 32]-9377

Re~gie

Cox

groy3~~937~~323-7108

.\'ot -\pplllablc """\"0 Kindd 1 , , Dtwl.os~ na nor a1wlab/~ Tht' mjumw/t.'>n 1ft th.· aho1t' lnt l<tU ·•bromtdfmrn lh~ compcmt~• ,._,,,.d fv 1ht' fk..ltofour Arultt.'l~d~~ tht' mfomwtum wp
rffun u mdd~ 10 rnwre tht· dCCUT(J('\1 and thoroughN.ss 1}/ rh~ lut. 'JIILSJW/U and llpograph1ral trmi"S SOitlt'limrs 0('( ur Pit'OM srnd l·orrrrllom or addttWTIJ on com{lf.lfl) /rllrrhtad to. Thr
lnlDnd fnlp1rr BWJIMSS Juuf7tiJJ, PO. Bor 1979. Rancho Cuwmom:a. CA 91729·1979 Rruun·h,J b\ Sondra Ohtra. Cop_vri"{ht/EBJ. Thu .1111 upd11tt'd A.ur.:uu ;!{KUfrom thtJ,, thm rrlpcmJ.d to IJUt'ltiorwm:
Lutd«s nor In< lutk pniYlk cOW"fl'l}•iA

p/Jed u at'• wall a.r of prnJ ~~ Khilr

t'W'r)

I ht Boo!- of

I"'' ,nailahflo

on Di''-· ( all'ltllJ-lJSlJ--PJl nr l>o\\nluad '"" from \\\\\\.lopl j,t.cnm

Gene Campbell

f98<J~~0f9~M'St~~~ Mgr.

Palm Desert, CA 92211

Paradise Knolls Golf Club
9330 Limonite Ave.
R1verside. CA 92509

Priv~tely

J.C. Bacon
PGA Professional
(760) 326-3931/326-6fl06
ndlsgolf@ctaz.com

PGAGolfPro
!760) 345-26551345-6558

Palm Desert Country Club

77-200 California Dr.

~~~.~'J ~~JFProfes..,iunal

\"ie"" Golf Club
2121 Mountain View Dr.
Corona, CA 91720

1961
na
(760) 326-3931

Dana Gunder-son
Head PGA Professional
(760) 728-588In23-8292

1988

~ountain

6.222
56.000

1964
Dick Rossen
(760)728-5881

$42
$65

tw9~t~2\~7~7469-1179

$25 (Jan.- Mar.)
$25 (Jan. - Mar.)

6.502
65.000

Resort Public
N/A

~b{f~ KoJ..w.ai Kanko (l!SA)

na
Ted Robm,on
(909) 623.3704

1992

~i~) ~g{f-22~) Greg Nash

$70
$90

Pala Mesa Resort
2001 Old Hoghway 395
Fallbrook, CA 92028

>I! A

6.440
100.000

6.700
65.000

Scott Arnold
PGA Professional
(9091 769-7200n69-I229
oakvalleygolf.com

Desert Hot Spring". CA 92240

$20
$25

$30-$89

Emil Scodeller
Director of Golf
!909) 717-9798/371-0721
Jeffrey Hochman
Director of Golf
(7601 200-2200/200-2230

r9ii9) ~3~-979R

tCJ09~t62~~~7169-1179

1990
Landmark Signature Design

\1oreno Valley Ranch Golf Club
28095 JFK Dr
Moreno Valley. CA 92555

American Golf Corp.
Public
N'A

1960

)()J)()()

7.003
4,000

Robert Duncan
Head Golf Profe~sional
(760) 329-8061 '329-9286

Golf Course

fi500

$50-$32
$75-$42

1971
Ted Robinson
(760) 329-8061

\leado~s

$]5
$45
CSea~onal)

Public
N/A

6.737
40.000

~~~~~:~t~9?f6s

924-4-144/2~7-7191

llXJ.OOO

John 'an Blitter

Oak Valley Mgmnt., LLC

$55
$75

\fountain

lrJ.~~ ~~lfProfessional

!909)

na
Ted Robin'>On
(Q09) 623-370-1

Oak Valley Golf Club
1888 Clubhouse Dr
Beaumont, CA 92223

Equi_ty Owned by Member\
Sem1-Pnvate
Must Be Property Ov. ncr

JQ09l 924--144-l/247-7191

Robert Duncan
I lead Golf Professional
!7601329-8061 J29-92H~

1970
Del Webb

~~tcJu~~C~Jv"J~Y Club

0

Bill O,Urien
Dm:ctor of Goll

17601 770-290813:!1-5927

4.010
50.000

Bill O,Brien
Director of Golf
(760) 770-2Q081'21 5927

fi\~, J24-444-t

'i.J

$17/$15 Senior.
$20/$17 Senior.
Varies

1991

6.898

:~~)l)J2~#W

Oll/lllf!.t

Semj-Privatc Corp.
Sem1-Pnvate EqUity

g{Z) ~~0~2908

Fri.)

1971
Ted Rnb!n'>On
I?Iii) 129-8061
19KR

mllt1111t'd

Top Local Pro or \1anager
Title
Phone/Fa'
F~-1\lail Address

North Golf Course
26660 McCall Blvd .
Sun City. CA 92586

~.000+

($~5

\\~kend.!.

(Twilight Available)

Public
N!A

$160

7,062

t

Length of Course (Ydq
# Round.s pla)ed Yearl)

\1k9oo Hills ~orth- G. Pla)er Crse. Troon Golf
70-705 Ramon Road
Resort
Rancho Miral!e. CA 92270
N!A

I~

G~nFec<.:

$215-$250

~100.!100

Quail Ranch Golf Club
15960 Gilman Sprin!!s Rd
Moreno \'aile) CA 92555

~/.'A

lnmativc Bu ... inc..,., Mg:nn.
Semi-Private

Rancho '\1irage Countr) Club
38-500 Bob Ho(>t! Dr.
Rancho Mirage. CA 92770

RMDI Corp
Sem1-Pri\.tte
Vane ...

Redha"'k Golf Club
45100 Redha\\k Parkway
Temecula. CA 92592

CSC Golf
Public
NIA

Riverside Golf Club
1011 N. Orange St.
Riverside, CA

~.Xll4

-IO,O(X}

6.111
40,1Xl0

~1anagemcnt

$50
$70

~8.000

Howard Smith Corp.
Public
N!A

$19 Walk/$]! Rode
$2~ Walk/$Jh Ride

6.71il
70.000

San Bernardino Golf Club
1494 S. Waterman
San Bernardino. CA 92408

J.G Golfing
Public
$40 (Men·~ Club)

$19
$28

SCGA 1\'h:mbers' Club, The
39500 Robert Trenl Jones Parkwav
Murrieta. CA 92."6~
.

Puhlic
N!A

$48
$63

92501

7.095

.182-200~

1963
M:hqauct Woo<.h
(951) 685 703-l

Rusty Uhl

Trip Stevens
General Manager
(951) .160-80521685-850-l
lAAellooTIU;a~

(7N'l) "'iM-7()()()

Head Golf Pmt"e.,..Hmals, I>GA
56-t· 7100 56-+· 7150
tagg..u1ro kslmail.com

l%1
[)c.,mond \1uirhcad
(9<19) M.t-2727

[)oug Dannerik
G\1 Head Pm. P(J.-\
(909) 654-2727'654·5692

19!0
Harold Hcc("'o
(760) ,~~·~711

(760)

(7()())

Eric Charo~
Hc..td Golt Pro
J~.t--t71

J,.l:!.t-1165

1991
Ron 1-'rc<~m. Golf Plan. In("
(951) 102-.1850

Br)an Addis
PGNHead Golf Prok ...,ional
JQ09) 302-3850/302-3851
info@'redhawkgolfcouric.com

19~8

Gordon Brunton
(Q09) 682-.1748

Dennis Kahn
PGA Head Profes,.ional
(91!9) 682-3748/682-9567

5.779
75.000

19fi7
Dan Brown
(Q09) 885-2~14

Cher) I Thomas
Head Golf Profe ... sional
JQ09) 381-7557

7.0fi0
60.000

1974
Robert Trent Jlmc.., Sr.
(951)677-74-lh

Patrick Kemball
Director of Golf Operat1ons
(951) 677-74-16167?.74-19
bkLmboJ.l(q~scgagolf~..com
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Ric Hernandez Brings Upbeat Attitude to Capital Pacific Homes
colllitwed from page 18

and his talent in targeted communication, R1c brings a new energy and
lendershtp quality to our sales managers 111 the field."
Hemande1. comes to Capital
Pac1fic Homes most recently from
the consulting finn. the Institute for
Professional Sales Careers. where
he was the lead educator. HIS
dynamic programs at the institute
provided sales tminmg for homebuilders and mortgage company
sales teams The focus of his training \\U~ to provide solutions to
increase cu~tomer satisfaction a~ it

three neighborhoods currently selling in Southern California. with an
additional ftvc neighborhoods due
to open within the ne\t three
months.
"Ric brings an upbeat professionalism and motivational encrg)
to his position," said Scott Coler,
Southern California diviswn president for Capital Pacillc Homes. Inc.
"We recruited Ric to further
enhance our a! read) highly-ranked
!-.ales program . \Vith his expertise m
mcrem.mg customer satisfaction

relates to the sales process. Some
of Rtc's clients at the Institute
mcluded Toll Brothers, Shea
Homes.
Richmond American
Homes. Countrywide Home Loans.
GMAC Mortgage and Wells Fargo.
He was the sales manager with
Centex Homes. Southern California
Division. where he co-managed the
sales operations of 18 new home
neighborhoods within the company's Inland/Orange Dtvision "With
my background as an educator and
training facilitator. I am focused on
guiding Capital Pacific Homes to

I.E. Toastmasters Honored at Convention
cominued from page 3/

officer for District 12. presented a
one-hour semmar during the convention titled "Public Relations:
The Vital Tool to Create Dynamic
Clubs.''

Lois Sicking of Lpland, and
Chieko Keagy of Rtverside, were
also honored on-stage. Sickmg
received plaudits for Excellence in
Education and Training, and Keagy
for Excellence in Marketing.
Kay Presto of Ontario. a professional speaker and public relations

t

1'1/lll/l/t

d
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District 12 was honored for
achieving
the
Toastmasters
International Distinguished category thiS year. Twenty-three

Address

CitJ, State. Zip

Shandin Hills Golf Coo,..,.
3~80 Linlc· Mountain Dr
San Bemardmo, CA 92407

Sier ra Lak es Golf C lub
J66(X) Clubhou<.;e Dr
Fonlana. CA 92336

1020 Soboba Rd.

Tabquitz Creek Golf Resort
1885 Golf Club Dr
Palm Spnng>, CA 92264
Tomoada Creek Inn
44501 Rambow Cam-on Rd.

Temecula, CA 9259:i

Co. or <h\ner

Type of Course

Westwinds Golf Course

WllisporiDw Lakn Golf Club
252S R1verside Dr.
Onrario CA 91761

Toastmasters lmernationa/ is the
world's largest non-profit organi:ation derated to communication and
leadership del!elopmem, with over
200,000 members and 10,000
clubs. Those who are imeresred in
joining a local Toastmasters club
can find them online at www.toastmosters.org, or may call 1-800whywespeak.

Green Fees:

Length of Course f\ ds.)

Year Budt

\\eekda)'s

# Rounds pla)"ed Yearl)

Course Designer
Resenation Phone

6.500
51.00

1981
Cary Bickler
(909) 886-0669

Membenirup Fees

n·eekends

American Golf

$17--15
$20--l.l

Public
NlA

Top Local Pro or Manager
Tille
Phone/Fax
£-\'tail Address

Matt Kross

Gener.tl Manager
(909) 886-06691881-2138
shandinhillsfii'amcricangolf.com

$46
$72

6,805
50.000

2000
Ted Robinson
(909) 350-2500

Ben Smi l11
Head Professional
(909) 350-2500/350-4600
www.sierralakes.com

$35
$49

6,366
50.000

1967
Desmond Muirhead
(951) 654-9354

Ka r l j. RcuJ
General Manager
(951) 654-711 t ,224'65-1-6068
sobobaspring<.;.Com

Resort Cour.;e 6.705

Legend Course 6,815

(R) 1995/(L) 1959
Ted Robinson/William Bell
(800) 743-22 t I

Sa njeen Shandcl
Head Golf Professional
(760)328- 10051324-8122
www.tahquJtzcreek.com

S80

6,60516,69016,784
85.000

na

Greg Botti

Dick Rossenffed Robmson
(909) 676-2405

Head Professional
(909)676-24051506-96411
gbott1@ jcresons.com

$36
$47
(w/can)

5,827
60,000

1980
David Raineville
(909) 946-47 t I

Bria n Bod e
General Manager
(909) 946-4711/946-1961

$1 40
$ 160

6,706
40.000+

198~

Pete Dye
(760) 328-3198

C11y of Victorville
9 Hole Regulation
$100 (Month)

Bill O ' Brie n
Director of Golf
(760)328-3 t98n70--1984

$10-14
$12-20

6,495
22.000
(760) 243-1936

Head Professional
(760) 243- t9351246-3632
www.victorvillegolf.com

Cit}· of Ontario

$19
$25

Public

NIA

18 Hole

Arnold Palmer Golf Mgmnt

Reson
NIA
JC Resom
Public/Resort
Call for De1ails

Upland Hills Counlr} Club
American Golf Corp.
1231 E. 161h Street
Semi-PrivJPubl. & Mcmb.
Upland. CA 91784
$2.200- $3,740
Wostlu Mission HiUs Pete Dye Crs<. Troon Gol f
7 1-501 Dinah Shore Dr
Re"'n
Rancho Mtrage, CA 92270
N/A
18003 Weslwinds Dr
Victorville, CA 92394

Hemande~ holds a Califorllla
brokers license and is acti1·e "'the
Building lndustrv Association as
well as being on the hoard of directors for the 100312004 Sales &
A-farkering Council of Sowhern
California.

I t \ l t•d \ /plwht•ltw lh
~1gmnt.

Sobobe ~Royal V'ISta GolfOub
San Jacinto. CA 925R3

tomers ...

Golf Courses in the Inland Empire

fh/~( "~

Course '\arne

Toastmasters clubs were honored
for reaching thetr Presidenttal
Distinguished rank, II clubs
achieved Select Distinguished status.
and
15
reached
the
Distinguished level. This 88-club
extends
southeast
district
from Victorville to Joshua Tree. and
west to San Dimas.

achievmg the highest marks possible m customer satisfaction. My
goal 1s to prov1de our teams with
proven sales and marketing tools so
that they may establish and matntam open communication.~t and
stronger relationships with our cus-

Regulation
~/A

$35-95
$35-95

NlA
$50 ($60 Fri.l

Ron Atkinson

6.726
(909) 923-3673

T im Wal~h
Head GolfProfessional
J909)923-3673'92J-l691
whi.,peringlake,@earthhnk..net

Wt d«s rwt IN:Iudt pm"CIU ,.,urse1}~ A • Nol :4.p~talblt WVD "''uldnt~t Duclou lltl ::: IWI Ul'Clllt.:N<' !"~ .nformariun mthe uho1·t li.st ll<"H obtumf'd/mm tht C<11h[!<JI1tts listtd. To tlu ~st of our bwltftd~e thr mfornkJtWn Jill'·
pl1td u ~Y"Ilrolt aJ" of prru nmt Whslt' rvtry rf!ort LJ modt' to t/UiltY the <l£ 1 urtJC") und tlwmus:hMn of tht lm. nmu~<utn and npf.lgraplru:al umrs J_Qt11rttmts lK< ur. Pltu.u ltnd correction.~ or aJditwru on comp(/!1\" lmrr~oJ ru: Thl
/nltJnd f.mprrt Busm~SJ }I)IU1tQ/. P.O. Bm 1979. Ram·ho Cummonga. C<\ 9J729· 1979. Ro~arrhl'd Jr. Ymdra 0/1-ua. Copyr•ght IEBJ. Thu fat up&11rd A.ugu.tt 200-1 /rvm thou thnt rttpnndtd to qutHinndirt
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Spotting Bogus Mutual Fund Web Sites:
PAX World Funds"'Phishing Tips"
Mutual Fund Family Hit by Fake Web Site Spells Out Six Key Action Steps; Tips Available Online for Investors at www.pa.xworld.com
conti11uej from page 30

going directly to the mam mutual
fund company Web site address.
4. Review your mutual fund
account statement carefully. Are
there trades missing? Has someone
conducted trades that you did not
authorize? Is your account statement late or missing altogether
(possibly as a result of getting
rerouted to the mailing address of a
con artist)? Your account should
only cover those transactions you
have personally authorized and
undertaken.
5. Take advantage of the technology available to fight phishing
schemes. Ensure that your browser
is up to date and security patches
applied. If you use the Microsoft
Internet Explorer browser, go to the
Microsoft Security home page http://www.microsoft.com/secunty/ - to download a special patch
relating to certam phishmg

schemes.
Consider mstalling a
Web browser tool bar to help protect you from known phishing
fraud web sites.
EarthLink
ScamBiocker is part of a free
browser toolbar that alerts you
before you visit a Web page that is
on Earthlink 's list of known fraudulent phisher Web sites. It's free to
all internet users and can be downloaded at http://www. earthlink.net
/earthlinktoolbar. Some phishmg emails contain software that can
harm your computer or track your
activities on the Internet without
your knowledge. Anti-virus software and a frrewall can protect you
from inadvertently accepting such
unwanted files.
6. Report the problem' Even if you
only suspect that you have been
approached by a phishing scheme.
let your mutual fund company
know immediately.
Send your

mutual fund a copy of the e-mail
and the possibly bogus Web site
address. (When forwarding e-mail
messages, make sure to include the
ENTIRE original e-mail with Its
original header information intact.)
It also is a good idea to file a complaint with the FBI's Internet Fraud
Complaint Center at hnp: //www
IFCCFBI.gov.
Current or prospective shareholders with questions about any
suspicious e-or Web site claiming
to be Pax World Funds (or somehow affihated with the same) are
urged to contact Pax World Funds
by phone at 800n67-1729 or email at info@paxworld.com. You
should consider a fund's investment objectives, risks. charges and
expenses carefully before investing. For th.is and other important
mformation, please obtam a fund
prospectus by calling 1-800-767-

1729 or visiting http: //www.
paxworld.com. Please read it carefully before investing.
Pax World Funds seek to enable
persons of conscience to invest in
keeping with their ethical values
and to challenge corporations to
establish and meet certain ethical
standards. The Funds invest in
companies that produce goods and
services that improve the quality of
life such as health care, technology,
housing , food, education, pollution
control. utilities. and leisure-time
activities. The Funds do not un:est
ur companies that make defense or
\veapmls-related products or that
derive revenue from the manufacture of tobacco, alcohol, or gamPax
World
b!tng products.
Management Corp.. 222 State
Street, Portsmowh, NH 03801.
phone: 800-767-1729.

Avoid letting theoretical dangers overshadow practical dangers
continued from page /0

Insurers, whose very survival depends on appropriate appra1sal of risk ,
offered terrorism msurance at low premiums before 9-11. In the aftermath,
the perception of risk soared even as the probable success rate of subsequent attacks dropped. Many are unaware that Las Vegas casinos. which
typically pay out 90 percent, offer a better retum on investment than insurance companies, which have an average payout closer to 75 percent.
A slot machine that pays out 90 percent is a significantly better investment than a $100,000 life insurance policy for a single flight, costing $3. to
be paid out in the event that the plane crashes and kills the policyholder.
Assume the chance of the plane crashing and killing the policyholder is one

m a million. Since the insurance policy has only a one in a million chance
ofbemg used, the $3 policy should pay out $3,000,000 (1.000.000 x $3) for
1t to be a worthwhile investment. Unless the insurance policy pays out 90
percent of that value. whtch is $2,700.000 ($3.000,000 x .90), the slot
machine has a better return than the msurance policy, which pays out just
$100,000.
Even large corporations such as Coca-Cola, with complicated nskreduction tools, overreact. The only two people who know the complete
Coca-Cola formula are forbtdden from flymg 10 the same plane, but may
drive together in the same car. even though dnving is signiilcantly more
risky than flying.

Patricia Morton Brings In-depth Knowledge of the Arts to New Position
continued from page 18
University. M.A. in architecture
from Columbia University, and a
Ph.D. in architectural history from
Princeton University. She has been
published in journals such as Art
Bulletin and the Journal of
Architectural Education. Professor
Morton has also served as the director of the Los Angeles Forum for
Architecture and as a member of

the Journal of Architectural
Education's editorial board.
The Culver Center will be used
for classes for UCR students, and
also will host a variety of cultural
events that will be open to the public. "This is a new position for a
bold initiative," slated Joel Martin,
interim dean of the College of
Humanities, Arts and Social
Sciences, who is also playing a

leadmg role in shaping the center's
new vision.
"Patricia Morton will lead the
faculty planning process to ensure
that we realize ail of the extraordinary potential of the Culver
Center," Martin commented. "She
is the perfect person for this new
position, because she has a deep
know ledge of art and professional
experience as an architect and can

help us make best use of the space
to benefit the arts and the city. Her
credentials speak for themselves.'"
"The Culver Center promises to
be an important resource for both
UCR's arts programs and the whole
Riverside community," Morton
said. " ! look forward to the work of
creating a cutting edge center for
the arts that will make UCR and
Riverside proud."
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